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ABSTRACT
During the nineteenth century In Europe, there appeared on the
theatrical scene a type of serious drama embodying the conviction that
man had become divorced from a belief in certain value concepts which
traditionally had served to help make human existence a purposeful
and dignifying thing.

That particular dramatic type, since It Is un

relentingly concerned with an estrangement between man and belief In
such higher significances as God, country, family, and work, can be
best labeled "the drama of alienation."

This study Investigates the

alienation drama, defining its specific nature and tracing Its develop
ment at the hands of the playwrights chiefly responsible for its ex
istence In nineteenth-century Europe.
The bulk of the study Is given over to discussing In detail the
lives, attitudes, and work of nine dramatists.

These nine are divided

into groups of three, each group representing a particular period.

The

first group, active during the period 1800 to 1840, consists of Heinrich
von Klelst (Penthesllea)« Franz Grlllparzer (Medea), and Georg Buchner
(Danton*s Death and Wovzeck).

The second group, working In the period

1840 to 1885, accounts for Friedrich Hebbel (Marla Magdalena?. Emile
Zola (Theresa Raguln), and Henrik Ibsen (Ghosts and The Wild Duck).
The last group is composed of writers of the final period, 1885 to
1905, and Includes August Strindberg (Miss Julie). Gerhart Hauptmann

Iv

(Drayman Henschel), and Anton Chekhov (The Three Sisters and The Cherry
Orchard).

The emphasis throughout the sections which deal with these men

and their contributions to the alienation drama is one which Indicates
that these writers were keenly aware of the philosophical, political,
sociological, and economical conditions of their age and how these
helped to bring about and reinforce man's sense of alienation.
The study concludes that while the drama of alienation does not
qualify for consideration as tragedy in the classic sense--it does not
admit to belief In the existence of an efficacious higher significance
pattern as a basis for human action--it is Indeed a serious play pos
sessing wider philosophical scope than the standard thesis drama.
Further, the study points out that a true alienation drama expresses
the following philosophical convictions:

(1) traditional moralistic

and rationalistic value concepts are worthless to man, (2) In the final
analysis, human existence Is probably absurd and without meaning,
(3) the earthly environment Is hostile toward man as anything but an
animal, and (4) 6ince the idea of man's spiritual betterment is a
philosophical sham. It is foolish for man to take the view that he
should work In terms of such a goal.
Finally, the study makes the observation that whereas a majority
of those who wrote alienation dramas simply described the agonies of
the alienated state, the more affirmative members of the group did
their best to point out that man could accept his alienation from oldline higher significances and still lead the good life by regarding

v

himself as a creature good and powerful enough to be his own higher,
If not highest, significance.
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PREFACE
There Is considerable disagreement in present critical circles
as to the nature and worth of m o d e m serious drama.

The more roman

tically inclined critics praise the efforts of our modern playwrights,
saying that their plays Illuminate well the nature of the problems faced
by modern man.*

Other critics, however, take a more orthodox stand, re

marking that modern serious drama reveals nothing but the worst excesses
of completely debased romanticism.

2

Let us elaborate a bit on this

second point of view.
The more traditional approach in matters of dramatic criticism Is
heavily Influenced by what is contained in Aristotle's Poetics.

The

critic who Is inclined to feel that Aristotle has the last word on the
subject of what makes drama worthy feels that modern serious drams is
much like Leacock's horseman who managed to gallop off in sixteen different directions at once.

Such a critic complains that the serious

drama of our times has lost touch with reality and artistic standard,^

'■Roderick Robertson, "A Theatre for the Absurd:
Equation, " Drama Survey. II (June, 1962), 42.

The Passionate

2John Gassner, "Theory and Practice for the Playwright," First
Stage. I (Spring, 1962), 3.
3John Mason Brown, D r m t l i Personae (New York:
1963), p. 536.

The Viking Press,

^Francis Fergusson, "After Paranoia, What Next?" Tulane
Review, VII (Summer, 1963), 22-23.
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He feels that modern theater la running wild*
the theater Is no longer exalting man.^

He la of the mind that

He says that serious drama

has degenerated into a tedious parade of psychological case histories
which leave the spectator suffused with a sense of futility.^

All

this is a heavy charge, and--depending upon the position assumed--not
without foundation.
Let us grant that modern drama Is vastly different from that
written in the days of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides.

For the

Greek dramatist's tightly constructed plots, logically developed
characters, and clear elucidations of certain "laws," the stodern
playwright substitutes rambling and convoluted plots, completely de
personalised characters, and a frank reluctance to admit to the
validity of any "law."

All this does take one far afield from Aris

totle, but there Is reason to suppose that Aristotle himself would
not be as upset by the modern departures as some would believe him
to be.
In his commentary on Aristotle's Poetics.^ F. L. Lucas asks us
to remember that Aristotle would probably be more than a little dis
turbed If he knew that two thousand years after the writing of the
Poetics men were still trying to fit plays to its cloth.

Lucas re

minds us that Poetics represents nothing more than Aristotle's usual

^Joseph Wood Krutch, "Modernism" In Modern Drama (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1953), pp. 130-131.
^Mordecai Gorelik, "The Theatre of Sad Amusement," Drama
Survey. II (October, 1962), 175.
^F. L. Lucas, Tragedy. Revised Edition (New York:
Books, 1962), pp. 16-17.
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Collier

Incisive, scientific observations about a particular artistic phenom
enon, and that the Greek philosopher was not attempting to legislate
Q
for future ages.

It is Lucas' feeling that Aristotle would ask us

to work In terms of our own time, just as he worked In terms of his.
This study proposes to accept that thought.
In truth. It seems foolish to condemn the drama of a particular
day because It Is not like the drama of a previous day.
each age, brings on something new.

Each day,

The "new" thing Is on the scene,

and it must be accounted for in terms of the circumstances and con
ditions which brought it Into being.

To pretend that the new does

not exist, or to make the dogmatic assertion that it could not possi
bly contain anything "good" smacks of petulance.

To refuse to entertain

the possibility that the new might possess something of value is to as
sume an attitude leading one Into arbitrary and damaging reactionism.
Modern drama is here and It Is different.

But let us see what it is

before we pass judgment on it.
This study Is concerned with the nature of a particular type of
m o d e m drama.

It seeks to Indicate that much of modern drasia is what

It Is simply because of what Its times are.

It takes the stand that

if many of the plays of the modern period appear to be confusing. It
is because all that has gone Into the making of the sx>dern period Is
conducive to the creation of confusion.

It Is of the mind that If many

t

of the pi Ays of the m o d e m period depict man as lost, discouraged with

8lbld., p. 7.
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existence as he knows ltt In fact alienated from a belief in G o d ,
king, nation, tribe, family, and work as value-stabilizing concepts
for the individual man,

it is because the nature of the modern

period dictates such a view to a great many m o d e m dramatists.
This study seeks to indicate that the philosophically pessimistic
quality found in so much of modern drama is simply the dramatic
reflection of an age which is markedly despairing as far as basic
philosophies are concerned.

It seeks to define the drama which such

an age has produced as "drama of alienation."
The word "alienation" will occur often in the pages to come.

To

avoid possible confusion, it should be made clear that the word is to
be taken in a philosophical sense to mean estrangement from belief in
value-sustaining concepts.

The use of the word "alienation" in this

study has nothing whatever In common with Bertolt Brecht's "alien
ation effect," which is a purely dramaturgical entity.10

It seems

necessary to make this point here, if only to emphasize clearly that
this study is concerned with a certain philosophically alienated
quality as this has been injected into dramas, not by directors and
actors, but by the playwrights themselves.
Specifically, this study deals with nineteenth-century drama
as it has virtually dictated an alienation point of view to today's

^Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1945), pp. xv ff.
^ ^ a r t i n Esslln, Brecht: The Man and His Work (Garden City:
Doubleday and Company, 1961), pp. 124-125.
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dramatists.

In the course of making this point clear, the study deals

with the lives, the attitudes, and some of the dramatic output of each
of the following playwrights:

Heinrich von Klelst, Franz Grlllparzer,

Georg Buchner, Friedrich Hebbel, Emile Zola, Henrik Ibsen, August
Strindberg, Gerhart Hauptmann, and Anton Chekhov.

It Is the contention

here that each of these men contributed a great deal to the creation of
M the drama of alienation.M

Each of them wrote at least one play--and

usually more--in which he demonstrated the conviction that the condltions of human existence deny the existence of divine plans for man.
in such a demonstration, these writers alienate man from all belief In
traditional moralistic concepts.
Taken in full, the structural development of the study Is as
follows:

first, a chapter dealing with definitions of alienation and

an exposition of societal alienation and non-allenatlon; second, a
series of three chapters which divides the nineteenth century Into
three distinct periods each of which has a philosophic flavor of Its
own; and last, a chapter which attempts to review the ground covered
and to set forth certain conclusions which seem to be warranted by the
facts and Ideas presented.
A cautionary word Is In order.
the works of the writers studied.

This study does not seek to judge

It is concerned solely with describ

ing, as objectively as possible, the growth of what appears to be the
dominant theme in the serious drama of the nineteenth century.

Agree

ment or disagreement with the dramatists* Interpretation Is not an Issue
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here.

These writers saw their age In a certain light, and while their

view Is one which we, perhaps, do not find appealing, we must try to
take thea as we find then.

They were troubled sen, living In sosiething

of a troubled time.

all

CHAPTER I
Alienation;

Its Nature and Background

Let us begin by saying that no nan lives in an ontological vacuum.
Each human being, by definition of the term, exists In a state referred
to as "the human condition,"*

That condition is one which indicates to

man that while he is superior to all other animals and is capable of per
forming stupendous feats, he is also a finite creature whose own unaided
powers will carry him only so far In life.

He senses that beyond the

limits of his powers there lies a void embodying in it the concept of
"nothingness,"

Aware of this, and in vague terror of It, the human

being sets out to convince himself that he is a creature projected into
being for a reason.

As long as man is able to hold to that conviction,

he succeeds In justifying his existence to himself.

When something

happens which alienates him from that conviction, his existence becomes
a despairing thing.
The word "alienation" is a word which one finds used freely today
In psychology, sociology, theology, and general philosophy.

It is a

word which is used by many to describe the lot of modern man and it
is the word which most accurately describes the leitmotif of most of
the serious drama written in Europe since the closing years of the
eighteenth century.

*Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago; University of
Chicago Press, 1958), pp. 10-11,
1

2

The etymological roots of the word "alienation" are found in the
old Latin word alienationem. a word derived from the Latin verb alienare,
which meant "to convert into an alien; to estrange."

This earliest

meaning was not a simple description of a foreigner, but rather denoted
a person who was converted into an alien, a Roman citizen who was de
prived of his citizenship.

For a Roman, the loss of citizenship was the

worst thing that could happen to him.

Such an action deprived him not

only of his political rights, but also of his most important means of
identification with the rest of humanity.

The alienated man in Rome

was cast completely adrift; he was ostracized from his tribe and no
longer had a voice in the affairs of men.
cerned, he was a ghost of sorts.

As far as free men were con

For the man who found the only real

meaning for his existence in his identification with the tribe, such a
state induced in him deep psychological misery.
In the old Roman sense, alienation was much worse than exile.

The

exiled man often retained his citizenship and could always hope to re
turn to Rome to resume the practice of his citizenship.

The aliena

ted Roman had no such hope; in exile or not, he was no Roman at all,
and there was no place for him in the world.
Rome, he became a homeless wanderer.

If he decided to leave

If he decided to remain in Rome,

his lot was perhaps even worse, for daily he had to view men performing
the activities which were denied to him.

The sense of dissociation

*C. T. Onions, ed., The Oxford Universal English Dictionary
(New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 1937), I. 43.
^Grant Shoerman, Rome and the Romans (New York:
Company, 1939), pp. 410-411.

The MacMillan

3

felt by such a man should be kept in mind as we study the alienation
theme in the works of those nineteenth-century dramatists we shall soon
look at, for while the cause of the alienation they write of was not
what it was for the Roman, the psychological state suffered by their
"alienated hero" was much the same.
In the ages which came into being between the time of the Ancient
Roman and the nineteenth century, the meaning of "alienation" was var
ied to account for other ideas and situations.

In the Middle Ages the

word denoted transferring the ownership of church lands to secular
agencies.

In this context, alienation emphasized the transfer of a

physical thing; there was little to suggest a depressing psychological
state.

The idea of such a state in connection with alienation appears

again in the fifteenth century, when the word referred to the "loss or
derangement of mental faculties."^

This usage is still with us, for

there is existent today in Europe the practice of calling those who
work with mental patients "alienists."^

In the sixteenth century,

the word was used in connection with foreigners and legal matters involving rights of ownership.

In the

seventeenth century it meant

^Onions, loc. cit.
5Ibid.
^"Alienist," The Encyclopaedia Britannica, Thirteenth Edition,
I, 628.
^Onions, loc. cit.

Q
"a turning away from1' or "something foreign in nature."
the eighteenth century was well begun,

By the time

the word was thought of as hav

ing to do with either the action or nature of "estrangement" from a
prior settled and happy state.

But before that century had ended,

certain philosophers brought forth intellectual systems which broadened
the meaning of alienation to Include the sense of loneliness man feels
when he can no longer place faith in powers greater than himself.
For the purposes of this study, the word "alienation" is viewed
not only to mean estrangement from something of a physical nature but
also estrangement from something of a philosophical nature.

For modern

man, alienation signifies a detachment from certain philosophical arti
cles of faith which have traditionally allowed him to view himself as
a superior creature capable of becoming even better than he is.

We

are talking now about certain values which form the bedrock of man's
sense of personal worth.

The pain of the alienated Roman was probably

a distressing thing, but how much more distressing is the feeling of
the man alienated from the idea of humanity?

It is this last which

figures so dominately in the works of our nineteenth century dramatists,
making their work "the drama of alienation."
We are now ready to sum up the meaning of the word "alienation"
as it will be used in this study.

8Ibid.
9Onions, ©£. cit., Ill, 635.

We will say that it is a feeling

5

of estrangement, a "state of dissociation from self, from others, and
from the world at large,"*1® brought on by man's Inability to establish
and maintain faith in God, country, family and work as these are values
thought to be greater than himself.

We can view m o d e m man's alienation

as a thing related to peace of mind as it is brought about by the feel
ing that a greater benevolent power is at work for man.

M o d e m man,

we will find, experiences an alienation from such peace of mind; he
finds it impossible to accept the fact that there is such a benevolent
power.

He feels lost, without identity or purpose, valueless.

So, at

least, is the view of many trained observers of the m o d e m human scene.
Perhaps the best view of the nature and effects of alienation in
the modern era is that contained in the collection of excerpts from
the works of a host of experts in the fields of sociology, psychology,
economics, theology, and philosophy as these excerpts are brought to
gether under the title of Man Alone:
Edited by Eric and Mary Josephson,

Alienation in M o d e m Society.

this volume includes comment on the

problems of alienation and identity, alienation in work and leisure,
and alienation in relationship to such things as mass culture, politics,
science, the arts, and war.

All of the material focuses upon the idea

that never before the last century and a half have so many men felt so
desperately isolated and "cut off" from values and concepts which would

*"®Eric and Mary Josephson, eds., Man Alone: Alienation in
M o d e m Society (New York:
Dell Publishing Company, 1962), p. 13.
Hlbid.
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allow them to live lives of satisfaction and dignity.
tor, Eric Fronts, has it:

As one contribu

"Alienation as we find it in modern society

is almost total; it pervades the relationship of man to his work, to
the things he consumes, to his fellows, and to himself."

12

in the

category of the alienated, as we know it today, the Josephsons put
the following:
...the multitudes of factory and white-collar workers who
find their jobs monotonous and degrading; the voters and
non-voters who feel hopeless or 'don't care'; the juveniles
who commit senseless acts of violence; the growing army of
idle and lonely old people; the Negroes who 'want to be
treated like men'; the stupefied audlenceB of mass media;
the people who reject the prevailing values of our culture
but cannot--or may not--find any alternatives (italics mine),
the escapists, the retreatists, the nihilists, and the des
perate citizens who would solve all major political prob
lems by moving our society underground and blowing up the
planet.
A glance through a week of newspapers would indicate that the
Josephsons do not exaggerate.

In this age of brutal pressures, there

seem to be armies of people who do not have the value support needed to
withstand effectively those pressures.

Divorces, psychological break

downs, and suicides continue to rise out of proportion to the rate of
world population increase.

A period of acute and widespread stress,

our time has been aptly named "the age of anxiety."^

For those who

have studied the phenomenon closely, the dark pessimism is reflective

12

Eric Fromm, "Alienation Under Capitalism," Man Alone (Joseph
son, ojg. cit.), p. 59.
^josephson, o p . cit., pp. 11-12.
l4"The Anatomy of Angst," Time, LXXVII (March 31, 1961), 44.
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of the fact that man no longer believes In life as something which,
with the help of God, can be made better.

Han instead seems to be

lieve that life is a terrifying thing controlled by Romaln Gary's
"the monkey g o d s . " ^
Those who write of the alienation of the nineteenth and twenti
eth centuries point to the large number of individuals who "give it
all up."

They cite case after case in which people have withdrawn

from the world about them, who go through life wearing a protective
shell of cynical distrust.

They make much of the many cases in which

they have observed "an extraordinary variety of psycho-social disorders,
including loss of self, anxiety states, anomie, despair, depersonaliza
tion, rootlessness, apathy, social disorganization,

loneliness, atomi

zation, powerlessness, meaninglessness, isolation, pessimism, and the
loss of beliefs or values (italics m i n e ) . " ^

If one wishes, he might

easily be convinced that there are no men living who are enjoying a
non-alienated life of purpose and significance.
Certainly there are men today--as there were men in the nineteenth
century--who have been able to keep faith with their fundamental ideals
and values, who still feel that there is a higher destiny awaiting man.
These men, by virtue of their commitment to such ideals, have the
strength and sense of purpose needed to cope effectively with the

^ R o m a l n Gary, Promise at Dawn (Hew York:
1962), pp. 4-6.

Harper and Brothers,

^Josephson, o£. cit.. Introduction, pp. 12-13.
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complexities of a complicated time.

Not all men of the last one hundred

and fifty years have indulged in the lament of the alienated man, a
lament voiced by the fifteenth century French poet, Eustache Deschamps:
Why are the times so dark?
Men know each other not at all,
But governments quite clearly change
From bad to worse.
Days dead and gone are more worth while,
Now what holds sway? Deep gloom and boredom,
Justice and law nowhere to be found.
J[ know no more where 1^ belong.
(italics mine)
But just as it seems clear that the m o d e m age has had its non
alienated men, it also seems clear that it surpasses previous ages in
its number of alienated persons.
he contributes to the essential

If the m o d e m turns his back on it,
confusion and despair of his age.

While

this study primarily traces the growth of m o d e m alienation in the work
of the major dramatists of the last century, it also should contribute
to a basic understanding of alienation as it exists today.
We have, at this point, some idea of what alienation means, and
we have noted that it has assumed large proportions in the m o d e m soci
ety.

Before detailing the growth of alienation, we should glance at

certain non-alienated periods both to observe their philosophical and
psychological characteristics and to note what kind of drama those
periods produced.

What we see will enable us to make clear what

societal conditions have traditionally kept alienation in check, and
will also help us to understand why the drama
different from the drama of the non-alienated age.

17Ibid.. p. 17.

of alienationis

so

9

As Emile Durkheim has pointed out, the non-alienated man lives in
a cohesive society whose conditions allow the individual to "find mean
ing and satisfaction in his own productivity and in his relations with
others."

18

Durkheim calls such societies "solidaristic," and he says

that they are societies wherein man "will no longer find the only aim
of his conduct in himself and, understanding that he is the instrument
of a purpose greater than himself, will see that he is not without sig
nificance."^

In other words, men resist alienation when they see them

selves as more than insignificant "animals."
We will take the measure of three societies which seem to qualify
for Durkheim's designation of "solidaristic."

While no one of the three

was completely free of its alienated men, all three seemed to possess
the conditions required to prevent wide-spread alienation.

All three,

moreover, produced affirmative drama which pictured man as strong, vital,
and striving, and not as weak, cringing, and simply enduring.

The first

of the three is the society which produced Aeschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides.
Enough has been written about the Greece of the fifth century
before Christ for us to understand that basically Its culture was a
"purposeful" one.

20

Although life in that Greece for many was not one

18Ibid., p. 16.
19Ibid.
^Ogdith Hamilton, The Greek Way (New York:
Company, Inc., 1942), pp. 40-42.

W. W. Norton and

10

of ease and comfort, those who Inhabited the country were not in the
habit of sitting about bemoaning their state.
high value on human endeavor, on "doing."

The Greeks placed a

They were, by common crit

ical consent, an indomitable folk who had little patience with moody,
fruitless introspection.

21

The basis of their philosophy embodied a

point of view which said that action and achievement were what counted
most.

In another age, this idea would become known as "humanism,"

22

but for the Greek it was nothing more than taking hold of what the
gods had provided.
21

The Greek belonged to his deme,

exercised his rights as a citi

zen and family head, participated in the workings of the assembly in
Athens when elected to do so, worshipped the gods, and went to war
when he had to.

His "life role" was a clear one to him; he felt that

he understood the forces upon which his existence depended.

While the

gods were often angry, the Greek accepted his subordination to the
deities and did not trouble himself with wondering if the gods were
there or not.

And while the Greek might often be frustrated in his

desires or might rebel at one form of temporal authority or another,
he was seldom "alienated," seldom at a loss as to what life was all
about.

21Ibid., p. 33.
22

“ Wylie Sypher, Four Stages of Renaissance Styles (New York:
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1955), p. 42.
2^Cyril E. Robinson, A History of Greece (New York:
Y. Crowell Company, 1929), pp. 77-78.

Thomas
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Helped by the attitudinal stability of the Greek citizen, the
country was an energetic and purposeful one.
variety of accomplishments:

This was reflected in a

in the construction of the city state form

of government, in a strong, vigorous program of religion and morality,
In the formulation of democratic constitutions, in the dignified feel
ing attached to the importance of home and family, in dynamic philo
sophical and scientific movements, in military successes, and in a
well-pursued program of colonization.

0A

The periodic presence of

tyrants did nothing to quench the powerful inner vitalism of the Greek;
though it sometimes took a little time to work things out, the Greek
always brought things around to the state he believed should prevail.
Not a little of the reason for the writing of great drama in
Ancient Greece is tied to two things:

the Greek's faith in his abil

ity to achieve, and his identification with an elaborately thought out
religious concept.

25

The Greek, although convinced that there was

much he could do, was also convinced that there was a point beyond
which man's capabilities could not go.

As much as the Greeks believ

ed in themselves, they believed that the gods had the final say about
things.

Such a philosophy did much to keep a man from falling prey

to excessive pride.

While there were those few who chafed at the

bounds of this doctrine, for most it was an eminently workable theory.

24

La Rue van Hook, Greek Life and Thought (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1930), pp. 287-295.
^Hamilton, ££. cit.. pp. 284-285.

12

So the conditions for the non-alienated state and the consequent
writing of drama that glorified life, man, and the gods were present.
There was an audience which possessed a strong sense of identification
with self, family, tribe, country, and the gods.
awareness of personal limitation.

There was the healthy

There was the attitude that while

thinking had a most legitimate place in the realm of man, action was
what counted.

There was the healthy view on the part of the Greek

that he was good, could probably be better, but that the gods were
best.

And to take advantage of these conditions,

there were sensitive

writers of the theater who wrote gripping, inspiring dramas about their
age.
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Greek drama reveals a most positive and non-alienated quality;

it is sure, purposeful, and vital, and in these characteristics it re
flects the nature of the society for which it was written.
Having now accounted for the first of our three non-alienated
societies, let us move to the second, that aggressive banding together
of Englishmen under the rule of Elizabeth the First.

Beneath the sur

face differences, that society had much in common with that of the
Greek of the fifth century.

It too had a certain cohesive strength

which allowed for a sizable amount of human productiveness.

But in

order to view that society as we should, it is necessary to first say
a few words about a movement which helped greatly to shape Elizabethan
England into what it was: the Italian Renaissance.

^W h i t n e y J. Oates and Eugene O'Neill, Jr., eds,, The Complete
Greek Drama (New York:
Random House, 1938), p. xxxiii.
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The great human reawakening of the

Italian Renaissance was what

it was partially because of the "Dark Ages" which had gone before.

For

a gloomy thousand years man had been thoroughly held in thrall by church
and feudal powers.
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tive, dynamic Greek.

The medieval man was a far cry from the affirma
Crushed down by the repressiveness of the feudal

system, he could not hope to work only for himself and his family.
Kept Ignorant by a power-obsessed clergy, he could not seek to rise
above his place.

The Renaissance changed all that and gave back to men

a sense of personal dignity and worth.

28

It revived the concept of

"the individual" and restored man to his former glory.
The meaning of the word "renaissance" is "rebirth,"

29

and the

vast release of vital human energy into the numerous channels of art,
science, philosophy, and politics which the Renaissance provided for
proved to be just that.

And the Renaissance was something far more

comprehensive than is implied by the smaller movement it embraced,
"the Revival of Learning."

30

Indeed, the hallmark of the Renaissance

was not only an increase in matters of pure thought, but also a giant
striding forth in all lines of human endeavor, Intellectual, physical,
and artistic.
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Raymond Williams, The Long Revolution (New York:
University Press, 1961), p. 23.

Columbia

^®Wallace K. Fergusson, The Renaissance (New York:
Holt and Company, 1940), pp. 4-5.

Henry

^Webster*s New World Dictionary of the American Language,
Sixth Edition (Cleveland and New York: The World Publishing Company,
1957), p. 1231.
30

"The Renaissance," The Encyclopaedia Britannica, Thirteenth
Edition, XIX, 122.
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As human thought reappraised the universe, the Ptolemaic system
gave way to the Copemican.

As man's confidence In himself increased,

the known world was expanded to beyond the vast oceans.

As man's in

ventiveness grew, printing and gunpowder came on the scene.
social sense developed,

As man's

there appeared new political theories and

educational philosophies.

As man's desire to create and interpret

took on strength, spectacular works of art came into being.

It was

an age dn which there seemed no limit to what man could do.
It was inevitable that certain excesses would creep In to mar
the positiveness of the Renaissance.

One authority puts it as follows:

The Renaissance can, after all, be regarded only as a
period of transition in which much of the good of the past
was sacrificed while some of the evil was retained, and
neither the bad nor the good of the future was brought
clearly into fact. Beneath the surface of brilliant social
culture lurked gross appetites and savage passions, un
restrained by mediaeval piety (italics mine), untutored by
modern experience.
Italian society exhibited an almost un
exampled spectacle of literary, artistic and courtly re
finement crossed by brutalities of lust, treasons, poison
ings, assassinations,
violence* A succession of worldly
pontiffs brought the Church into flagrant discord with the
principles of Christianity.
Steeped in pagan Learning,
desirous of imitating the manners of the ancients, think
ing and feeling in harmony with Ovid and Theocritus, and
at the same time rendered cynical by the corruption of
papal Rome, the educated classes lost their grasp on
morality. Political honesty ceased almost to have a
name in Italy.
The Christian virtues were scorned by
the foremost actors and the ablest thinkers of the time,
while the antique virtues were themes for rhetoric rather
than moving springs of conduct. 1
The temper of the Renaissance was, unfortunately, conducive to
the growth of a doctrine which implied that if man was to fully realize
himself, he must cast rules aside and not allow himself to be inhibited

31Ibid., p. 128.
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In any way.

Such a philosophy led to licentiousness.

Many men did

32
develop excessive pride about themselves. Drunk with a sense of new
found power, they attached no significance to anything but themselves,
and it was only a matter of time before these individuals became aware
of the fact that all by themselves they could go just so far.
After the full flower of the Renaissance passed, there were un
doubtedly many alienated men who were unable to find their way back
to that healthy balance of faith and reason needed for completely ful
filled living.

If the Renaissance had succeeded in establishing that

partnership between God and man that the doctrine of humanism called
for,
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that time, too, would have been recorded as an age possessing

Durkheim's "solidaristic" society.

But it did not succeed in this, and

the Renaissance became in part a day of undisciplined individualism.
It is not without meaning for this study that the Renaissance produced
34
no great serious drama.

Let us now return to our view of the second

of our three non-alienated societies,

the England of Drake, Raleigh,

Essex, Marlowe, and Shakespeare.
Heavily Influenced by the Renaissance, England avoided its ex
cesses because of three things:

(1) its long nationalistic traditions,

(2) its geographical detachment from the continent, and (3) a firmly
established Protestantism.

35

Absorbing the best of the Renaissance--

^ H i r a m Haydn, The Counter-Renaissance (New York:
Scribner's Sons, 1950), pp. 387 ff.
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Sypher, oj>. cit., p. 55.
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George Freedley and John C. Reeves, A History of the Theatre
(New York:
Crown Publishers, 1941), p. 63.
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Alfred L. Rowse, The England of Elizabeth (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1951), pp. 21-22.
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Its doctrine of man as an achiever of great dlmension--England was able
to Incorporate that best Into a cohesive society In which the Inhabitants
maintained the necessary balance between knowledge of strength and sense
of limitation which is a major characteristic of the non-alienated age.
England was a nation which had achieved, under the Tudors, a high
degree of internal unity.

This unity had been brought about by the line

of English monarchs which envisioned England as a nation governed by a
strong central authority.

That authority was, of course, the monarch,

and Elizabeth I followed the Tudor line just as vigorously as her forebears.

36

In spite of certain marked eccentricities, Elizabeth ruled

well, and the average Englishman held her in high regard.

Elizabeth's

dedication to the

welfare of England helped enormously to further the

sense of pride in

countrypossessed by her subjects.

There were few

Englishmen who felt alienated from "country."
The Englishman's sense of rapport and identification with country
was due, also, tothe fact that England had

achieved.

She had resisted

Rome--no matter how sadly that business had begun--and she had blocked
the designs of the French and Spanish on the English crown.
men put England's stamp on new and old world alike.

Her great

Francis Drake cir

cumnavigated the world, Francis Bacon made as powerful a contribution
to philosophy as any Italian, and it remained to England to give the
world that master dramatist, William Shakespeare.

The Englishman's

pride in his nation's stength and power--in the light of what these men
and others did--is more than pardonable.

36

Elizabeth Jenkins, Elizabeth The Great (New York:
McCann, Inc., 1959), p. 63.

Coward
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And finally, to complete the picture of Elizabeth's England as a
nation unified in all major respects, there is the strength of English
Protestantism.

Once things had settled down after Henry VIII's break

with Rome, the English were well on their way to a thoroughly nonCatholic religious approach.

While there were certain segments of

the populace that remained faithful to Rome, these did not last long.
The final blow to the old faith in England came with Protestant
Elizabeth's execution of Catholic Mary, and from that time on there
were no doubts as to what the English religious doctrine would be.
With powerful Protestant preachers to lead the way, the English be
came a nation of militantly pietistic people opposed to Rome but
17

secure in their relationship with God.

And as harshly as the

English dealt with the Catholics, they were as severe with the athe
ists; there was no place for the Irreligious in sixteenth century
England.

One could accuse the English of that day of religious In

tolerance, but it could never be said that Elizabeth's England was
at a loss for a religious faith.
And so history shows us the England in which Shakespeare, Marlowe,
and Johnson wrote as a nation secure, confident, and prosperous.

Much

as was the case with the Greece of which we have spoken, England in
the sixteenth century was populated by men who viewed life affirma
tively, believing in their strength and in their essential dependence

37
^ Wallace Notestein, The English People on the Eve of
Colonization (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954), pp. 134-135.
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on a higher being.

The English identified well with the nation and were

not prone, in the main, to individual excesses which caused frustration,
confusion, and despair.

Like Ancient Greece, England was a country and

a breed of men that proved uncongenial to alienation as we have defined
it.
Reflecting the affirmative conditions of the age, the major English
dramatists created plays which were as heroic as those penned by their
Grecian cultural forerunners.

Greece had its Oedipus,

its Prometheus,

its Heracles; England had its Hamlet, its Faustus, its Hieronimo.
both groups of characters one finds dramatic
individuals of great capability

38

In

creations of men who are

and who dare mightily.

While these

heroes come to grief, they do not succumb to their fate before they
evidence great strength and earth-shaking passion.
deal with the richness and fulness of vital life.

All these dramas
They are calculated

to make men feel that life is a

challenge to be swiftly taken up, and

they are designed to remind men

that life on this earth is to be lived

with an eye to the fact that man has his limits.
We come now to the last of our three solidaristlc societies, that
which held the day in France during the last half of the seventeenth
century.

We will note that this particular society was a fusion of

elements taken from Ancient Greece, the Renaissance, and Elizabethan

38
J Benjamin Brawley, A Short History of the English Drama
(New Tork:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1921), pp. 21-23.
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E n g l a n d , and we will further note that while that fusion never quite

became a natural whole, It did have the effect of producing a society
of men who lived lives of purpose rather than of alienation.
The House of Bourbon In France pursued basically the same course
followed by the Tudors in England.^0

As Parliament,

the nobility bent to Elizabeth's royal will,

the clergy, and

these same groups in the

France of "the Sun King," Louis XIV, stood at their ruler's beck.
Both monarchs were strong willed Individuals who were adept at the
business of ruling, and both nations, consequently, were solidly uni
fied and organized In matters pertaining to national g o a l s . F o r
that matter, with Germany split up into a score of antagonistic prin
cipalities and England ravaged by civil war, Louis XIV*s France was
the only completely homogeneous political body in E u r o p e . ^

As

Elizabeth's devotion to England contributed to the establishment of
pride and loyalty to nation on the part of her subjects, so too Louis'
undeviatlng efforts to make France the dominant power in Europe cap
tured the hearts and hands of the French.

^Lau r e n c e B. Packard, The Age of Louis XIV (New York;
Holt and Company, 1929), pp. 4-5.
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40Ibid, pp. 10-12.
^ H i l a i r e Belloc, "France," The Encyclopedia Americana, 1956
Edition, XI, 532.

42ibid.
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A measure of Louis' personal confidence can be found in the fact
that upon the death of Richelieu's successor, Mazarln, Louis announced
that he would be his own first m i n i s t e r . as Elizabeth listened
to Burghley, Bacon, and Walsingham and then went her own way, so Louis
heard out Colbert, Lionne, and Louvois and then did what he personally
wished to do.

As Elizabeth took a major hand in all that went on in

England, Louis took a deepinterest in the financial, commercial,
distrial, and naval reorganization of France.

in-

The French court became

a truly brilliant one, and France became unquestionably the first state
in Europe both in arms and arts.4^
From the Renaissance, seventeenth-century France too received
the influence of the cult of the striving individual.

The strength

and vitality of such a person was reflected not only in the monarch,
but also in other personalities.
diplomats:

There were the Ring's ministers and

Jean Baptiste Colbert, Hugues de Lionne, and Michel Le

Tellier and his son, Louvois.

There were the generals:

Henri de la

Tour d'Auvergne, Sebastien Le Prestre de Vauban, and Louis de Bourbon,
Prince de Conde.

Science and philosophy were represented by such as

Descartes, Pascal, and Bayle.

Casauban, Scaliger, Bolleau, Ducange,

and Mabullon were important figures in the area of scholarship and

43

Jacques Boulenger, The Seventeenth Century
G. P. Putnam's Sons, n. d.), p. 393.

44Ibid.. p. 172.

(New York:

criticism.

The French Academies came into being, as did the Theatre

Francals, the oldest existent national theater in the world.
writing of drama,
out.

In the

the names of Comeilie, Racine, and Moliere stand

As all these men produced, their fire was spread to lesser men,

and Frenchmen were pround and satisfied with themselves and the nation
Ancient Greece contributed to France its classical poise and
exquisite balance between faith and reason.

The seventeenth century

saw a strong revival of interest in things Grecian, and the doctrine
of Neo-Classicism dominated French thinking in matters of artistic
creativity.^**

The Grecian attitude was also incorporated into the

social pattern of many of the French;
nered elegance.

the age is noted for its man

But the greatest Impact of the Ancient Greek's think

ing in Louis XIV's France is to be found in the drama of two men who
are theatrical brothers of Sophocles .

^

Those two men are, as we have

already noted, Pierre Corneille and Jean Racine.
Pierre Corneille,

the so-called father of French d r a m a , d e a l s

with the need for man to hold to the "higher significance," to which
man must hold if his life and his society are to have any real meaning

45packard, oj>. cit., pp. 102-103.
46Ibid., p. 99.
^ K e n n e t h Macgowan and William Melnltz, The Living Stage
(New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), p. 195.
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Packard, 0 £. cit.. p. 100.
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Corneille's heroes are all valiant, straightforward, and virtuous
individuals who engage in long deliberations with themselves and others
on the subject of the desirability of suppressing their own desires in
aq

favor of the demands of honor and country.

Rodrigue, Horace, Cinna,

Polyeucte are men who focus on Ideals they feel must be sworn to for
the sake of all men, and in this they are at great variance with the
alienated hero, the self-concerned protagonist of m o d e m drama who
worries about no one except himself.^
Jean Racine also worries about the demands of those laws and
ideals in terms of which man must live, but he places his emphasis on
the agonies experienced as one attempts to suppress his emotions for
the sake of upholding those laws and ideals.^

More romantic than

Corneille, Racine concerns himself with the intensity of the anguish
which is brought about by self-denial.

In his plays,

the individual

gives way to the higher law, but not before experiencing suffering of
epic proportions.
heart In conflict.

Racine gives dramatic display to the mind and the
52

Andromaquev Britannicus, Bajazet, Iphigenie, and

Phedre, unlike Corneille's characters, all come to tragic ends; they

^ G e o r g e Steiner, The Death of Tragedy (New York:
Wang, 1961), pp. 56-57.

Hill and

SOjoseph Wood Krutch, The M o d e m Temper (New York:
Brace and Company, 1929), p. 90.
^ A r t h u r A. Tilley, Three French Dramatists (London:
University Press, 1933), pp. 67-68.
52Ibid., pp. 69-70.
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are brought down by the excesses of passion.
brought down, however,

In the process of being

the characters manifest that powerful assertion

which is characteristic of the individual who knows what it is that
he wants.
characters;

There is no essential confusion in the minds of Racine's
there is only a raging battle between clearly perceived

desires and laws.

Corneille and Racine both deal with people who are

aware of their position in regard to the total structure of things.
So, in the final analysis,

the pattern of life in seventeenth-

century France was much like those present in Ancient Greece and
Elizabethan England.

All three patterns evidence a psychological

bias towards affirmative action in relation to forces which were
clearly put and which allowed men firm values in terms of which they
could live and work.

The three societies incorporated religious

patterns, value patterns, which made men view themselves realisti
cally.

All three encouraged men to act.

All three strove to keep

alive a healthy balance between emotion and reason, with faith being
a respectable thing.

All three fostered the attitude that man should

not be viewed as an independent being, but rather should be thought
of as a part of a whole whose components were man, family, nation, and
a "significance" above all of these.

In the main,

the men of the

societies we have looked at had identity, purpose, and confidence.
The differences existing between the pattern of the m o d e m soci
ety and those which we have looked at are great.

Today's societal

pattern is much more complicated than the others;

it covers more phys

ical territory and greater numbers of people.

As different parts
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of the world have become involved with one another’s affairs, individual
man has found it harder to think of himself as involved with only one
relatively small nation.

In the m o d e m period, man must identify with

the world, and the size of that abstraction is often too much for him
to assimilate effectively.

The loyalties and identifications tradition

ally associated with country have become blurred, and man no longer finds
it easy to associate himself exclusively with but one country.^3
There are other differences to consider.

One of these is tied to

the fact that m o d e m man seems to feel that he can no longer make the
important decisions men once made about their existence.

He feels him

self bound over to mysterious bureaus meeting in far away places, bu
reaus which have the final say over him and bureaus which he feels have
neither real Identity nor influence.

54

M o d e m man sees many such bu

reaus tied together to form one "monster" bureau which seems to regard
the individual not as a man, but as a statistic.

Such a situation is

a far cry from that in which a man rose to his feet as a member of a
deme and made his presence known.

Not only, then, has man's sense of

national identity been severely tried, but also his sense of Identity
as an effective member of any type of policy-making unit has been weak
ened tremendously.

53Murray Levin, "Political Alienation," Man Alone (Josephson,
op. cit.), p. 227.
54

Franz Kafka, The Castle (New York:
pp. 93-94.

Alfred A. Knopf, 1956),
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Further, modern man finds it difficult to secure the kind of lead
ership which usually did much in a solldaristlc society to strengthen
the individual's sense of dedication and drive.

In a world becoming

increasingly more "democratic," it is not easy to find men whom other
men are willing to regard as leaders.

The democratic concept has it

that each man is as good as another, and today leadership is more resented than looked up to.

55

The last difference we shall mention at this point has to do with
the phenomenal growth of machine technology in the m o d e m era.

Any

number of people have come to regard certain very sophisticated machines
as enemies, saying that these elaborate pieces of "hardware" threaten
to remove men even further from the truly productive s t a t e . ^

This is

a cry directed not only against machines that make thinRS. but also at
machines which are being used to manipulate lives.

The Greek, the cry

says, was never assigned into a battalion by a computer.
These things being what they are, m o d e m man feels a diminishing
sense of importance.

If the contributors to the Josephson collection

of writings are to be believed, m o d e m man no longer has the comforting
values provided by the stable cultures of the past.

The argument is

advanced that man has lost his faith in the power of the traditional
institutions of church and state to furnish him with answers for his

55joseph Wood Krutch, The Measure of Man (New York:
Merrill Company, 1954), pp. 46-41.

Bobbs-

Henry Winthrop, "Some Psychological and Economic Assumptions
Underlying Automation," Machines and the Man (Robert P. Weeks, ed.;
New York: Appleton, Century-Crofta, Inc.), pp. 296-297.
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basic problems, and that he feels that he does not have the ability to
formulate the answers he n e e d s . T h e

essence of the argument is that

whereas man of old believed that he could and should fight for selfrealization, m o d e m man, profoundly disillusioned, has become alienated
from everything that once gave his struggle meaning.-*8

For the alien-

CQ

ated man life is absurd and existence is chaos. 7
The question of how such a state of affairs came to be arises
quite naturally.

Part of the answer lies in the conditions which have

been mentioned above, but another part of the answer is to be found
in certain movements which took place almost simultaneously in the
second half of the eighteenth century.

These movements are three in

number:

(2) the French Revolution, and

(3)

(1) the Industrial Revolution,

the romantic countermovement against the rationalism of the German

Enlightenment.

The last of these we shall detail rather fully in the

next chapter; about the first two, we should say a few words now.
The Industrial Revolution struck deeply at the roots of two
economic agencies in which man had hitherto realized himself as the
creator of finished goods of value.

These two agencies were the com

munity guild and the home-based shop operated by members of the same
family**®.

As a part of these units, the individual worker had had the

^ W i l l i a m Barrett, "The Decline of Religion," Man Alone
(Josephson, o£. cit.), p. 172.
58Ibld., p. 199.
^^Martin Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd (New York:
and Company, Inc., 1961), pp. xviii-xix.

Doubleday

**®Frederick C. Dietz, The Industrial Revolution (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1927), pp. 8-9.
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opportunity of conceiving, fabricating, and marketing goods which estab
lished their maker as a producer of good, useful and even beautiful
things.

The artisan was an important man in the days before the machine;

he had status and he had satisfaction.

He took pride in his work and

in his reputation; and, more Importantly, he had a sense of purpose.
There is a large body of literature dealing with what has become
known as "economic alienation."

Beginning with Marx^* and coming to

Pappenheim^ and A r e n d t , ^ analysts of this particular phenomenon point
out that while the Industrial Revolution initiated an upward spiral in
materialistic benefits,

it also brought into existence a new set of

circumstances regarding '*work" that led to wide-spread psychological
depression among the workers themselves.

As the skilled handcraft

worker saw the machine take over, he suffered a deep sense of personal
devaluation.

Women and children could tend the machines as well as he;

he was really no longer needed.

As the machines became more sophisti

cated and specialized in their operations,

the men tending them became

more and more removed from the finished product.

No longer was work a

satisfying activity leading to the completion of something in which one
could take pride.

It was simply an act of drudgery, with man manipulat

ing a machine for no really satisfying purpose.

61*iandell M. Bober, Karl M a r x *8 Interpretation of History
(Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1950), pp. 209-221.
62

Fritz Pappenheim, The Alienation of Modern Man (New York:
Monthly Review Press, 1959), pp. 41-42.
63Arendt, 0 £. cit., pp. 79-92.
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The agony that was the French Revolution also played Its part in
contributing to the alienation of modern man.

Begun as a glorious egal

itarian struggle, it ended in the Reign of Terror of 1793 and the pros
tration of all of France.

But the real alienating effect of the French

Revolution and its resultant Reign of Terror lay not in the overthrow
ing of monarchy as an article of faith, but rather in the fact that
the Revolution proved false to its ideal s . ^

With this betrayal, men

had their faith in their ability to use the device of revolution to
right wrongs severely shaken.

The events of those harrowing years

seemed to indicate to man that he had neither the intelligence nor
the good will needed to make social revolution work.
In the light of these particulars, the theater of the nineteenth
century found it difficult to extol man.

It was forced to assume a

most pessimistic position in regard to both the nature and destiny of
mankind.^

it could view the spectacular materialistic achievements

of its time only as things which catered to man's physical nature.
It noted that while man had done much to plumb the mysteries of his
natural environment, he had done practically nothing about dealing
with the mysteries of the spirit.

It concluded that either man had

lost touch with the spirit, or the spirit has turned its back on man.
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Earl L. Higgins, The French Revolution (Cambridge:
Riverside Press, 1938), pp. 372-373.
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It was forced to deal with man as a creature alienated from matters of
the spirit.^
For m o d e m dramatists, then, m o d e m man is a lost and pitiable
creature.

The playwrights also take the view that m o d e m man has lost

the capacity to believe in himself and the "higher significances," and
that he has developed into a self-concerned entity interested only in
surviving as painlessly as possible.
despair than it does with hope.

Their work deals more with

It is the purpose of the following

chapters to detail, in terms of specific events, writers, and plays,
how this despair, this interpretation of man as alienated, took shape
at the hands of the major European dramatists of the nineteenth century.
Let us remember that the work of the men to be reviewed set a pattern
for serious drama, a pattern which is still being followed today.

66Ludwig Lewisohn, The M o d e m Drama (New York:
1915), pp. 3-7.

B. W. Huebsch,

CHAPTER II
The Beginnings:

1800 - 1840

The real beginning point of the study of the rise of m o d e m
alienation is found in the romantic reaction of the early nineteenth
century against the rationalism of the French and German Enlighten
ments.

The events which took place in Europe in the closing years of

the eighteenth century forced many to reconsider their views about the
efficacy of man's intellect, and there ensued a strong revival of the
Rousseau doctrine.

To that standard of the inherently good man unin

hibited by rationalistic systems there flocked many intellectuals,
nationalistic liberals, and men of letters.

These were passionate

men who spoke and wrote ringing words on the subject of man and his
destiny.

Their emotionalism, however, proved to be their undoing, and

their ideas were eventually discarded for the pessimistic thoughts of
Arthur Schopenhauer, who should really be considered the philosophic
patron saint of m o d e m alienation.^
The nineteenth-century reaction against the rationalistic doc
trines of the past originated in Germany, the country which has given
us those playwrights who started the theater on its long-term preoc
cupation with the view of man as one bereft of spiritual values.

lUtll Durant, The Story of Philosophy (New York:
Square Press, Inc., 1963), p. 329.
30
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Since we are first to be concerned with the attitudes of certain German
playwrights, we should recount the events which took place in Europe
from 1790 on from the perspective of the German.
Germany had spent the years prior to 1790 as a loose confedera
tion of principalities held together by little more than the day-today whims of the knights, electors, and bishops who sat on the various
thrones then in existence in the so-called Holy Roman Empire.

2

For

years Prussia and Austria, the two strongest duchies, had striven
against each other, with neither gaining effective control over the
other.

As Hohen z o l l e m intrigued against Hapsburg,

the lesser rulers

made whatever alliances best suited their iranedlate purposes, and
Germany remained a nation In name only.

Each petty monarch in the

broad land belt that extended from the North Sea to the Alps fought
with all the means at his command to maintain the principle of absolute
monarchy in his private fief.
Within the collection of German states, life for the Germans was
relatively placid.
then,

While an occasional war broke the calm now and

the day-to-day atmosphere in the typical German state was one

of orderly, reasoned activity.

Art and philosophy flowered in such

places as Weimar, and the Germans had their own form of the French
Enlightenment,

their Aufklarung.3

This was truly "the Age of Reason,"

^Marshall Dill, Jr., Gennany, A Modern History (Ann Arbor:
The University of Michigan Press, 1961), p. 68.
^B. A. G. Fuller, A History of Philosophy (New York:
Holt and Company, 1938), pp. 250-258.
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and such men as Lessing, Mendelssohn, and Relmarus were cheerily opti
mistic, saying that all would be well so long as man placed his faith
In the intellect.

The Germany of that time, In short, may not have

possessed a national unity, but it did have a large measure of philo
sophic stability.^
Not that there was not an opposition cayp in Germany as far as
thinking was concerned.

Almost every state had in it Individuals who

were unhappy with the status quo.

From time to time there flared up

highly vocal Rousseauist groups such as the Sturm und Drang.^

But

such movements as these did little to severely hinder the position
of entrenched rationalism in Germany.

When faced with a choice be

tween romanticism and rationalism, the German usually elected for
the latter.

The most that can be said of the German romantics is

that they were there to fill the gap when rationalism fell into dis
repute.
It wis German political and military involvement with the French
Revolution that caused the eclipse in Germany of rationalism.

While

such an involvement was a mistake, it was an error dictated by honor
rather than by foolishness.

Not only did the German princes go to

the rescue of a fellow monarch, but they arose to saveMarie Antoi
nette, sister to Leopold II, king of

Austria.^

To put down the

^Dill, o£. cit.. p. 58.
5j. G. Robertson, A History of
G. P. Putman's Sons Ltd., n. d.), p.
**Dill, 0£. cit., p. 70.
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revolutionaries, Austria allied herself with Prussia and called upon the
Prench to restore the monarchy.
When the French received the German demands, they stormed the
palace of the Tuilerles, declared France to be a republic, and summa
rily executed the deposed king.

Not content with this as a reply to

the Austrians and the Prussians, they mustered a sizable force and
marched off to meet the German army at Valtny.

The issue was never in

doubt; the Germans were decisively defeated, and with this began a
slow decline of German fortunes which culminated in the Napoleonic
occupation of the entire empire.

From Valtny on, for fifty years,

Germans were to experience defeat, humiliation, and despair.

in

such a soil the vaunted rationalistic systems of the Enlightenment
began to go to seed.

O

The final defeat and exile of Napoleon in 1813 did not change
things for the Germans.

They simply traded one dictator for others:

Frederick William III in Prussia and Prince Clemens von M e t t e m i c h in
Austria took up where the Corsican had left off, and the liberals were
no better off.

If anything,

the programs of Frederick and M e t t e m i c h

were even harsher than those enforced by the French.

It was a bleak

time, and it Is well put by Durant as follows:

7Ibid., pp. 72 ff.
^Arthur Eloesser, M o d e m German Literature (New York:
A. Knopf, 1931), p. 5.
^Dill, og. cit., p. 86 ff.
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The Bourbons were restored, the feudal barons were returning
to claim their lands, and the pacific idealism of Alexander
had unwittingly mothered a league for the suppression of
progress everywhere.
The great age was over.
"I thank God,"
said Goethe, "that I am not young in so thoroughly finished
a world."
All Europe lay prostrate. Millions of strong men had
perished; millions of acres of land had been neglected or
laid waste; everywhere on the Continent life had to begin
again at the bottom, to recover painfully and slowly the
civilizing economic surplus that had been swallowed up in
war.
Schopenhauer, traveling through France and Austria
in 1804, was struck by the chaos and uncleanliness of the
villages, the wretched poverty of the farmers, the unrest
and misery of the towns.
The passage of the Napoleonic and
counter-Napoleonic armies had left scars of ravage on the
face of every country. . . . Never had life seemed so
meaningless, or so mean."*-®
It was certainly no time for rationalistic optimism.

If that

lesson had not been learned during the days of the French occupation,
the regime enforced by M e t t e m i c h more than drove the point home.

This

enormously capable man knew well that the liberal elements could not be
tolerated, and he proceeded to stamp them out quickly and ruthlessly.
Secret police were everywhere in Germany, a host of restrictions were
in effect, and censorship became the rule of the day.
Those who bore the brunt of the M e t t e m i c h repressions were the
teachers and students of the German universities.

The institutions of

higher learning, M e t t e m i c h knew, were hot-beds of llberalist activi
ties.

Needing an excuse to control these all-important centers, he

had that excuse handed to him on a silver platter in March of 1819.
It was then that a young nationalistic student murdered the play
wright August von Kotzebue, a man supposedly in the pay of the

^Durant, oj>. cit., pp. 300-301.
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Russians and therefore anathema to the liberals. ^
In the assassination of Kotzebue, Mettemich found all the evidence
of internal subversion that he needed.

He invoked the infamous Karlsbad

Decrees, a series of measures which imposed the strictest governmental
censorship possible over the

universities.

12

Governmental commission

ers were established in residence at the universities to monitor the
political activities of "subversive" faculty members and students.

The

pragmatic rationalism of Mettemich had defeated the idealistic ration
alism which was the child of the Enlightenment.

Despairing with the

intellect and feeling that God had turned his back on man, many of the
liberals assumed what became known as the "Biedermeier a t t i t u d e , a
state of mind wherein the individual divorced himself completely from
a concern with political actions.
There were others, however, who felt it impossible to become
Bledermeiers.

These were the more romantic spirits, the men who could

not sit by while the spirit of man lay crushed under the tyrant's heel.
These firebrands began a movement which harkened back to earlier ideas
about the "individual man" who was free of the tyranny of the ration
alistic.^

Historically, it was that wide-ranging uniquely nineteenth-

11-Dill, o£. cit.. p. 90.
12Ibid.
l^F. W. Kauftnann, German Dramatists of the Nineteenth Century
(Los Angeles: The Ward Ritchie Press, 1940), p. 50.
^ E m i l Ludwig, The Germans: Double History of a Nation (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1941), p. 258.
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century romanticism which was able to attain great stature simply
because there seemed nothing else which could give repressed man an
answer to the questions which troubled him m o s t . ^

it was a movement

which stressed individual freedom.
When considering the influence of romanticism on the growth of
alienation, we must keep constantly in mind the fact that the romantic
point of view is one in which the individual is subject to no laws
whatsoever, excepting, of course, that law which tells the individual
to be true to his innermost instincts.^

Many authorities have pointed

out the fact that the romantic Is constantly subject to the dangers of
a highly personal anarchy,

saying that the person who espouses the

"romantic vision" almost always finds himself experiencing a kind of
"dreadful freedom"^ in which he is to put no faith in anything but
himself.

The romantic's essential problem is that he himself is the

only "significance" to which he may relate.
Before beginning to detail the nature and effects of the roman
ticism of Heinrich von Kleist, Franz Grillparzer, and George Buchner
on the growth of alienation, we had best remind ourselves of Durkhelm's
statement that alienation can be controlled only if men establish alle
giances to certain "higher significances" which transcend their own

*^Edwin B. Burgum, "Romanticism," The Kenyon Review, III (1941),
pp. 479-490.
^ H u g h I'Anson Fausset, "Rousseau and Romanticism," The Proving
of Psyche (London: Jonathan Gape Ltd., 1929), pp. 218 ff.
^Stephen Spender, "The Interior World of the Romantics," A
Choice of English Romantic Poetry (New York: The Dial Press, 1947),
p. V.
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essences.

That the romantic view Is one which cuts men off from such

significances seems obvious.

It Is this self-sufficiency which serves

as the basis for the romantic's personal sense of alienation.

The

history of the major romantics would indicate that most of them expe
rienced a great deal of personal unhappiness when they reached the
inevitable point of their own limitations.

18

But the ultimate evils of the romantic view were unforeseen in
the Germany of the early nineteenth century.

As has been indicated,

the period was one of marked gloom, with the better minds kept down
by the repressive actions of political bodies.

Philosophers such as

Fichte, Schelling, and the great Hegel were on the scene, but they
were apparently unable to say anything of value to the men of their
19
age. Fichte and Schelling did their best to modify Kant's theories
into something which would effectively join mind and emotion, but their
doctrines proved to be unpopular.

Their idealism was carried to per

fection by Hegel, who envisioned a certain "vitalism of the mind,"
wherein all that transpired was the working of an evolutionary process by means of which man moved constantly to a state of perfection.
All of this was powerful in the study and in the classroom, but the
grimness of reality continued to gainsay the philosophers, and the
people cried out for something stronger.

*®Prosser Hall Frye, Romances and Tragedy (Boston:
Jones Company, 1922), p. 75.
19

Marshall

Kaufmann, op. clt., p. 13.

^Al f r e d Weber and Ralph B. Perry, History of Philosophy (New
Tork: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1925),pp. 406 ff.
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So It can be seen that although the romantic view carried within it
a propensity toward something which was actually to deepen man's despair,
it began as an honest attempt to provide man with something which he des
perately needed:

a doctrine which would allow him to view himself with

some degree of personal lnq>ortance.

Furthermore,

the romantic view was

designed to make up for the apparent failure of the mind, and the system
which it produced, to give man something of worth.

Romanticism may have

resulted in tragic emotional overcompensation, but in a time of great
need for an exalting ideal, men do not reveal an ability to sense farflung consequences.

In such times, they cry for recognition.

The

three men whom we shall now study voiced that cry for recognition most
eloquently.
Admittedly, Klelst, Grillparzer, and Buchner do have their dif
ferences, but those differences are as nothing against the similari
ties to be found in their work.

All three have in common the romantic

view that true humanity lies unrealized under the crushing force of
archaic laws and institutions created and sustained by the rationallstlc attitude.

21

All three write in a pessimistic mood, creating

characters who are at odds with their times and who are dislocated,
estranged, alienated from their true selves.

In addition, all three

draw characters who can find no way out of their dilemmas and who fall
victim to the excesses of emotional frenzy.

In all these things, these

early nineteenth-century German dramatists are not unlike the m o d e m

21Kaufmann, op. cit.. p. 33.
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absurdists who have carried the drama of alienation to new heights.

22

But Let us turn to the first of our three dramatists, Heinrich von
Klelst.

The work of this tormented individual is just now, a century

and more after Its writing, being considered as having a most "modern"
quality*
In his collection of the shorter prose works of Klelst, Martin
Greenburg

quotes Georg Lukacs as saying that " . . .

Klelst is the

great forerunner of m o d e m drama . . . wherein the psychology of indlviduals becomes their fate."

Thomas Mann,2^ Walter Silz,2^ and E. L.

Stahl27 say essentially the same thing.

It is the feeling of these men

that with Klelst the world of western drama broke away from the Long
tradition of classically rationalistic treatments which had always been
the accepted standard in matters of serious drama.2®

With Klelst,

22j)avid I. Grossvogel, Four Playwrights and a Postscript (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1962), pp. 177-178.
^^Edwin K. Bennett, A History of the German Novelle (Cambridge:
The University Press, 19347, p. 40.
^ H e i n r i c h von Klelst, The Marquise of 0^ (tr. and ed. by Martin
Greenburg; New York;
Criterion Books, 1960), p. 28.
25Ibid.. p. 5.
^ W a l t e r Silz, Heinrich von Kleist (Philadelphia:
Pennsylvania Press, 1961), p. 16.

University of

27E. L. Stahl, Heinrich von Klelst's Dramas (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1948), p. 20.

28

J. G. Robertson, oj>. cit.. p. 426.
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serious drama appears to move away from orderly expositions detailing
m a n ’s relationships with the benevolent higher principles of which the
classicists and the idealists were so fond.

In the hands of Klelst,

drama becomes startllngly human, concentrating on man as man, and not
on man as the thrall of rationalistic systems and arbitrary concepts
of deities.
F. W. Kaufmarm begins his analysis of the work of B e m d Heinrich
Wilhelm von Klelst by making the following comment:
Excessive authoritarian pressure is liable to stifle all
initiative and all spontaneous expression of inner experi
ence; and in the end, it may entirely undermine even the
ability of an Individual to have any genuine and deep
experience. The absence of all constraining pressure may
lead to aimless esthetic reverie and to shallow formal
istic art, but never to an art which is the expression
of a deep and valuable experience.
Such experience can
be gained only at the price of disappointment and dis
illusionment, of unfulfilled desires and wishes, and this
is the way of the artist who creates works of lasting
value .29
Klelst's life seemed to have in it all the things needed to bring
about disappointment and disillusionment.

B o m October 18, 1777, the

son of a retired Prussian major, he was orphaned at the age of sixteen.
He was, by nature, a highstrung lad, cursed with a severe speech imped
iment which turned him away from people.

In spite of his shyness, he

found the strength and stability to enter the ranks of the Prussian
army.

The sum total of his six-year experience with the military ap

parently went far to aggravate the young man's morose view that animal
brutishness invariably triumphed over the human spirit.

Klelst came

away from active service in 1799 already in possession of an attitude

29

Kaufmann.op. clt., p. 28.
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which was resentful of systems which regimented and brutalized man.

30

After resigning his lieutenant's conmission, Klelst returned to
Frankfort-on-Oder, his native city, and enrolled in the city university
to study law and philosophy.

A year later, chafing at the academic

discipline which his teachers attempted to impose upon him, he left
the school and traveled to Berlin, where he became a civil servant in
the Ministry of Finance.

Within a few short months, his restlessness

and a growing concern for his mental health caused him to leave Berlin.
During the next three years, 1801 through 1804, he roamed over Europe,
rejected a childhood sweetheart to whom he had been engaged, and wrote
various short pieces which reveal a heavy Rousseau Influence.
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In

these same years, Kleist began to experiment with the dramatic form,
writing one complete play (The Schroffenstein Family) and parts of two
others (Robert Guiscard and The Broken Jug) .

These early plays all

possess those attributes which were to mark his dramas:

rejection of

rationalistic schemes, strong emotional sensitivity, and the feeling
that human existence was subject to the laws of blind fate.
Rejected as a playwright and persona non grata with virtually
everyone who had once been his friend, Kleist took up residence in
Konigsburg in 1805 and once more secured a governmental post.
the next two years, his despair continued to increase.

Grasping at

straws and constantly worried about his sanity, he read Kant's

^Greenburg, oj>. cit., p. 7.
■^Bennett, oj>, cit.. p. 39.
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Critique of Pure Reason and was dismayed to find that even this mighty
man could not assert the mind as a saving force for humanity.^2

pro

foundly disillusioned, Kleist retreated deeper into his own chaotic
nature, often proposing suicide as a means of entering into a better
life, and apparently becoming involved in subversive political activ
ity.

In 1807, he was arrested as a spy and spent the next six months

in the close confinement of Port Joux, a French prison.
Upon his release from prison, Kleist went to Dresden, and for
three years lived a comparatively tranquil existence.

The atmosphere

of this quiet, cultured German conmunity must have worked its charms
well on him.

While at Dresden, he wrote well, completing Penthesilea,

Amphitryon, The Battle of Arminius and Kathchen von Heilbroun.

These

plays seem to be, by common critical consent, Klelst's best work,
revealing the author at his romantic best.

In the final days of 1810,

Kleist moved back to Berlin to assume the editorship of a political
newspaper, the Berliner Abendblatter.33

The move was the beginning of

the end for him.
The final year of Klelst's life reads like romantic tragedy.
Although that year saw the completion of Klelst's nationalistic drama,
Prinz Friedrich von Horoburg, it was a year of misery and horror for
the man.

He had never been recognized as a writer for the theater,

and the newspaper work afforded him his only income.
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Kaufmann, o p . cit., p. 29.

^ Freedley and Reeves, og. cit, p.264.
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he assumed the editorship, the government's censorship office closed the
paper down on the charge that its liberallstic tone was subversive.
Kleist tried to get the censorship lifted, but to no avail.

He appealed

to his sisters for financial help and was summarily dismissed by them as
the family blacksheep.

Reduced to complete poverty, despondent because

of the actions of the sisters, sick with the French domination of Ger
many, and embittered at not being accepted as a dramatist, Kleist en
tered into a suicide pact with a young woman who knew that she was
dying of cancer.33

On November 21, 1811, on the shores of the Wannsee,

near Potsdam, Kleist shot and killed the lady and then successfully
turned the gun on himself.
Writing shortly before Schopenhauer, Kleist anticipated that
eminent exponent of philosophical pessimism on at least three key issues:
he recognized the great power of the "will" (which he knew as the force
of emotion), he saw the need for a conscious sympathy existing between
men living in a continually frustrating existence, and he argued that
life should be lived in terms of "self" and not in terms of social forms
and laws.JO

While Schopenhauer took these considerations and developed

them into the ultimate in pessimism, Kleist viewed them romantically,
feeling that if all of mankind would react in terms of them, human life

^ S i l z , oj>. cit., p. 255.
35Ibid.. p. 285.
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Kaufmann, o£. cit., p. 43.
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would be a happy thing to experience.

Kleist believed in the essential

goodness of man--a key romantic belief--and felt that once the inhibit
ing rationalistic institutions were removed from the human scene, the
natural goodness of man would prevail and all would be w e l l . ^
least, is Klelst’s ideal.

Such, at

That he was aware of how difficult it would

be to realize that ideal is eloquently stated in his plays.
It has been already pointed out that the temper of Klelst's times
pressed down heavily on him.

The plays he has left reveal an unremit

ting resolve to expose the negative effects of those things which are
imposed upon men from without.

Those plays constitute a series of

dramatic expositions which detail the fundamental antithesis which
Kleist felt existed between the artificial "norms" and the natural
wholesomeness of the human character.

In a Kleist play, man is lost,

doomed to fall victim to a combination of the excesses of frustrated
emotion and blind, unfeeling, unreasonable codes which have no real
value for humanity.

We can see these things best in his tragedy,

Penthesilea. the theme of which is the fundamental dissociation of
law and love.
The events of the play take place against a classic scene: that
of the ancient city of Troy as it is besieged by the Greek armies of
Agamemnon.

As the play opens, the Greeks are discussing the meaning

of the actions of a warlike army of women that has suddenly appeared

37Ibld., p. 39.
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to engage first the Trojans and then the Greeks in heated battle.

There

is no obvious reason for the actions of the women, and the mystery is
complicated by the fact that the leader of these Amazons, Penthesilea,
is bending every effort to engage in single combat the Greek hero,
Achilles.
After considerable fighting, the mysteries are cleared up. The
Amazons are obeying an old law of their tribe which states that an
Amazon can mate only with a man whom she has vanquished in battle.
Penthesilea fights to conquer Achilles; she will have none but him.
But Penthesilea has actually fallen in love with Achilles, a thing
expressly forbidden by the law.

The rationalized norm has begun to

fight with the subjective w i l l . ^

The situation is further compli

cated by the fact that Achilles soon begins to feel as strongly about
Penthesilea as she does about him.

Basically, Penthesilea must defeat

Achilles if she is to have him, and Achilles must conquer the maiden
in battle if he is to win her.
Matters come to a head swiftly.
carried from the field by her captains.

Penthesilea is wounded and
Achilles, worried about her

state, disarms himself of his weapons--knowing that orders have been
given the Amazons not to harm him--and walks into Penthesllea's camp.
Penthesilea regains consciousness and finds Achilles before her pro
fessing love.

Achilles, speaking figuratively,

tells her that he is

truly vanquished, and Penthesilea Interprets his remark most liter
ally.

Just as the old law seems about to be circumvented, Achilles

^ B r i c Bentley, The Classic Theatre: Volume II (Garden City:
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1959), p. 339.
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begins to respond In terms of his code, which says that a man does not
allow a woman to defeat him in battle*
she is his prisoner.

Achilles tells Penthesilea that

But before he can remove her to his camp, the

Amazons seize her and take her off to safety.
Almost instantly Achilles regrets his prideful action.

He feels

himself to be sincerely in love with Penthesilea, and he devises a plan
which is truly unselfish:

he will challenge Penthesilea to single com

bat and will adroitly allow himself to be defeated.

This, he feels,

will satisfy the law of the Amazons and open the door to his eventual
marriage with Penthesilea on mutually acceptable terms.

He feels that

once Penthesilea has fulfilled the conditions of the old law, she may be
more easily persuaded

to return with him to his homeland.

Achilles'

challenge is sent forth.
Penthesilea misinterprets Achilles' motives.

The honest action

of the man who has found it in him to shuck off the dictates of an arbi
trary code, is viewed quite differently by the Amazon, who succumbs to
another arbitrary code.

Penthesilea thinks the challenge the arro

gant boast of a man who feels that he can easily conquer a battleweakened woman.

Suffused with feelings of pride, anger, and guilt, she

accepts the challenge, whips herself up into a ferocious blood lust,
and kills Achilles, who goes down quickly largely because he is totally
unprepared for the intensity of the attack.

The law of the Amazons has

triumphed; humanity has been debased.
The last moments of the play are concerned with the final agony
and death of Penthesilea.

Once she regains her senses and realizes
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that she has killed her love for the sake of a law whose validity she
has come to doubt, she experiences a remorse which cuts through her
powerfully.

In the throes of deep grief, she--as queen of the Ajnazons--

takes it upon herself to revoke the ancient law and then announces she
will follow her love into death.

Her captains leap forward to take

away her weapons, but Penthesilea dies of a wound more fatal than that
inflicted by arrow or dagger.

The exact nature of that wound is elab

orated in her final speech:
For now I will step down into my breast
As into a mine and there will dig a lump
Of cold ore, an emotion that will kill.
This ore I temper In the fires of woe
To hardest steel; then steep it through and through
In the hot, biting venom of remorse;
Carry it then to Hope's eternal anvil
And sharpen it and point it to a dagger;
Now to this dagger do I give my breast:
So! So! So!
So! Once more! Now it is good.4®
As Kaufmann has

indicated in his study of the German dramatists of

the nineteenth century, Penthesilea reflects Klelst's conviction that
humanity is constantly being sacrificed on the altar of blind, unfeel
ing reason in the form of laws and codes which operate only on the basis
of what is "reasonable."4 *

Penthesilea and Achilles are made to deny

their natural feelings and inclinations for the sake of upholding for
malized edicts which, because of their basic inflexibility, make no
allowances for the legitimate demands of the human's finer sensitiv
ities.

Kleist*s point seems to be that man is continually being forced

to give way to the law, no matter how basically unjust the requirements

40Ibid., p. 418.

4 *Silz, oj>. cit., p. 160.
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of the law are In the light of unique human circumstances.

In Klelst's

age there were many such Inhibiting statements In force, and when one
Is reminded of the heaviness of spirit that results from severe polit
ical and military repression such as was In force in Germany during
the early years of the nineteenth century, Klelst's views become under
standable.
More Importantly, for the purposes of this study, it is necessary
to point out that Klelst's play reveals that inordinate concern for the
individual which is the chief characteristic of the romantic writer and
the foundation stone of the tower of alienation.
play are there benevolent "higher significances."

Nowhere in Klelst's
The characters in

Kleist*8 dramas fight their battles only in terms of what man is on an
earthly level.

The tribal law of the Amazons, which is the source of

the essential difficulty for the characters Involved in the action of
Penthesilea. is viewed, not as a thing passed down by benevolent dei
ties, but conceived out of the despair of the women who reacted violently
against the cruelties of man.
pletely "man-centered."

From start to finish, the play is com

The long theatrical obsession with man as man

begins with a resounding ring.
The nineteenth-century playwrights who respond to the idea of
viewing man as a being somehow divorced from higher powers all empha
size the emotional agony experienced by people repressed by rational
istic ideas.

Kleist does much with this.

In Penthesilea there is a

parade of moments dealing with the enormously destructive power of the
emotions.

As indicated earlier, Kleist is fully aware of the disruptive
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nature of powerfully aroused emotions; he knows that when the emotions
are allowed to run riot great misfortunes ensue.
in Penthesilea*s

He voices this idea

reply to the priestesses, who are becoming fearful of

her inordinate pursuit

of Achilles:

. . . Go to thy priestess
And bid her fall upon her knees and pray
That this one man may be her prize of battle;
Doomed otherwise are we and she together. 2
To which the priestess replies,
Oh, she runs steeply down to the abyss!
'Tls not to Achilles she will fall, when he
Encounters her, but to this inner foe.
And us she drags to ruin with her down:
The ship I see already cleaving the Hellespont,
That bears us captive, slaves, all gaily decked
With wreaths, in mockery of our hateful fate.
The grip of the emotions becomes even stronger.
Penthesilea, feeling herself drawn to Achilles,

At one moment

finds it impossible to

take advantage of retreat; she is frozen to the ground.

Amazed at this,

the Amazon captains express their bewilderment, and they are answered by
Prothoe, Penthesilea*s friend and chief-aide-de-camp:
Meroe:

You say she cannot move from here?

High Priestess:
Cannot!
Though nothing holds her, no fate binds her here,
Only her infatuate heart!
Prothoe:
That is her fate!
You'd say steel fetters are unbreakable,
Would you not? X say:
She could break them, perchance,
But never this feeling which you treat so lightly.
What darkly stirs within her, who can say?
A riddle is every heart's deep-flowing tide.44

42Bentley, oj>. cit., p. 349.
43Ibid.
44Ibid., p. 355.
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Finally, on this point, there is the description of Achilles' death.
The duel is not staged

before the audience, but rather reported

Greekmanner, and this

is just as well, for never could a scene of such

savagry be acted out on a stage.

in the

Meroe, one of the Amazon captains,

delivers the eyewitness account:
And straight, with strength of madness b o m , she draws
ttie mighty bow till the ends touch and kiss
And raises up the bow and aims and shoots,
Driving the arrow through his throat. He falls;
The folk give forth a barbarous shout of triumph.
But he still lives, most miserable of men;
The jutting shaft deep burled in this throat,
He staggers gasping to his feet, stumbles
Full length, is up again and seeks to flee.
But quick "On him!" she calls, "Tigris! On him, Leone!
Dirke! Melampus!
Sphinx! On him! Hyrcaon!"
And flings herself--herself with the whole pack!-Upon him and by his helmet's plum®, a bitch
In company of dogs--one grips his breast,
Another's jaws close on his neck--drags him
To earth, that far around the ground re-echoes.
He, writhing in a pool of his own gore,
Touches her delicate cheek and calls to her:
"Penthesilea! What dost thou? My beloved!
Is this the Feast of Roses thou didst promise?"
But she--the lioness had been moved to hear,
Who ravening stalks over the barren snow,
And hideous howls, seeking some hapless prey-She strikes, first tearing his armour from his limbs,
Strikes deep her teeth into his snowy breast,
She and the dogs in ghastly rivalry,
Oxus and Dirke rending his right flank,
And with them she his left; as I appeared,
Black blood was dripping from her mouth and hands.
And so occurs the destruction of two good people who, if they had
been free of the requirements of an out-dated,unrealistic code,

might

have lived lives of happiness and fulfillment. This is whathappens,
Klelst seems to say, when men are alienated from their natural selves.
Despondent with man's lot and feeling that life under such conditions

45Ibid., p. 404.
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should not be lived, Klelst puts Into Prothoe's mouth his plea for a
soothing Nirvana:
Much better had it been for thee, poor soul!
To wander still in the mind's dim eclipse,
Forever and forever, than to see
Once more the dreadful light of this sad day.
We will conclude our comments on Klelst's attitude by quoting what
is probably the most poignant statement in the play.

It comes out of

Penthesilea's early confusion regarding what she feels for Achilles, and
points up the fact that excessive repression and the unhappiness which
it causes can cripple the character of an individual to the point where
in it becomes impossible for the human to function satisfyingly.

As the

statement reflects Penthesilea's pain, so it reflects Klelst's personal
agony and that of all who are denied the happy state.
They say misfortune purifies the soul,
But I, my love, have never found it so.
Bitterness still, rage against gods and men,
Unseeing passion, are its fruits in me.
With strange perversity I then have hated
On others' faces every mark of joy;
The blithe child playing in its mother's lap
Seemed but conspired to mock my sullen grief. 7
So speaks Heinrich Kleist, for himself and for m o d e m man.
a highly personal writer, preaching for an ideal life for man.
tunately, that ideal remains largely unformulated.

He is
Unfor

The romantic too

often has a habit of speaking against something much more eloquently
than he speaks for s o m e t h i n g . seems to find it difficult to draw

46Ibid., p. 414.
47Ibid.. p. 371.
York:

4®F. L. Lucas, The Decline and Fall of the Romantic Ideal (New
The Macmillan Company, 1937^, pp. 98-99.
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up programs which will allow mankind to solve the difficulties he preaches
against.

Granted, some of the things which he sets out to destroy should

49
be brought down, but something must rise in their place to fill the void.
Kleist was never able to fill the void; his suicide proves that.

In the

advance guard of nineteenth and twentieth century dramatists who deal
with a "lost" humanity, he establishes for those who follow him in the
theater a basic distrust of rational systems and a peculiar ambivalence
concerning the emotions.

These are things which are taken up and worked

upon in such a way as to draw man further and further from any allegiance
to higher significances.
Let us now move on to the second of our German playwrights, Franz
Grillparzer, who was but twenty when Kleist put an end to his own pri
vate agony.

While Grillparzer was apparently much more stable than

Klelst emotionally, he shared with his Prussian colleague the same re
sentment of arbitrary codes.® And we will see something else in Grill
parzer- -some thing which is only implied in Kleist.

That something is

the bewilderment of a soul alienated not only psychologically, but also
alienated physically from family and homeland.
Franz Griilparzer--by conxnon critical consent, Austria's greatest
dramatic poet--
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has been compared with Heinrich Kleist.

49Ibid., pp. 151-153.
^®Kaufmann, o£. cit., p. 53.
^ F r e e d l e y and Reeves, o£. cit., p. 265.
52Steiner, 0 2 . cit., p. 228-229,
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point, the comparison is a striking one:

both men had the same brooding,

introspective nature, both were romantic in their view of the world about
them, both had the same parental combination of an exacting, aloof father
and a warm, high-strung mother, and both were concerned with the problem
of aspiring humanity being held in unnecessary check by dogma.

As marked

as these similarities are, however, the differences between the two are
even more striking.

Where the North German Kleist gradually fell prey

to the excesses of a morbid imagination, the Viennese Grillparzer main
tained an effective balance between imagination and reason.

Where

Kleist was a rolling stone that found it impossible to stay in any one
place, Grillparzer lived a long life in the one city he could never
bring himself to leave, Vienna.

And where Kleist sought recognition

by dabbling in various literary pursuits, Grillparzer was content to
remain a dramatist.

The one thing that ties together these two men,

for our purposes, is their common psychologically realistic approach
to the problem of dramatic

characterization.*^

selves with people "from the inside out."

goth men concern them

Moreover, both represent man

as a creature who must stand or fall independent of higher significances.
Franz Grillparzer, the oldest of the four sons born to his parents,
entered the world on January 15, 1791, at Vienna,

His parents were not

very stable people and this made the growing-up process difficult for
the boys.

Franz's father, a competent lawyer with a finely developed

^ E d w a r d Williamson, Grillparzer1s Attitude Toward Romanticism
(Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1910), p. 43.
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sense of honor, was a morose and withdrawn "Biedermeier," given to alter
nate fits of rage and affection.

The mother, a good soul whose only

real joys were music and religion, was subject to hallucinations, and
in her fifty-second year--after a long mental illness--she took her
own life.

Emotionally, the Grillparzer establishment was a chaotic one,

and the sons were all negatively influenced by the frequent hysterical
disturbances which took place there.

Adolph, the youngest boy, drowned

himself at the age of seventeen; Karl, the next oldest, was apparently
the inheritor of his mother's emotional Instability and suffered fits
of insanity; Camillo, closest to Franz in age, was an effeminate youth
given over to the ravages of extreme melancholia.

Franz himself was

a brooding hypochondriac; he believed that he was totally without will
power and--like Kleist--feared that his emotions would destroy him.
While the budding dramatist did not fall complete victim to the de
structive forces to which he had been exposed in his youth, these
forces did produce in him a life-long tendency to regard people sus
piciously.
After receiving some early schooling, Franz entered the University
of Vienna with the intention of studying law.
demic chores.

He did well at his aca

Then, in 1809, two years after his entry into the uni

versity, his father died, and he was forced to abandon his studies to
help support the family.

Eighteen years old, he went to work, dividing

his time between tutoring and working as a clerk in a government office.

^ D o u g l a s Tates, Franz Grillparzer (Oxford:
1946), p. 18.

Basil Blackwell,
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Although Grillparzer found his governmental duties not to his taste, he
was to remain a part of the Viennese bureaucracy for almost half a cenCC

tury. J

While discharging his official duties, he wrote several plays,

some of which were well received.

Grillparzer, however, never managed

to cultivate enough faith in himself to spend all his time writing, and
so he remained in the employ of a regime with which he was out of sym
pathy.

He never married and seems to have had few friends.

On January

21, 1872, in the city of his birth, he died quietly and alone.

Such

are the facts of the life of Franz Grillparzer, whose plays are still
a part of Austrian repertory theater.
On the surface, Grillparzer's life looks placid enough, but the
man's existence seems to bear out the truth of the old saw about "still
water running deep."

He was as affected as was Kleist by the political

situation existent in his t i m e . ^

His pessimistic view of the activities

of the M e t t e m i c h government was aggravated by his belief that he was
incapable of doing anything which would help make things better.

This

was further complicated by his guilty knowledge of the fact that he was
working for the same people he despised.

He was often to say that the

climate in Vienna was not conducive to the cultivation of artistic
talents.
A typical Grillparzer work concerns itself with man's attempts to
deal with arbitrary, traditionalistlc concepts which do not allow the

55Ibid., p. 35.
^Kaufmann, p p . cit.. p. 50.
57Ibld., p. 52.
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individual to act in accordance with his best instincts*

Grillparzer

is convinced that man can lead the good life only when he is free of the
artificial encumbrances imposed upon him by the weight of tradition.

In

one way or another* his major works--The Ancestress (1817)* Sappho (1818),
The Golden Fleece (1821), King Ottocar* s Rise and Fall (1823), and A
True Servant of his Master (1828)--all touch on this idea.
Whether or not Grillparzer was familiar with the writings of
Arthur Schopenhauer is a matter of conjecture.

Schopenhauer's The World

as Will and Idea was published in 1818, the year that Grillparzer first
put serious pen to paper, but the work received only limited distribu
tion, and Schopenhauer was not generally known until just about the
time Grillparzer stopped writing for the theater.

Nevertheless, Grill

parzer 's plays do echo a strong Schopenhauerlan note.

They reveal the

author to be in agreement with Schopenhauer on the belief that a basic
will-to-live does exist and that there is a separation between instinct
and intentional reason which makes man subject to the miseries of a
fatal antagonism between emotion and conscious will.
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Grillparzer is

also in accord with Schopenhauer in that man's will can never be satis
fied, and that once man recognizes the fundamental dilemna of life, he
will avoid acting and will instead seek a state of detached contempla
tion.^0

Grillparzer and Schopenhauer are both advocates of what might

be called "voluntary alienation."
The basic connection between these men is further strengthened
by Grillparzer*s negative view of the validity of action.

5®Williamson, oj>. cit.. p. 47.
59Ibid.. p. 12.
^Kaufmann, op . cit.. p. 84.
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recognizes the vitalistlc urge, but is philosophically convinced that
that urge is destined to continual frustration.

Once one knows this,

Grillparzer's personal detachment from the life that went on around him
is understandable.

What others have dismissed as "Biedermeierlsm" in

Grillparzer is nothing more than an attempt on the part of the iu.ii to
achieve a kind of philosophical Nirvana.

Grillparzer apparently felt

that the only way in which to keep the emotions from getting the upper
hand was to become detached from them.

The actions of several of his

*

dramatic personages echo this movement to the detached state (Sappho,
Libussa, Matthias, etc.).

The weakness of the entire scheme, for both

Grillparzer and his characters, is that the detachment Is hard to main
tain; life intrudes, the calm is broken, and the agony is there to be
borne.
In addition to the philosophical forms of alienation found in
Grillparzer's plays, there is a literal manifestation of the idea:
the projection of a figure who, by virtue of being physically uprooted
from his native land, finds himself a distrusted foreigner in a land
to whose people and manners he cannot possibly adjust . ^

There is in

this, undoubtedly, a reflection of Grillparzer1s resentment of French
influences in Vienna; he seemed to feel keenly that the Napoleonic
occupation had drastically changed Vienna's character from Austrian
to something distastefully foreign.

Grillparzer had a strong nation

alistic feeling about things Austrian, and he may have felt himself

^^Yates, og. cit.. p. 36.
^Kaufmann,

cit., p. 52.
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an alien In a Vienna becommlng more and more French.

At any rate,

Grillparzer presents us with plays that develop the alienation motif
on at least two different levels:
more literal "physical" level.

the philosophical level and the

We have seen much of the second level

In our own time, and Grillparzer would have agreed completely with the
following statement written by Bertolt Brecht:
You who will rise from under the flood
In which we have floundered and drowned,
Consider,
When you speak of our weakness,
Also our time of darkness
Which you were lucky to miss.
We marched through the war of classes, changing
Countries more often than shirts, despairing:
There was only Injustice and no resistance.
Choosing from Grillparzer's plays to illustrate the points made in
the previous paragraphs is not a difficult task.

Each of the plays con

cerns itself with the central problem of basically admirable humanity
attempting to assert itself in the face of attitudes and ideas which
create an atmosphere wherein the finer instincts cannot make themselves
known.

Once again, Kleist's point of view comes to mind.

The only real

difference in the way in which Grillparzer and Klelst develop this theme
lies in the fact that whereas Kleist makes the old laws the villain,
Grillparzer casts in that role the "inner" man.

In the Kleist play,

man is defeated by an externalized manifestation of his conscious will;
in the Grillparzer play, man is defeated by his very nature.

This is

^Bertolt Brecht, "To The Next Generation," Chapter One,
(April, 1962), 10.
^Ronald Peacock, The Poet in the Theatre (New York:
Wang, 1960), p. 59.
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seen at its best in Grillparzer's interpretation of the story of Medea
and Jason.
Grillparzer develops the old legend In the form of the classic
trilogy, writing three plays,

the last of which sums up his view of

humanity trapped and destroyed by its own inability to rise above its
social conditioning.

In the first two plays, The Guest-friend and The

Argonauts, Grillparzer simply sets the scene for a statement which is,
in the words of one authority, " . . .

the tragedy of the heart's desire,

the conflict of the simple happy life with that sinister power-- be it
genius or ambition--which upsets the equilibrium of l i f e . " ^

In the

final play, titled simply Medea. Grillparzer has given the drama of
alienation something of a model to follow.
tranged from everything--home,

His Medea is a woman

es

family, code--which serves the individ

ual as the complex of anchoring lines he needs to maintain his sense
of "belonging" to something of value and purpose.
The play, Medea, deals with the final events of the violence
laden story of the Golden Fleece.

It opens with Jason, Medea, and

their sons living under the protection of Creon, who has taken them
in despite the curse which has been placed against them.

That curse

has been laid primarily on Medea, and so Creon has been able to ration
alize a position, saying that he is extending his hospitality to Jason,
the son of his old friend.

Creon's position is simply that Medea is the

wife of a man to whom he owes the comforts of his house.

He says that

^ " F r a n z Grillparzer," The Encyclopaedia Brltannica, Thirteenth
Edition, X, 892.
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so long as Medea does not pose a theat to his city, or Its people, she
is free to remain.
Medea is essentially a wild, untamed barbarian to whom the Greek
ways are strange and confusing.

She loves Jason, and for his sake she

tries to adapt herself.

She has renounced her "powers" and has buried

her magical properties.

She strives to become gentle, even endeavoring

to master the lyre, an instrument whose music is greatly enjoyed by
Jason.

Doing all these things Is far from easy for her, and the piocess

of adapting to a foreign culture is complicated even more by the fact
that Medea knows that the people of Corinth regard her as an evil witch.
Add to all of this the fact that Medea sees her husband and sons being
drawn away from her by the force of the Greek culture, and it is easy
to see why the lonely, frightened woman falls prey to the poisonous re
marks poured into her ear by her old serving woman.

These remarks so

aggravate Medea's sense of not "belonging" that she reverts to her true
nature and engages upon a course of vengeful reprisal that results in
death and destruction.
Before one begins to censure Jason for his rejection of Medea, it
is necessary to make clear that the man is not callous.

Jason simply

begins to break under the strain of being divorced from his own cul
ture. ^

As Medea's husband, he is looked upon by the Greeks as some

thing of a renegade; he is no longer extended the free and open hand
given by one Greek to another.

Slowly and surely, this man who had an

honest, genuine love for the wild barbarian from Colchis becomes aware

^Steiner,

0£.

cit.. p. 229.
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of the fact that so long as he remains married to her, he will not be
completely accepted by the Greeks.
it is to be alienated.

He, like Medea, experiences what

And, overwhelmed by the kindnesses shown him

by Creon and Creon's daughter, Creusa--who has always loved Jason-Jason draws away from Medea.

The genuine love finds itself giving way

to the pull of prior conditioning.
A key moment in the play occurs when there arrives in Corinth a
herald who says that the Delphic council has decreed that since Medea
was responsible for the death of Jason's uncle— such was not the case
at all--the exile of Jason and Medea is to continue.

The news brought

by the herald frightens

Creon badly, and he decides to abide by the

council's ruling to the

extent that he will send Medea away.

He still

feels strongly about Jason and does not feel that he can order the son
of an old friend away--especially when his daughter is in love with
the man.

He offers Jason the hand of Creusa, and Jason, already psy

chologically battered by the rejection he has suffered at the hands of
the Greeks, accepts Creon*s offer.

The final blow falls upon Medea

when Creon announces that her children, since they are sons of a Greek,
will be kept in Corinth

to be raised as Greeks.

out, alone in every sense of the word.

Medea is to be cast

Half crazed with grief, Medea

is easy prey for her bloodthirsty servant, Gora, who urges her to take
revenge upon Creon.
Medea meets with Jason one last time to plead that he reconsider
his decision.

She recalls to him the happiness of their past, and he

replies in a fashion calculated to voice the fears of all who are
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alienated from what they need to survive:
I am not what 1 was, my former strength Is broken,
And In my bosom courage Is quite dead.
This, thanks to you. Remembrance of the past
Like lead lies heavy on my anxious soul,
1 cannot raise my eyes, lift up my heart.
Then too the lad has since become a man;
And no more like a child with blossoms trifling,
He now seeks fruit, things permanent and real.
Two sons are mine and they without a home,
1 must provide a birthright for their children.
Shall Jason's stock, like dry and withered weeds,
Stand by the road, trod down by passers by?
If you have ever loved me, held me dear,
Give proof by yielding me my former self
And granting me a grave in this my homeland!
Realizing that Jason is past the point of recanting, Medea begs
that she be allowed to keep her children.

Moved by the plea, Jason

agrees to let one child accompany Medea, and he orders that the chil
dren be brought so that they might take part in the decision.

The

slinxnest of Medea's hopes is dashed when the boys, who have learned
to appreciate the gentleness of Creusa, shrink back from their mother
and refuse to go with her.

Medea has now lost all; she reverts com

pletely to her basic barbarism, laying plans to murder Creusa, who
she feels is responsible for alienating her children from her.

She

has her magical trappings dug up and sends to Creusa certain "gifts"
which will consume her in flames.

Watching over her sleeping boys--

a last privilege granted by Jason--she awaits the news of Creusa1s
death and laments her coming alienation:

Franz Grillparzer, Medea (tr. by Arthur Burkhard; Yarmouth,
Mass: The Register Press, 1941), p. 78.
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When tomorrow's sun arises,
I shall stand alone,
The world a mere barren desert,
Robbed of my mate,
On wounded and bleeding feet
Wandering to exile. Where to?
They will rejoice at my plight and laugh at me!
Both my children won over to strangers,
Alienated, forever far.
That must not be!
Is it not too late,
Too late to forgive?
Has she not now, Creusa, the robe
And the chalice, that fierce flaming chalice?
--Hark!--Not yet!— But soon will re-echo
The shrieks of lament from the palace walls.
They come, they will murder me!
Will not even spare my s o n s . 68
The death of Creusa occurs and the palace is devoured by the flames.
Knowing all that has happened, and fearing retaliation against her sons,
Medea swiftly murders them.

Savage as this action is, it is more than

a simple act of

animal brutality.

As Kaufmann points out, Medea is not

engaging in the

excesses of blood lust; she is acting as a mother who

wishes to spare

her children from a fate worse than death.

As Kaufmann

puts it:
They (the children) are b o m into the conflict between two
worlds and cannot take root in either; their future lot is
to be either slaves or criminals.
It is, therefore, not
only the outbreak of a primitive hatred and vengeance
which impels her to murder her children, but the hope
lessness and the inner annihilation of uprooted man;
she is the compassionate mother who desires to save
her most sacred possession from physical and moral
catastrophe.69
The end is near.

The king and Jason appear to strike down Medea.

Their anger is increased ten-fold when they are informed of Medea's

68

Ibid., p. 107.

69

Kaufmann, oj>. cit.. p. 58.
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slaughter of the children.

But before Creon's soldiers can follow his

orders to kill Medea, the old servant, Gora, Interposes herself

and in

forms Creon and Jason that they have brought their fate on themselves
by not making honest attempts to understand her mistress's plight.
statement is a moving one, and Creon realizes the truth of it*

The

His

desire for vengeance leaves him and he turns to go, a sadder but wiser
man.

Before he departs, however, he reaffirms Medea's exile and also

exiles Jason, whom he now regards as a source of pollution.

Jason now

experiences the agonies of alienation Medea underwent earlier, and the
cry with which he expresses those agonies is strongly reminiscent of
the final great speech of Sophocles' Oedipus:
Who guides my erring feet? Who will support me?
My head is bleeding, bruised by falling brands!
What, no one speaks? No leader, no companion?
None follows me whom once so many followed?
Come, shades of ray two children, lead the wav,
And take me to the grave that waits for me. ^
In the final scene of the play, Medea encounters the wandering
Jason, and in answer to his poignant question regarding the meaning of
life, she voices again the Schopenhauerian note which runs through the
entire play:

the idea that life is nothing but pain and that the gods,

if they exist at all, are no longer interested in man.
doned;

Man is aban

there is nothing but misery to be gained from life.

So, at least,

would seem to be the thought in Grillparzer's mind as his Medea voices
the words which follow:
What is our happiness on earth? A shadow!
What is the fame of earth? A dream!
Poor roan! Of naught but shadows you have dreamed!

70Grillparzer, o£. cit.. p. 115.

The dream is ended, but the night not yet.
I leave you now; farewell, my husband!
We whom misfortune brought together.
In like misfortune part. Farewell!
Grillparzer, like Klelst, takes an ambiguous position in regard
the existence and nature of the "gods."

As previous ly indicated, the

true romantic veers away from the "religious" position assumed by the
classicist in that whereas the classicist feels that the "higher signi
ficances" are to be upheld,

the romantic evidences a tendency to push

those significances into the background, replacing the gods with man
himself.

77

The two writers we have looked at do mention the gods in

their plays, but they suggest that the gods are nothing more than un
concerned personages who have neither the power nor the desire to as
sist man In the solution of his most fundamental problems.

It is dif

ficult to find anywhere in Grillparzer's plays--the same is true of
Klelst*s--a statement about the gods which would imply that the author
sanctions belief in supernatural deities as either worthwhile or desir
able.
Klelst and Grillparzer passed on to writers after them a despair
ing view of human existence.

The two writers picture man at odds with

the legislated structure of human activity, saying that the various
laws, codes, and institutions which man concocts to stabilize his
existence succeed only in repressing and inhibiting the human's finer
sensibilities.7^

They question seriously the idea that man can ever

71Ibid., p. 119.
72Yates, 0 £. cit., p. 60
^Kaufmann, op. cit.. p. 53.
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do anything which will result In his happiness and ultimate self-reali
zation.

They point out that in addition to everything else which stands

between man and the goal of his desired perfection there is the everboiling cauldron of the emotions, which always threatens to spill over
to engulf the individual in a flood of animalistic barbarism.

It is

an avowedly cynical stand, but with the times of the early nineteenth
century being what they were, it was hard for men of good conscience
to assume any other position.
Klelst and Grillparzer revealed to their fellow men the extent
to which they felt man had been abandoned in his search for all that
would make the human existence meaningful.

They revealed man as funda

mentally alienated from the concept of one loved by the gods and as
one whose intellect and emotions could work together harmoniously for
the total betterment of mankind.

This was their heritage to those who

came after them; this was the banner they tossed to other hands as
they fell.

The first to catch that standard was Georg Buchner, a man

whose life and work pose one of the strangest cases of all in the
history of m o d e m drama, a man whose writings were almost totally un
known in his own time and whose pioneering efforts in the m o d e m drama
of alienation have only recently come to light.
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Georg Buchner is important in our study of the rise of che drama
of alienation for several reasons, not least among them the fact that
his work constitutes the first real attempt on the part of a drama
tist to free himself of the historical drama as a form used to

^ C a r l Richard Mueller, Georg Buchner (New York:
Wang, 1963), p. xi.
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comment upon the conditions of the writer's own age.7^

Buchner wrote

only three plays, only one of which could be considered to be "histor
ical."

Buchner was no man to equivocate.

He looked his age squarely

in the eye and wrote its character down on paper exactly as he saw it.
While

he may never be considered a

has some

great writer for the theater,he

legitimate claim to being one of the most courageous drama

tists of the m o d e m period, and the fact that he closed out his very
brief twenty-four year existence on this earth living as an exile helps
to lend credence to that statement.

Although his life was short, his

contribution to the theater is weighty.

As one authority has put it:

Had he lived to maturity he might well have transcended
the entire body of German dramatists and drama, and his
influence might have been even greater, if that were
possible.
At any rate it would have exerted itself far
sooner than half a century after his death. Yet his
pessimism, his determinism, his incurable sense of the
futility and senselessness of the universe /italics
mln^/, however sincerely he might have searched, would
only have deepened his belief in his conclusions and
would have embittered him all the more, only to make
of him as tragic a figure.as the history of drama can
boast of having nurtured.
Not without reason is Georg Buchner now thought of by many as the real
foundation stone of the m o d e m period.77

He is the one dramatist who

established the credo for the drama of alienation.
F. W. Kaufmann's remarks on the subject of attitudes toward lit
erature are particularly valuable as a prelude to our discussion of
Georg Buchner's contribution to the sizable body of dramatic literature

7^Peacock,

0 £. cit., p. 188.

76Mueller,

o p .cit., p. xxlx.

77Steiner,

0 £. cit.. p. 273.
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which deals with man's estrangement from spiritual values.

First of all,

Kaufmann has this to say:
Romanticists have sought to explain literature as the
product of genius; "true-to-life" critics have conceived
it to be an artistic imitation of nature; Freudians have
thought of it as regressive or substitute reaction.
If
for the romantic and the naturalist it is a mere by
product of life, the psychoanalyst, at least, sees lit
erature in its fundamental relation to life. In spite
of the one-sidedness of the Freudian theory, we can
agree with its general assumption that literature, like
philosophy and art, Is an expression of the "problematic
situation" of human life, and that its function is to
attempt a solution for the problems with which man is
confronted.
It is important that we remind ourselves from time to time of this
idea of the writer as a man who is concerned with finding the solutions
Kaufmann mentions.
that

It is just this quest for philosophical assurances

led to the creation of the modern drama of alienation.

Klelst and

Grillparzer searched for such assurances and could not find them.
Buchner too traveled the same road, trying to bring order out of chaos.
All three endeavored to make the nature of human existence clearer to
those who were experiencing it.

All three wrestled with Kaufmann's

"problematic situation," and before we go one step more along thepath
we have

chosen, let us enter into the record Kaufmann1s elaboration of

that term.

It reads as follows:

"Situation" refers to the rootedness of man in a definite
historical moment, with its particular economic, sociolog
ical, political, and intellectual structure, on the one
hand, and Its standards and habits of behavior, which in
fluence and determine his decisions, on the other. This

78
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situation becomes "problematic" through the ability of
man to detach himself from these determining factors, to
examine the trends of his time, and to let his actions
be guided by motives which transcend the m o m e n t . ^
In essence then, when a writer concerns himself with the "proble
matic situation," he tries to get to the bottom of things.

He attempts

to fight his way past an almost Impenetrable maze of conventions and
traditions which stand between the man and his ability to see through
to the heart of human existence.

The writer, if he is to be completely

honest, must view the particulars of the human's situation, holding him
self free from doctrinaire Influences of any kind.

Certainly,

this is

an ideal condition impossible of realization; but it is an ideal, and
Buchner seems to have come very close to fulfilling its conditions.
Georg Buchner was born on October 17, 1813, in the small town of
Goddelau--located in the duchy of Hesse--to a remarkable set of parents.
The senior Buchners were people to whom the arts and the intellect meant
a great deal, and they saw to it that their four children received the
kind of background which would lead to intellectual and artistic accom
plishment.

Their success in this endeavor was little short of stagger

ing; each of the children made a distinguished contribution to one pro
fessional field or another:

Georg, of course, became a dramatist of

no mean ability; Ludwig carved out for himself a reputation as a phy
sician and philosopher; Alexander became a well-known professor of
literature and a writer of novels and literary histories; and the
sister, Lulse, was not only a writer of most acceptable stories and
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poems, but also the author of extremely well-thought-out essays on the
subject of women's rights.

80

Buchner came to his awareness of alienation by way of a cool,
well-tempered rationalism instilled in him by stable parents.

We

should mention this to establish the fact that one does not neces
sarily subscribe to the alienated point of view on the basis of
emotional despair alone.

There is little in the writing of Georg

Buchner which would justify the label "romantic," as we would use
the term to describe a writer whose work is primarily an emotional
outburst against his age.

Buchner's alienation arises out of an

extremely realistic view of what was going on around him.

He could

become angry on occasion, but he was not a man to let his emotions
get the better of him.
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It does not take long to recount the particulars concerning
Buchner's life.

His father, a physician in government service, de

cided that the lad should also be a doctor, and so, in 1831, Georg
went to Strassbourg, where he studied medicine.

Two years of such

activity seemed to be all the young man could stand, and in 1833 he
took himself to Giessen to study philosophy and history.

Within a

short while, he became involved with the political nationalists who
were busy fighting the monarchists.

Toung Buchner's major contribu

tion to the struggle was the inflamnatory tract, The Hessian Courier,

on

ov"Buchner, Alexander (and Friedrich Karl Christian, Georg,
Luise)," The Encyclopedia Americana. 1956 Edition, IV, 663-664.

®*Peacock, oj>. cit.. p. 192.
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a damning analysis of the repressive excesses of the Hessian princes.
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The pamphlet stung the authorities enough that Buchner had to flee the
country.

He went to Zurich, where he enrolled in the university with

the idea of preparing himself for a teaching career.

In the two years

that remained to him, he wrote three plays, Danton1s Death, Leonce and
Lena, and the play which some consider to be the first modern tragedy,
Woyzcck.

He died on February 19, 1837, in Zurich, of "an undiagnosed

fever, which may have been typhus."
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It is important to note that, for the world at large, Buchner's
dramatic works were left unnoticed for fifty years, after which time
the greatest of the German naturalists, Gerhart Hauptmann, unearthed
them and proclaimed to the world that all naturalists in the theater
should look upon Georg Buchner as the greatest forerunner of that movement.

8S

J

Not until 1909 were Buchner's complete works published in any

language, and the canon was not published in English until 1963.
hosannahs are still being shouted to Buchner's name and works, with
one authority saying that Buchner set the foundations for not only
dramatic naturalism, but also for those theatrical movements which
bear the labels Social Realism, Psychological Irrationalism, Expressionism, and Existential Drama.
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For that matter, he is also cited

8 ^Mueller, oj>. cit., p. xxviii.
JEric Bentley, The Playwright as Thinker (New York:
and Hitchcock, 1946), p. 53.
dueller,

op. cit., p. xii.

8^Ibid., p. xviii.
86Ibld.

87Ibid., p. xi.
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as having done much to set a pattern which is being followed by those
contributing to the very m o d e m Theater of the Absurd.
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More impor

tantly, Buchner followed Kleist and Grillparzer in establishing a very
solid underpinning for the larger body of dramatic material which deals
with man as one alienated from spiritual values.
Buchner's personal view of man and his environment and fate were
conditioned, in large part, by the same combination of political and
philosophical factors which was so instrumental in the shaping of the
minds of Kleist and Grillparzer.

Everything that Buchner saw about

him convinced him that Idealism was foolish:

the misery of the people,

the repressive autocracy of the privileged class, and the failure of
the thinkers to relieve the suffering all convinced him that man was
a mean creature doomed to meanness.

89

He passed quickly through an

idealistic phase in which he felt that human progress could be achieved
by way of concerted pressure brought to bear by the mass,

thereafter

assuming a disillusioned position not unlike that of Schopenhauer.
He had read Fichte and Scheliing and Hegel and could find nothing of
philosophical value in their weighty intellectual structures.

The

factual soberness and s t e m objectivity which he had inherited from
his father coupled with the evidence at hand dictated to him only
one possible attitude toward his world:

®®Ibid.t p. xxlil.
89

Peacock, oj>. cit., p. 181.

^Siueller, oj>. cit.. p. xv.

uncompromising atheism.
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A study of Buchner's work reveals that he could not find anywhere
on earth evidence that a benevolent god existed.

His work Is filled

with comment to the effect that no self-respecting benevolent god could
admit to his existence in the face of what man was subjected to.

As

Mueller points out in his collection of Buchner's works, Buchner is
quite definite on this point:
. . . he seems to imply that if there were God, how great
His anguish and grief would have to be as He looked down
on His bungled work, seeing the misery, the suffering and
pain, to which His incompetent universal Artificer's craft
gave being. But God does not exist. . . If He did He could
not endure the senseless pain and suffering to which Man is
subject.
Buchner did at one time feel that even without God it was possible
to bring about a happy state for man on earth.

His revolutionary activ

ity is testimony to the fact that he did entertain the belief that soci
ety could be forced to change for the better.

This belief,

though, was

quickly shattered when he saw how easy it was to get the mass to betray
its principles; all of Danton's Death is a hymn to that particular dis
illusionment.

Despairing then of both God and man, Buchner began to

look at man as a being whose existence was governed by nothing more
than instinctive causality.
a naturalistic determinant.

He adopted the fatalistic view of man as
92

Buchner subscribed wholeheartedly to the idea that, since man
was powerless to help himself, there was little value in striving, in
"purposive" action.

He advocated that the only goal man should project

for himself was Nirvana, or the state of complete forgetfulness.

91Ibld.
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dramatic characters are obsessed with the idea of blocking out the world.
They struggle to create for themselves a mental void in which they can
find release from the agony of spirit with which they are suffused.
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As Kleist*s Penthesilea and Grillparzer*s Jason and Medea pray for
release from their emotional hells, Buchner's people too endeavor to
become free of the torments of human existence.

The big difference in

the Buchner approach lies in the choice of figures portrayed:

Kleist

and Grillparzer dip into classic mythology for their people; Buchner
seizes hold of people of his own time and thereby succeeds in giving
his work a sense of urgency and iramedlateness not possessed by the
plays of his forerunners.

Let us look now at the two plays in which

Buchner shows us the fully alienated man--the man stripped of God and
self help, the man reduced to the instinctual state of the animal.
The first of the two is Danton's Death, written in 1835.
Georges Danton, as any buff of the French Revolution is aware,
was one of the revolutionary party's strong right arms.

It was Danton

who strengthened the revolution's heart and will to resist when the
entire movement was in danger of being toppled by the intervention of
foreign powers.

It was Danton who ordered the September Massacres of

1792--a blood bath of prisoners which so shocked the foreign armies
on their march to Paris that they paused long enough to be hurled back
by the flred-up French patriots.

And it was Danton who eventually

sickened at the blood of the revolution and detached himself from the
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movement, thereby allowing Robespierre an opportunity to call him traitor
--a charge which culminated with Danton's death under the blade of the
guillotine.
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The drama Buchner writes of this man is the story of a

man who has seen humanity revert to the state of the animal and who
feels himself to be no better than the worst of his fellows.
Danton had been willing to undergo

the necessity of participat

ing in a certain amount of bloodletting, for he was convinced that only
through violence was it possible to topple the old regime.

When it be

came clear to him that he had helped to start something which became
cruelty personified, he began to doubt the validity of the idea of
"civilized" man.

In his despair, he began to see the human race as

animals, animals who can make no rational contact with one another.
He tried to make contact with these "animals," but to no avail.

As

he says:
We know little enough about one another. We're thickskinned creatures who reach out our hands towards one another,
but it means nothing--leather rubbing against leather— we're
so very l o n ely.^
Alone in a world of animals, Danton feels himself to be devoid of
a sense of purpose.

He comes to the point where he can no longer jus

tify either his actions or his existence.

He expresses the "tragedy

of the idealist who sees his highest striving wrecked by the pettiness
of his fellow men and who therefore begins to doubt the validity of
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the Ideals themselves."

96

He wishes his mind cleared of the remembrances

of acts the nature of which make him feel himself to be as much a mur
derer, as much an animal, as he knows the members of Robespierre's gang
to be.

Begging for release, he yet senses that even death will not

stamp out the knowledge that he has.

As he says to his cellmates:

Peace is in nothingness.
Sink yourself Into something
more peaceful than nothingness, and if the ultimate peace
is God, then God must be nothingness. However, I'm an
atheist. Damn whoever said:
Something cannot become
nothing!
The pitiable fact is that I am something! Cre
ation has spread Itself so far that there is nothing
empty any more, multitudes everywhere.
This is the sui
cide of nothingness, creation is its wound, we its drops
of blood, and the world its grave in which it rots. . .
There's no hope in death; it's only a less complicated
form of decay than life— that's the only difference! —
But this is the very kind of decay that I've grown used
to; the devil only knows how i'll adjust to another . . .
And even If I fell to pieces utterly, completely dis
solved: I would always be a handful of tormented dust,
no single atom of me could find rest. . . .
"I am something!"

The cry of tormented humanity rings through the speech

and reminds us again of the essential question facing man:
"something"?

what is that

For Buchner the answer seems to be in favor of man as

animal.
There is more than sufficient evidence in the play to support the
claim that the author was solidly of the conviction that under man's
somewhat sophisticated veneer of "civilization" there lurked a beast
capable of inmense brutality and violence.

The scenes in which Danton

struggles with his own individual torment are alternated with scenes
revealing all the savagry, the venality, the blood lust, and the in
stinctual self-concern of humans who have regressed totally back to

^Kaufmann, o£. cit., p. 108.
97Mueller, oj>. cit., pp. 56*57.
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the state of the rending and howling animal.

The most striking of these

moments are those dealing with the sadistic joy the people seem to take
in the executions.

Crowds follow the carts carrying the victims, jeer

ing and hooting; mothers fight for space at the foot of the scaffold so
that their children might be able to see the fall of blade and head;
the cry for more blood rises higher and higher, and the Conmittee of
Public Safety obliges by serving up a seemingly inexhaustible supply
of guillotine fodder.

With each successive scene, Buchner removes man

farther and farther from the concept of humanity, more and more reveal
ing him as a creature subject to and governed by nothing but the blind,
irrational forces of the baser emotions.
Even the mighty Robespierre,

the "bloody Messiah," is forced to

doubt the validity of what he has done.

Basing his entire course of

action on the premise that all man needs to better himself and his
society is the willingness to cut away ruthlessly from the human race
all those who do not subscribe to the articles of puritanical religion,
Robespierre finds that his zealousness has alienated him even from those
who were once his closest friends.

Not insensitive to the desire for

personal happiness and self knowledge, he begins to realize that virtue
without understanding is of little value.

He finds himself trapped by

his own inflexibility and he begins to sense that he too has helped to
animalize men:
My own notions!--It keeps coming back to me. Why can't
I rid uryself of these thoughts? He (Danton) points his
bloody finger at me here, herel 1 can wrap it in as many
bandages as I like, but the blood will always come through.
I don't know which part of me is lying to the other.

98Ibld., p. 23.
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As Danton has despaired of ever knowing the right things, so too
does Robespierre begin to feel the futility of ever knowing what is
real and what is not.

Robespierre too experiences what it is to lose

faith in the ability of the human to establish himself in terms of the
intellect.
ness.

He too begins to long for the restful state of forgetful

His statement reads as follows:
Night snores over the earth and tosses itself about
in dreamful dreams. Thoughts, desires, scarcely
imagined, confused and formless, that crept timidly
from the light of day, take shape now and steal into
the silent house of dreams. They push open the doors,
they look out of the windows, they become half flesh
and blood, their limbs stretch in sleep, their lips
murmur. --And is our waking anything but a dream, a
clear dream? Are we not all sleepwalkers? What are
our actions but the actions of a dream, only more
clear, more definite, more complete?^

And so Robespierre "wrestles in bloody agony in (his) own Garden of Gethsemane," feeling that "the world is empty and void."
The play can be sunned up by saying that Buchner is primarily of
the same mind as Klelst and Grillparzer in that all three of the writers
despair of man as one who can develop in terms of value statements hav
ing to do with higher significances.
superimposed idealistic concepts.

Dan t o n ^ Death pleads no case for

It takes the stand that while man

may have "finer" instincts, those instincts are not strong enough to
assert themselves over the baser, animal side of man.

It ends on a

note of pessimistic resignation, saying that as miserable as existence
is, somehow man endeavors to bear it.
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after all,

the strongest of them all, and if man cannot live like a man,

he will at least carry on as an animal.

Buchner wryly takes this into

account at the end of the play, putting into the mouth of Lucille, the
wife one of the men executed with Danton,

the following:

There must be something serious in it somewhere.
I
must think about that.
I'm beginning to understand such
things.
--Dying--dying--!-But everything has the right
to live, everything, this little fly here, that bird. Why
not he? The stream of life would stop if even a drop were
spilt.
The earth would suffer a wound from such a blow.
--Everything moves on, clocks tick, bells peal, people
run, water flowB, and so on and on to— no, it mustn't hap
pen, no, i'll sit on the ground and scream, that all things
stop, in fear, that nothing goes any more, that nothing
moves.
(She sits on the ground, covers her eyes and
screams. After a moment she rises.)
It doesn't help,
nothing at all has changed:
the houses, the streets,
the wind blowing, the clouds passing.
--I suppose we
must bear it.*®®
In Danton's Death, Buchner uses the animalization of man as back
ground for the despair of one who has contributed to the brutalizing of
man;in Woyzeck, written in 1836,

he deals directly with the situation

of one of those who tries desperately to rise above the brutalizing in
fluences as these are forced upon him by various agencies of control.*®*
Friedrich Johann Franz Woyzeck, soldier, Second Regiment, Second
Battalion, Fourth Company,

is one of the little people, one of those

who has always led the primitive existence of the peasant.
takes him,

in an unbroken set of twenty-nine brief scenes,

Buchner
through a

short series of days during which he suffers all the agonies of trying
to be something more than an animal.

100Ibid., p. 70.
*®*Kaufmann, og, cit.. p. 111.

The play is vicious and sordid
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and wholly naturalistic.

Mueller's comment In regard to this last

point should be read Into the record If only to indicate that Buchner's
naturalism was not simply a stylistic theatrical tour de force, but
rather the only approach Buchner could use to state his theme.
Woyzeck is the great precursor of the Naturalist
Movement, and its effect is with us again in the
Theater of the Absurd. As a drama of social criti
cism Woyzeck has never been, and very likely never
will be, superseded. Its power lies in the fact that
its problems are, in addition to being specific, uni
versal in time and place. Tet more is required of a
great work than it be an expose of misery and social
injustice.
This may be the ultimate downfall of most
of the works that constitute the Theater of the Absurd.
For all their bitterness and social indignation, the
greater number of these plays lack a vision of life
that can serve as an apotheosis, that can transform
them into works of the heart rather than of the groin.
They lack an implicit moral center based on empirical
evidence.
The feeling that there might be such a
center is always evident in Buchner. To write a
sordid drama with social implications is only the
first step.
The apotheosis comes as a result of pro
found and overwhelming understanding of, and sympathy
with, the estate of Man, with his suffering and strug-

Woyzeck is an emotional child.

He is simple, uncomprehending,

easily taken advantage of, and pathetically eager to please others.
Intellectually, he is cursed with thoughts which suggest to him that
he is more than an animal.

Unfortunately he can never clarify these

thoughts; they are no more than disquieting influences upon him.
Fundamentally, Woyzeck has the problem of realizing himself as a man
in an atmosphere wherein all militates against such a realization.
becomes confused as to what is animal and what is man.

^^Mueller,

0£.

cit.. p. xxill.
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Buchner depicts
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Woyzeck1s confusion by taking the poor man to a carnival where a
"charlatan" exhibits animals which he says are really more human than
humans themselves.

First Woyzeck Is shown a monkey, about which the

charlatan says:
Gentlemen, gentlemen! You see here before you a
creature as God created it! But It Is nothing this
way! Absolutely nothing! But now look at what Art
can do. It walks upright* Wears coat and pants.
And even carries a saber. This monkey here Is a
regular soldier.
So what if he isn't much different!
So what if he JLs still on the bottom rung of the human
ladder. Hey there, take a bow! That's the way! Now
you're a baron, at least. Give us a k i s s ! 103
Already befuddled, Woyzeck is shown a horse and gets the following
"spiel:"
Gentlemen, this animal you see here, with a tail
on its torso, and standing on its four hoofs, is -a
member of all the learned societies--as well as a
professor at our university where he teaches students
how to ride and fight. But that requires simple in
telligence.
Now think with your double reason!
What
do you do when you think with your double reason? Is
there a jackass in this learned assembly?
(The nag
shakes its head.) How's that for double reasoning?
That's physiognomy for you. This is no dumb animal.
A beast.
(The nag conducts itself indecently.)
That's
right, put society to shame. As you can see, this ani
mal is still in a state of Nature. Not ideal Nature,
of course!
Take a lesson from him! But ask your doc
tor first, it may prove highly dangerous!
What we have
been told by this is: Man must be natural! You are
created of dust, sand, and dung. Why must you be more
than dust, sand, and dung? Look there at his reason.
He can figure even if he can't count it off on his
fingers. And why? Because he cannot express himself,
can't explain. A metamorphosed human being.104
Woyzeck comes away from the carnival not knowing what he is.

His

confusion Is deepened by remarks made to him by his captain and by the

l03Ibid., p. 114.
104Ibid., p. 115.
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doctor for whom he does some work.

The captain,

the picture of the smug

bourgeolse, tells Woyzeck that he would be better off not troubling him
self with thoughts about man and his destiny.

The doctor, the personi

fication of complete rationalism, tells Woyzeck that he should put his
faith in science.

Buchner's point in regard to these two worthies is

that man Is confused not only by the fakers of the world but also by
pompous social and intellectual schemes.
That Woyzeck strives for something there is no doubt.

He may

have all of the base characteristics of the primitive, but he does
demonstrate some sensitivity beyond that found in the lower forms of
animal life.

This sensitivity pulls him in a certain direction, and

his more primitive instincts pull in an opposite direction.

His prob

lem is simply that he is floating between two sharply defined exist
ences:

that of the animal and that of the human.

He is not enough

of an animal to be content as one, and he is not "refined" enough to
be a human.'

He is, then, alienated from any state in which he could

possibly find happiness.

The strain of wrestling with the problem

proves too much for Woyzeck, and he is reduced to babbling about
existence:
Don't torment me, sir! My name is science. Every
week for my scientific career I get half a guilder.
You mustn't cut me in two or i'll go hungry.
I'm a
Splnosa pericyclia; I have a Latin behind. I am a
living skeleton. All Mankind studies me.--What is
Man? Bones! Dust, sand, dung. What is Nature?
Dust, sand, dung. But poor, stupid Man, stupid Man!
We must be friends.
If only you had no courage,
there would be no science. Only Nature, no amputa
tion, no articulation. What is this? Woyzeck*s arm,
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flesh, bone8, veins. What is this? Dung. Why is
it rooted in dung? Must I cut off my arm? No, Man
is selfish, he beats, shoots, stabs his own k i n d . 105
Posed against Woyzeck's mental struggle, there is a struggle of
a purely physical type:
desires.

Woyzeck against his own very intense sexual

Again, Buchner projects to us man's more animal side, indi

cating that the pull of the flesh is much stronger than any other force.
Woyzeck, in his choice of a "wife," has picked for himself a girl whose
own sexual drive is too strong for her to remain faithful.

Woyzeck is

an insanely jealous man, and when he finds that Marie has dallied with
the drum major of his regiment, his irrational side begins to assume
control over him.

After being bested in a wrestling match by the drum

major, Woyzeck plans the murder of Marie.
Marie, too, is the victim of animal instincts.
mentally a "bad" woman.
instincts.

She is not funda

She simply cannot deal effectively with her

The fact that she

is not happy with the tyranny of her

libido is made clear in the following speech, spoken shortly before
she

isstabbed to death by Woyzeck:
Marie (paging through her Bible): "And no guile is
found in his mouth." Lord God, Lord God! Don't look
at me!
(Paging further.) "And the Scribes and Phar
isees brought unto him a woman taken in adultery, and
set her in the midst. . . And Jesus said unto her:
Neither do I condemn thee; go, and sin no more."
(Striking her hands together.) Lord God! Lord God!
I can't. Lord God, give me only so much strength
that 1 may pray. . . I've strutted it in the light
of the sun, like the whore I am— my sin, my sin. ..
(She reads further.) "And stood at his feet weeping
and began to wash his feet with tears, and did wipe

I05Ibid., p. 129.
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them with the hairs of her head, and annolnted them with
ointment." (Striking her breast.) Everythine dead!
Saviour! If only I might anoint Your feet!10°
But Buchner is of the mind that there is no Saviour to come and Marie
goes to death and oblivion.
There occurs a scene near the end of the play which illustrates
well Buchner's sense of the futility of human existence.

In the scene,

an old Grandmother tells to a group of noisy children a "bed-time"
story the likes of which could be told only by one who knew well what
it was to be alienated.

The story reads as follows:

Once upon a time there was a poor little girl who had
no father and no mother* Everyone was dead, and there was
no one left in the whole wide world. Everyone was dead.
And the little girl went out and looked for someone night
and day. And because there was no one left on the earth,
she wanted to go to Heaven. And the moon looked down so
friendly at her. And when she finally got to the moon,
it was a piece of rotten wood. And so she went to the
sun, and it was a piece of faded sunflower. And when
she got to the stars, they were little golden flies,
stuck up there as if they were caught in a spider's web.
And when she wanted to go back to earth, the earth was
an upside-down pot. And she was all alone. And she sat
down there and cried. And she sits there to this day,
all, all a l o n e . 107
With that statement, the book can be closed on Woyzeck.

Nothing

remains but to mention that the poor soldier makes a botch of trying
to hide Marie's body and is brought to the bar of Justice to answer for
his crime.

The very last scene of the play is played in a "morgue."

Various personages--judge, clerk, policeman, the Captain, the Doctor,

106Ibid., pp. 131-132.
107Ibld.. p. 133.
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the Drum Major, and others--are grouped about Woyzeck, who

. . stands

in their midst, dumbly looking at the body of Marie; he is bound, the
dogmatic atheist, tall, haggard, timid, good-natured, scientific."
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And, one should say, "alienated."
Kaufmann sums up Woyzeck by saying that the play
. . . examines the tragedy of the proletarian man himself,
the causality of his animal behavior, the determinism of
his environment, which prevents him from rising to the
higher stage in humanity to which he is entitled by his
natural goodness.^®
This statement smacks of the idealistic view of man held by the ration
alists, and there is reason to doubt that Buchner would have been happy
with Kaufmann*8 synthesis.

While Buchner may personally have wanted

to believe in the possibility of man evolving into something better,
what he saw of the world did not allow for the adoption of such an
idea.

The body of Buchner's work reveals all too clearly that he feels

man to be the victim of a malevolent fate which has created the human
race only to torment it.

Buchner sees no god, no higher significances

of worth in the universal scheme of things.

For Buchner, the existence

of the human race seems to be something totally without meaning.

In

doing this, he states explicitly that which seems to be inferred by
Kleist and Grillparzer.

Let us now sum up the work of these three

men as they laid the foundation stones for the drama of alienation.
We have established that writers who concern themselves with the
idea of alienation are Individuals who view the world as an unhappy

1Q8Ibld., p. 138.
lQQ

Kaufmann, op. cit., p. 111.
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place filled with beings that cannot regard their existences as being
"purposeful."

They view man from the inside out, and they take the

stand that if man is to exist at all, he must do so only in terms of
a pessimistic acceptance of the fact that the old gods are gone.

The

writers we have looked at in this chapter champion that view, holding
that man is at the mercy of dark, malevolent forces which seek only to
tease and tantalize.

They may have yearned privately for a basis upon

which to construct spiritual values, but everything they saw about them
seemed to make it clear that no such basis could possibly exist.
We should keep in mind, as we move forward in our study of the
alienation motif as it continued to make Itself felt in the drama of
the nineteenth century, the following considerations regarding the work
of our three Germans:

(1) that work shows a distinct disillusionment

with the intellect and the rationalistic systems fostered by the in
tellect;

(2) the work further shows a turn away from a belief in the

existence of "higher significances," more specifically from the belief
that helpful, kindly gods exist; and (3) the work also reveals a strong
feeling that man, after withstanding the pressures of a frustrating
existence for a certain period of time, falls victim to the excesses
of his emotional nature.

As we progress on through the serious drama

as it was written by the major playwrights of the nineteenth century,
we will note time and again the appearance of these three ideas.
In addition to reminding ourselves of the above points, we should
take special notice of the fact that the work of the three men we have
looked at is very personal and very subjective.

It is personal and
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subjective In a double sense:

(1) it deals with the subject of man

from a purely psychological point of view, emphasizing constantly
man's inner conflict as It Is brought about by the individual complex
of motivational forces and responses, and (2) it deals with man as
being independent of agencies exterior to himself--here is the heart
of the alienation idea.

Klelst, Grlllparzer, and Buchner give to

the playwrights that follow them a concept of man totally unlike that
held in previous ages.

Whereas earlier writers viewed man as a part

of a neatly arranged cosmos, our Germans are of the view that man
leads an absurd existence which can in no way be considered as a
part of an "ordered" whole.

In the final analysis, these three

writers repudiate the validity of the ideas and institutions which
once served to anchor man securely to an existence of purpose.
so doing,

By

they create for the theater a protagonist which one can

well designate "the alienated h e r o . " ^ ®
With these ideas in mind, one is ready to move into the period
which extends from 1840 to 1885.

This is the period of Friedrich

Hebbel, Emile Zola, and Henrik Ibsen, three playwrights who, at one
time or another in their careers, wrote plays which also strongly
insinuated that the human spirit was destined to be crushed because
of the lack of "higher help."

It is the period in which the combined

forces of Schopenhauerian pessimism, biological determinism, and allpervasive materialism joined with a seeming insensitivity on the part

**®Jfosephson, o£. cit., p. 44.
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of the unit man to understand and sympathize with his fellows.

It Is

the period In which man began to take the view that If he was only an
animal, he could at least be a "comfortable" animal.

CHAPTER III
The Middle Years:

1840 - 1885

In the middle years of the nineteenth century, the alienation
motif in continental drama was strengthened by the influence of vari
ous deterministic concepts which implied that man's destiny was in no
way governed by divine action, but rather by the actions of certain
genetic, instinctual, and environmental impulses which operated auto
matically and which were completely oblivious of such things as "val
ues" and "ethics."^

These same concepts used the scientific method

to establish that the gods could not possibly exist,.and in so doing,
they did much to eliminate the spiritual from life.

All by themselves,

the deterministic concepts could not have succeeded in divorcing so
many men from the spiritual.

They needed a certain general air in

which to grow, and they received it from a series of events which
convinced men that it was indeed useless to strive, that the gods
had turned their backs on mankind.
If the revolutions of 1848 had succeeded, the deterministic
doctrines might well never have gotten such a tenacious toe hold on
the mind of man.

But that glorious "year of the revolutions"

which

^-George H. Mead, Movements of Thought in the Nineteenth Century
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1936), pp. 155 ff.
^Dill, o£. cit.. p. 104.
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so shook every major throne In Europe ended in the complete discrediting
of virtually every liberal, every intellectual, and every humanitarian
present on the scene*

Failing miserably to assert the supremacy of the

mind and spirit over the power of autocratic force, the keener minds
and more humane spirits of Europe were forced to retire from active
engagement with the problems of human existence, and the departure of
these created a void which was to be filled by the scientists, whose
deterministic doctrines carried the philosophic day by default.
all of this can be seen best by what transpired in Germany.

Again,

3

After the student riots and the general uprisings in Austria,
Bavaria, and Prussia had succeeded in toppling the mighty M e t t e m i c h
and in inducing Frederich William into seriously considering consti
tutional reforms for his people,

there came into existence the ill-

fated German General Parliament of 1848.

This body was much unlike

the Assembly of Deputies which was a product of the French Revolu
tion.^

It was a sober, reflective group which, on the basis of its

collective intelligence and serious concern for the lot of the comnon
man, did not deserve to fail.

Marshall Dill says of the eight hundred

men who made up the parliament the following:
The Assembly was composed of a remarkable group of
men, one of the most distinguished ever elected.
It
represented the whole spectrum of German political
thought from the right, headed by Frederick William's
friend Radowltz, to the left, headed by the impover
ished Robert Blum.
This was not a body made up

^Ludwig, o£. clt.. pp. 319-320.
^Francois Aulard, T h e .French Revolution (New York:
Scribner's Sons, 1910), III, 111.

Charles
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primarily of revolutionaries. There was a heavy
emphasis on the free professions and the upper middle
class.
Thus, there were about a hundred university
professors, about two hundred lawyers, and many busi
nessmen, judges, clergymen, officers, and doctors.
This group did not profess the overthrow of society;
it was devoted to the preservation of property and
law and order, but in the direction of liberal control
by the articulate p e o p l e . ^
But the articulate people were not to prevail.

In Germany, as in

France*’ and elsewhere, they were to be betrayed by monarchs who slyly
bided their time, waited the assemblies out until dissension took over,
and

then swooped down to reassert the prerogatives

absolute

right of kings.^

As the assemblies fell,

of the divineand
their leaderswere

hounded by the royal police into jails and out of the countries.

With

the monarchs back in force, the libertarian spirit of Europe was thor
oughly crushed*

The voices of those who spoke of the rights of all men

were not to be heard again with any effectiveness until very near the
close of the century.
The discredited intellectuals failed because they were unable
to bring forth a philosophical credo which would have permitted men
to view the political mess of the late forties as only a temporary
setback

in the affairs of the human spirit.

The plain fact, however,

is that they were not in possession of such a doctrine.

The last

idealist, Hegel, had fallen into disrepute,8 and the only philosophical

^Dill, ££. clt., pp. 109-110.
^Rene A m a u d , The Second Republic and Napoleon the Third (London:
William Helnemann, Ltd., 1939), p. 31.
^Dill, o p . clt., p. 116.

®Fuller,

0£.

clt., p. 454.
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view of things which appeared to have any validity was that developed
Q
by that arch pessimist, Schopenhauer.

A brief review of the work of

these two thinkers--Hegel and Schopenhauer--is in order to make clear
the fact that the deterministic doctrines, and the dehumanizing effects
which they brought with them, were permitted to take on such great
strength because the philosophical larder had been cleaned out.

There

simply were no elevating doctrines which asserted the validity of spir
itual values.
George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, the philosopher who carried
Kantian idealism to new and rarlfied heights, suffered the abuse of
many because of three things:

(1) his writings were so involved that

even his fellow philosophers became befuddled as they read them,

10

(2) as the so-called official philosopher of the Prussian regime, he
was associated with an inordinately repressive g o v e r n m e n t , a n d (3)
his work drew the fire of a man who possessed both a keen mind and an
acidic tongue, Arthur Schopenhauer.

12

In the clashes between the two,

Schopenhauer was to prove himself the more lucid and "practical" of
the two.

And never a gracious victor, Schopenhauer blasted his philo

sophical enemy with all the vigor with which Plato censured the

o

Durant, og. cit., p. 307.

*®Robert S. Brumbaugh and Newton P. Stallknecht, The Spirit
of Western Philosophy (New York:
Longmans, Green, Inc., 1950),
p. 409.
^Russell, o£. cit., p. 721.

12Durant, og* clt.. p. 292.
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Sophists.

The following is a brief sample of what Schopenhauer had to

say about Hegel:
But the height of audacity in serving up pure nonsense,
in stringing together senseless and extravagant masses of
words, such as had previously been known only in madhouses,
was finally reached in Hegel, and became the instrument of
the most bare-faced general mystification that has ever
taken place, with a result which will appear fabulous to
posterity, and will remain as a monument to German stupid
ity.
It seems true that Hegel was wordy and obscure, but he did evolve
an impressive theory concerning the way of man and his destiny.

That

theory can perhaps be best stated by saying that, in Hegel's view, man
was in the hands of an absolute called "the World Spirit."*^

That par

ticular force, Hegel said, was inscrutable and went its own way in
divine sublimity, not concerning itself with the specific miseries of
any single individual.

To most men, Hegel's analysis of human destiny

seemed nothing more than a doctrine which justified the sacrificing of
individuals both good and bad for the sake of an idea the value of which
seemed doubtful.

The plain truth was that Hegel's metaphysical specula

tions did not give men the elevating doctrine they so desperately needed
if they were to cope successfully with the miseries of life.*^
And so Schopenhauer made his appearance.

Definitely not a popular

thinker when he was first published in 1818--most of the first edition
of his The World as Will and Idea was apparently sold off as waste paper— ^

^Benjamin Rand, Modern Classical Philosophers (New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1936), pp. 610-611.
^■\lohn N. Findlay, Hegel: A Re-examination (London:
Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1958), p. 345.

16Durant, og. clt.. p. 305.
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Schopenhauer found history going to work for him.

The events of the

forties destroyed all vestiges of hope that men had in their ability to
improve the world through their own actions, and embittered and dis
illusioned, they found themselves being appealed to by Schopenhauer's
uncompromising honesty.

The Schopenhauerian concept of life may have been

bitter, but most men thought that it forthrightly and "correctly" defined
the nature of human life on earth.^

Complete realist that he was,

Schopenhauer rejected the existence of benevolent higher powers on the
basis of the wholesale misery which prevailed in Europe during his time.
As men swallowed the pill Schopenhauer fashioned for them, they gave
themselves over to an alienation even greater than that which they had
endured previously.

Once a man adopted Schopenhauer's line of reason

ing, he was completely removed from the possibility of subscribing to
"spiritual" values.
One additional word about Schopenhauer's philosophy:

the struc

ture of the old pessimist's thought, in direct violation of its author's
waspish and irrascible nature, made provision for the very sentimental
element of human compassion.

18

Indicating to man that he was living a

life in a cruel and hostile environment and that he could not appeal for
help to gods that were nonexistent, Schopenhauer tells men that all they
can hope to do for themselves and for one another lies in the cultivation
and employment of an attitude which allows each man to help his fellows
bear the painful burden of life.

Life, Schopenhauer says, is an agonizing

17Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Idea (London:
Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co., Ltd., 1906), III, 419.

18
Weber and Perry, oj>. cit., pp. 454-455.

Kegan
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thing at best, and man must either rise to the level of "disinterested
contemplation" of what is going on about him

19

or he must extend to the
4

rest of mankind as much sympathetic understanding as possible.

And so

the philosophical background for the rise of the deterministic doctrines
is set.
Joseph Wood Krutch has pointed out that the deterministic doc
trines which came to the fore in the nineteenth century are "exculpatory"
concepts.

20

Krutch's use of the word "exculpatory" is designed to indi

cate that the determinists succeeded in making man certain that he was
in no way responsible for the dismal happenings on the human scene.
is Krutch's feeling that when man becomes convinced of this,
race undergoes a certain "dehumanizing."

It

the human

The word "dehumanize" implies

a certain philosophical estrangement from the ideas of human self and
identity.

For one who is concerned with value judgments,

the concept of

dehumanization is important in that it poses a great danger to the exist
ence of man as an exponent of spiritual and ethical values.

So long as

man can think of himself as something more than an animal, he will take
the steps necessary to preserve his higher status.

Dehumanized man

loses his sense of personal worth and becomes concerned with nothing
more complicated than simple survival.

It is the contention of Krutch

and others that Schopenhauer's pessimism joined with the deterministic
doctrines to bring about just such a dehumanizing on a mass scale.

19
20

Schopenhauer, oj>. c i t .. p. 427.
Krutch, The M o d e m Temper, o p . cit.. p. 9.

2IIbid.. p. 16.

21
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The middle of the nineteenth century did seem to be a time in which
the individual man's values revealed a tendency to base themselves upon
an essentially materialistic and non-spiritualistic foundation.

The play

wrights were quick to sense this and Incorporated into their plays a great
deal of comment relative to the nature of certain doctrines which they
seemed to feel were detrimental to the growth as spiritual, humane man.
Among those doctrines were the following:

22

biological evolution as it was

formulated by Herbert Spencer and illustrated by the finding?of Charles
Darwin, the theory of economic determinism as it was developed by Ferdi
nand Lassalle and Karl Marx, and the general continental-wide attitude
that the Industrial Revolution had to be advanced no matter what the cost.
The doctrines of biological and economic determinism were nothing
more than logical reactions against the shortcomings of earlier idealistic
ideas.

The men working in the areas of biological and economic evolution

were not concerned with either nature or the desirability of so-called
absolute principles; they focused directly on observable phenomenon,
leaving the field of metaphysics to those who, in the words of Michelet,
preferred to "befuddle themselves methodically."^

Ail of Europe, in

fact, had taken a pledge against metaphysics and was concentrating on
life and matter. Philosophical speculation became confined to an analysis
of what existence was, not what it could or should be from a moral point
of view.

Striving was no longer the Important thing; being was the thing

upon which one was to place his sights.

24

22yera Mowry Roberts, On Stage (New York:
pp. 409-410.

Harper and Row, 1962),

23
Durant, op. cit.. p. 366.
A I

Ralph Barton Perry, Philosophy of the Recent Past (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1926), pp. 32-33.
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There is little reason to recount here the particulars of the
theory of biological evolution.

It will suffice to say that its view

of man was one consistent with the general rejection of Idealistic
values which was in effect in the middle years of the nineteenth century.
Men seemed as eager to accept Darwin as they had been eager to accept
Schopenhauer.

Darwin, men said, was also realistic about life.

Exist

ence was the inportant thing, and Darwin was concerned with that.

With

very little effort, men adopted the Darwinian implication that man's
greatest virtue lay in the creation of physical conditions which would
permit

human beings to become more fit.

26

The fitter man became, the

argument ran, the longer and more comfortable would be his life.

And

so men ran off to create better physical conditions, and the moralistic
philosophers were left in the dust by the side of the road to ponder the
absence of concern for such things as the "soul" and the "spirit."
The idea of the automatic evolutionary development of man was not
confined solely to the field of biology; it was applied just as fully to
the areas of social and economic theory.

27

Where biological evolution

"explained" man as a product of an automatic process known as "natural
selection," social and economic evolution had it that man's baBlc re
lations with his fellows and with the resources and tools of production
were controlled by an automatic process explained under the heading of

25
Russell, o£. clt., pp. 728-729.
26

Weber and Perry, o£. clt.. p. 481.

2^Arendt,

0£.

cit., pp. 98-99.

25
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’'dialectical materialism."

28

The essence of this idea was that m an’s

economic and social lot improved largely as a result of the working of
certain inexorable forces which operated independently of the conscious
efforts of man and the gods.

This doctrine, expounded first by L a s s a l l ^

and popularized by Karl Marx in his Das Kapital (1867), fitted in well with
the other deterministic considerations of the age.

It should be noted

that the emphasis of

the doctrine was laid wholly on life in this world;

there was nothing in

it which considered man as something more than a body

to be housed, clothed, and fed; it was completely devoid of anything which
could be termed "spiritual."
And so man began to conduct himself in accordance with the prin
ciples of concepts which regarded man as a we 11-developed animal whose
every concern was to be directed towards the consideration of the mate
rial universe.

Disillusioned and embittered because of his failure to

get things done on an idealistic basis, man turned his back on spiritual
values and devoted himself to "getting and
story really; in the

spending."

It was an old

long march of mankind there had been others who

had preached the virtues of the materialistic approach to life,
this time materialism had something to help it along:
strides made by the industrial Revolution.

28

Karl Marx, Capital (New York:

30

but

the awesome

Never before in the history

M o d e m Library, 1936), pp.

13 ff.
29

David Footman, Ferdinand Lassalle: Romantic Revolutionary
(New York: Yale University Press, 1947), pp. 134 ff.

^®Russell, oj>. cit., p. 243.
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of man had the human race had such a collection of attractive things
with which to console itself for the failure of the spiritual.
We have indicated that in the earlier years of the nineteenth
century, men successively divested themselves of belief and identifica
tion with church, state, and party.

At about the mid-point of the century,

tempted by the fruits of the Industrial Revolution, they adopted an atti
tude which has been best described as the "eat, drink, and be merry, for
tomorrow we die" theory.

With this attitude being what it was, it was

inevitable that there should grow up a kind of pronounced selfishness on
the part of the individual,

the implications of which became a major

issue with the dramatists of the times.
By the middle of the nineteenth century,

the Industrial Revolu-

tion had jumped the English Channel with a vengeance.

32

Certainly Europe

had had industrial activity prior to the mid-point of the century, but
that activity had limited the extent of its growth because of the highly
unstable political situation which had prevailed in both France and
Germany.

Once the problems brought about by the revolutions of 1848

had been resolved and the continent began to assume some semblance of
order,

the industrial interests felt that it was safe to engage upon

expansion, and that expansion was something to behold.

Particularly

was this true in Germany, a country well-blessed with the raw materials
needed to develop an effective and well-diversified industrial complex.

31

York:

Harry Steinhauer, ed., Das Deutsche Drama; 1880-1933
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1938), I, pp. 3-4.

•^Hugh L. Beales, The Industrial Revolution (London:
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Surging forward on a broad materialistic front,

the Germany of those

years carried all of Europe to fantastic new heights of worldly prosperi
ty.

And as she did this, she also deepened

the average man's fatal pre

occupation with his material self.
The greatest single effect brought about by the Industrial Revo
lution, however, lay not in the simple making and buying of goods, but
in the realignment of the classes composing the social structure of the
day.

In the previous agrarian society the social picture hadbeen sheer

simplicity:

there was an aristocracy which

owned the land, a small middle

class of overseers and shop keepers, and the peasantry which had always
worked the property of its noble masters.

With the rise of industrial

ism on the continent, that uncomplicated structure had been radically
changed, with the old order forced to give way to a pronounced revision
of the "class" picture.

The aristocracy found itself weakened,

the

greater part of the peasantry became the new proletariat, and the old,
small class of "middle men" blossomed forth into the great bourgeoise.-*-*
The "bourgeoise" was a class whose attitudes were of great con
cern to the dramatists we shall look at in this chapter.

It was a class

which carried the influence of concern for things of a tangible nature
into every nook and cranny of human existence.

Thoroughly materialistic

in its attitudes, it was apparently willing to sacrifice every virtue
to keep itself in force as an organized social force.

Shallow, super

ficial, smugly self-satisfied, proud, and seemingly lacking in any sincere

■^Slead, 0 2 . cit., p. 170.
35

Lewis Corey, The Crisis of the Middle Class (New York: Covici
and Friede, 1935), pp. 42 ff.
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feelings of a humanitarian nature, the members of the new middle class
too often gave every sign of having cash registers for hearts and minds.
The new "bourgeoisie" was perhaps the most spiritually alienated group
of the times, for its values were concentrated exclusively upon those
things which contributed to the care and feeding

of the physical self

and to the perpetuation of social position.^
While it would be unnecessarily harsh to say that there were
none in the middle class who possessed a genuine intelligence, a sense
of true culture, a conscience regarding responsibilities to those less
fortunate, and an alert desire to respond to the urgings of the "spirit,"
most of the members of this body seemed singularly unimpressed with mat
ters of a humanitarian or ethereal nature.

Too often they appeared to

push back honest promptings of the heart, doing this because those prompt
ings Involved actions which might jeopardize Lheir material security.
Marshall Dill describes well the nature of the bourgeoisie as it appeared
in Germany.

One has only to substitute proper nouns to define the

bourgeoisie as it rose up all over Europe.

Dill's passage reads as

follows:
. . . rather noisy, often smug, frequently vulgar, always
forceful.
The words grandiose and colossal (in German
grossartlgand kolossal) c©me to mind.
Such artistic
monstrosities as the Reichstag building, the Protestant
cathedral, or the statues on the Sieges Allee in the
Tlergarten, all in Berlin, seem symbolic monuments of
this aspect of the period. The triumph of military
might, the achievement of unity, the economic upsurge--

■’''Ferdinand Tonnles, Community and Society (tr. by Charles P.
Loomis; East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1957), pp.
76-68.
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all seemed to bear witness to the soundness of the old
Prussian virtues:
frugality, hard work, diligence,
Industry, discipline, and it might be added, an almost
complete lack of imagination and humor.37
Dill's words suggest that the bourgeoisie did practice certain
virtues, and that can be admitted.

What is in question here is the

purpose for which those virtues were practiced.

If the bourgeoisie

was frugal, hard working, and diligent, it was not for the purpose of
bettering the world or man in terms of spiritual values, but only for
the purpose of manipulating its physical environment.

The bourgeoisie's

failure to concern itself with spiritual values captured the attention
of the most perceptive dramatists of the time.
With the writers of the middle period, there is initiated the
long progression of plays in the m o d e m theater which concerns Itself
with man in relation to the material and societal conditions of the
ef.rthly existence as these conditions are deterministically arranged.
The theater now dealt with man environmentally.

38

Now man is studied

with an eye to Indicating what he must do if he is to live this life as
well as he can.

It is important to note that the so-called moral pre

cepts of the dramatists of this time were not precepts to be followed
for the sake of "an eternal reward," but for the sake of doing right by
one's self, and by one's fellow man, here on earth.

The question is not,

"How do I comport myself for the sake of my inroortal soul?" but rather,
"How do I comport myself for the sake of enjoying this life as well as
possible?"

^ D i l l , 0 £. cit.. pp. 166-167.
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The dramatists of this period seemed more than willing to look
life squarely in the eye.

They set out realistically to appraise the

conditions of man's worldly existence, striving to come to grips with
the basic difficulties of that existence.

Their study of the effect

of man's environment upon his character soon convinced them that the
greatest evil produced by the environment lay in what they termed "the
bourgeoise a t t i t u d e . W i t h i n
they regarded bad in life:

that attitude they found everything

arbitrary conservatism, hypocrisy, an

obsessive hold on materialistic values, and, above all, a built-in
failure to respond to man's great need for sympathy and understanding.
According to the dramatists, if man was to enjoy this life, it was
absolutely necessary that the bourgeoise attitude be fully exposed and
discredited.

This they set out to do with a vengeance, and as they ex

posed the bourgeoise attitude for what it was, they also revealed the
fact that man had not only alienated himself from spiritual values, but
had also, to a large extent, alienated himself from both his fellows
and the humanistic values one needed most if he was to make the best
of this business of living.

Let us see how this expose

makes Itself

known in the work of Christian Friedrich Hebbel, whose Maria Magdalena
opened great doors for Zola and Ibsen, only two of the many other writ
ers who were to write "bourgeoise tragedies."
Hebbel was b o m March 18, 1813, at Wesselburen,

in Holstein, one

of the North German provinces which figured prominently in the affairs

39
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leading to the failure of the German intellectuals to bring back spirit
ual values to Germany.**®

The Hebbel family was of the proletariat, and

young Friedrich felt the grimness of his family's social and economic
lot keenly.

The father, a dour stonemason, worked hard, but the family

never seemed to advance itself; and when Friedrich was six, the Hebbel
cottage had to be sold for debt.

This deepened the abjectness of the

family's situation, and life became well-nigh Intolerable for the sensi
tive lad who was one day to become Germany's most renowned dramatist of
the century.^

For six long, bitter years, he suffered the agonies of

the depressed circumstances of the poor.

His situation was not unlike

that which Ibsen went through in his early years; both were to say later
that they spent boyhoods fully alienated from the rest of humanity.
Following the custom of the times, Hebbel was apprenticed, serv
ing as a clerk to the local magistrate for eight years.

While these

years were unhappy ones in that they constantly reminded him of his in
ferior social position in life, Hebbel made the most of them by taking
advantage of his employer's extensive library.

He read into the works

of Schiller and Klelst and tried his hand at writing poetry and perform
ing in amateur theatricals.

In 1835 some of his verses caught the eye

of the editor of a Hamburg magazine, who not only published the poems,
but who raised a fund which was to enable Hebbel to go to Hamburg to

York:

^ W i l l i a m Smith Clark II, Chief Pattenis of World Drama (New
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1946), p. 694.
^ F r e e d l e y and Reeves, o£. clt., p. 499.

^2Clark,

0£.

cit.. pp. 694 and 725.
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study.

The next three years he spent at Hamburg, Heidelberg, and Munich.

Though life was hard for him, Hebbel applied himself to his work and
slowly gathered strength for the writing of the plays soon to come from
his pen.
In 1839 Hebbel returned to Hamburg to take up residence with Elise
Lensing--a long-suffering woman who sacrificed herself to Hebbel*s career
--and to begin writing in earnest.

His first play, Judith, a psycholog

ical study of the effects of remorse, was written that same year.

In the

next year, he completed a tragedy, Genoveva, and a comedy, The Diamond.
In 1842 he received a small grant from King Christian VIII of Denmark
which allowed him to travel to Paris and Italy.
what is considered his most important play,
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In 1844 he published

Maria Magdalena.

Soon after the writing of Maria Magdalena, Hebbel left Elise and
the two children she had borne him and went to Vienna.
in 1846 married

There he met, and

the wealthy and charming actress, Christine Enghaus,

whose fortune allowed Hebbel to write free of the demands of providing
for the necessities of life.
During the seventeen years Hebbel resided in Vienna, he was to
write constantly.

In 1846 he finished Sicilian Tragedy and Julia, the

latter bearing a strong resemblance to the earlier Maria Magdalena.

In

1848 he gave the world Herod and Marlamne, a study dealing with the con
flicting demands of older and newer forms of religious belief.

Bentley, The Playwright as Thinker, op. cit., p. 52,

In 1849
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came The Ruby, in 1850 Michel Angelo, and in 1851 the beautiful tragedy
Agnes Beraauer. all of which dealt with the problems of individuals
pressed down by repressive societal elements.
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Gyges and His Ring.

finished in 1854, continued the parade, and from 1855 to 1862 Hebbel
busied himself with a three-part dramatic version of Wagner's Die
Nibelungen.

Hebbel seemed to be a roan who gathered strength as he

wrote, and in the year of his death, 1863, he was busy writing a
Demetrius, the fragments of which indicate that the work would have
rivaled the author's earlier best efforts.

His fame was never in

question, and the mighty Ibsen, who saw several of Hebbel*s dramas,
acknowledged that he owed the German dramatist m u c h . ^
Hebbel's dramatic philosophy reveals the influence of the ideas
of three German men of letters:
Kleist, and Georg Hegel.

Friedrich von Schiller, Heinrich von

From the first of these, Hebbel inherited a

feeling for the moral perfectibility of man and an inclination to couch
his dramas in the form cf the romantic historical play.
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From the

second, he developed a concern for man as a creature whose passions
often erupted to produce psychologically abnormal behavior , ^

and from

the third, he espoused the idea of the "evolving World Spirit,^®
strains here are romantic, realistic, and idealistic:

44

The

Hebbel attempted

J. G. Robertson, oj>. cit.. pp. 552-553.

^Bentley, The Playwright as Thinker, op. clt., p. 53.
46

G. Brychan Rees, Friedrich Hebbel as a Dramatic Artist
(London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1930), p. 5
^ J . G. Robertson, o£. cit., p. 552.
^®Sten G. Flygt, Friedrich Hebbel*s Conception
the Absolute and In History (Chapel Hill: University
Press, 1952), pp. 8-9.
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to form a completely eclectic philosophy out of the major intellectual
concepts of the day.
In his critical writings, Hebbel makes the following statement:
AO

"All life is struggle of the Individual with the Universe."

The

Hegelian implication is obvious; Hebbel seemed to feel that Hegel's
idea of the evolutionary life-process was an idea possessing merit.
Actually, the same idea appears in the thinking of Kleist, and Hebbel
was apparently able to fuse the romanticism of Kleist and the intellectualism of Hegel together to produce a more balanced view of the diffi
culties faced by the individual as he sought to live the best possible
life on earth.

In the process of bringing about such a union, Hebbel

established a more humanistic approach to the problem of dealing with
man's "problematic situation" as it made itself known on thinking and
feeling levels.^®
In the light of acquired rationalism, Hebbel turned his atten
tion to the problem of the negative effects of old-line ideas and mo
ralities as these produced a fundamental alienation between individuals
of different ages and cultures.

The genesis of this concern lies in

Hebbel's early exposure to Kleist, whose

detestation of codes that had

outlived their validity reflects Hebbel's negative feelings towards the
conventionality of the bourgeoisie.

For Hebbel, as for Kleist, arbi

trary allegiance to outmoded moralities militated against the flowering

49

Clark, o£. cit., p. 695.
^°Flygt, o£. cit., p. 74.
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of true humanity.

For Hebbel, the bourgeoisie's attitude, in its

dogmatic emphasis on materialism, class honor, and social status, could
not help but alienate the good and honest individual who felt the need
to assert himself in terms of more basic human values.

Hebbel is con

cerned with what one might call "sociological alienation.
In Maria Magdalena, Hebbel illustrates his own idea of alienation
by dealing with the effect of middle-class environment upon character.

52

In the play there appear all the factors one must consider when dealing
with the essence of the alienation motif as it appears in the drama of
the middle period:

clash between new and old, individual honesty against

conventionalized moral rigidity, concern with possessions and status
against the free exercise of sympathy and understanding, and the psycho
logical

bewilderment and sense of isolation of the individual who is

striving to establish "rootedness" in an atmosphere of kindred souls.
The play also reflects the strong influence of the various determinis
tic doctrines then rising in Europe:
of naturalism in the German theater.^
in the Buchner tradition.

many consider it the real beginning
It is indeed a play which follows

In Buchner and Hebbel are seen the beginnings

of a new drama of sociology and ethics--ethics as they are based on human
necessity rather than on formal morality.

^Barrett H. Clark and George Freedley, A History of Modern
Drama (New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 1947), p. 96.
^Clark, 0 £. cit., p. 695.
Hebbel, Maria Magdalena (tr. by Carl R. Mueller;
Chandler Publishing Company, 1962), p. xv.

^Friedrich

San Francisco:
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The action of the play is simple and straightforward.

In the

home of Master Anton, a character patterned after Hebbel"s father, there
exists an unhappy situation:

the older and younger generations of the

family have drifted apart to the point where reconciliation is impossible.
Anton is bound over to the values he learned as a boy, and his children,
Klara and Karl, growing up in a new time, find it difficult to develop
a wholehearted belief in the tenents of their father's faith.

It does

not take Hebbel long to project to his audience the fact that these
representatives of differing value groups are fundamentally alienated
from one another.
The presence in the home of a kindly mother who is t o m between
her sense of duty towards her husband and her maternal desire to protect
her children from unhappiness only complicates the situation.

Karl, the

son, rebels against his father's sternness and refuses either to work
steadily at the family's carpentry business or to attend regularly, if
at all, the church in which his father is so devout.

Klara, the daughter,

though she loves her father and does not wish to hurt him, is pained at
Anton's lack of warmth and begins to look elsewhere for the type of re
sponsive affection and understanding she craves.

Soon the children be

come involved in actions which raise before the father the worst spectre
the bourgeoisie can face:

public scandal.

Karl is accused of stealing jewels from the home of a wealthy
merchant.

The evidence is entirely circumstantial, but it is enough

to make the local bailiff, a man who hates Anton for having snubbed
him some years ago, charge the boy and take him off to jail.

Actually,

1L0

Karl is innocent, but Anton is ready to believe the worst of his son;
after all, had he not been remiss in regard to his work and worship?
Indicating that he is concerned more with his honor than with the wel
fare of his son, Anton takes the position that Karl is guilty until
proven innocent.

The double shock of her son's arrest and her husband's

unfeeling stand toward his son succeeds In bringing on the death of the
mother.

Anton accepts his wife's death in the manner of the hardened

stoic and he tells Klara that if she disgraces him, he will kill himself.
Klara, stricken by her mother's death and her brother's arrest, hears her
father's words with terror, for she has already comnitted the most dis
graceful act Anton could imagine.
In her search for affection, Klara had involved herself with a
smug, opportunistic bourgeois, Leonhard, who had broken their engagement
when he learned that Anton had given away his daughter's dowry to save
an old family friend who had fallen on evil times.

All of this and more

had occurred shortly before Karl’s difficulty arose to complicate the
situation.

The relationship between Leonhard and Klara culminated in

seduction, and Klara is certain that she is with child.

The girl's

situation, in the light of her father's words to her, is an extremely
dire one:

somehow she must succeed in getting her seducer to agree to

marrying her.

If she fails in this, the only alternative left to her is

suicide, for she cannot allow her father to kill himself for her shame.
In a heart-rending scene, Klara begs and pleads with Leonhard to
resume their engagement.

All is for naught, for Leonhard has dealt with

Ill

the mayor's daughter as he has with the carpenter's, and he Informs Klara
that she will simply have to make the best of her situation.

Close to

making the decision of taking her life, Klara reveals to an old ex-suitor
what has happened to her.

That young man dashes off to challenge Leonhard

to a duel in which the seducer is killed and the young champion is gravely
wounded.

Before the duel's results can be made known to her, Klara, see

ing no way out of her dilemma, drowns herself.
The play closes with Karl, who has been proved innocent of the
charges of theft, Klara's wounded champion, and Anton, the unbending
father, becoming aware that all three of them contributed, in one way or
another, to the death of Klara.

Karl realized that he should have re

mained closer to his sister instead of always thinking of his own situa
tion.

The young ex-suitor realizes that if he had remained with Klara

instead of rushing off to engage in an action of "honor," Klara might
still be alive.

Anton finally begins to see that he played a major role

in the death because of his inability to be properly responsive to the
problems of his children.

Karl leaves to make a new life on the sea.

The young intellectual is left to grieve over his own lack of human
perspective.

Anton ends by taking refuge in the code of his youth,

feeling that he has been much maligned by his children.
speech of the play is Anton's.
ing simply:
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The final

It consists of one sentence only, read

"I don't understand this world any more.""^

Clark, o£. cit.. p. 723.
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There is a striking similarity between Hebbel's play and Kleist's
1

Penthesllea; both evidence the same preoccupation with the alienating
effects of an older formal morality upon the agents of a more vital and
dynamic view of all that is life.

In both plays there is a ceminent to

the effect that hardened, arbitrary doctrines cannot provide the kind of
understanding all members of the human race must possess if man is to
be happy on earth.

Both authors concern themselves with the failure of

people to adjust to the requirements of new ethical situations;

they be

moan the fact that apparently it is impossible for man to maintain the
ability to develop a faith which can move forward dynamically, constantly
modifying itself to account for the nnew."

Man's failure to do this,

Klelst and Hebbel seem to say, results in a fatalistic alienation between
the men of one period and another.
essentially deterministic;

Both authors take a stand which is

they say that estrangement between men is

apparently automatic, that there is no help for it.
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The first thing to be noted in Hebbel's play is the exact differ
ence between the codes which govern the conduct pattern of Anton and his
children.

The precepts to which Anton adheres are those shaped by a

literal interpretation of the following:

the words of the Bible, the

concept of social caste, the idea of hard work, and the all-important
consideration of personal honor.

A problem arises when these things

are held to so rigidly as to make it impossible for one to adjust him
self to the requirements of an ever-changing human scene.

^Rees, op. cit.. p. 20.

Anton's faith
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Is a dead one; it: is not, in the words of certain m o d e m theologians, a
"living religion."

Anton's problem is that he stopped associating him

self with life as an evolving t h i n g . ^

His inability to keep his faith

dynamic is responsible for the rift which sets in between himself and
his children.
Anton cannot make his faith serve his children as it served him.
With

each failure to make his children follow the old ways, he becomes

more

fixed in his beliefs.

He cannot understand change; he

capacity to absorb the new into the old.

has lostthe

He becomeB more and more de

fensive and is quick to think the worst of the younger generation.
makes his views clear to Leonhard as follows:
. . . they (the young) can find their edification in
anything and everything.
Therefore they can pray any
where, while out hunting, walking, or even in the inn.
"Our Father, Who art in HeavenI"--"Hello, Peter, are you
here too; going to dance tonight?"--"Hallowed be Thy
name!"--"Indeed, Catherine, its easy for you to laugh
at me, but we'll get even!"--"Thy will be done!"--"The
dickens, I have not been shaved yet!"--And so on, and
as to the benediction, well!
They can give that them
selves, too, for they are men just as well as the preach
er, and the power that is in the black gown Is also in a
blue coat. 1 don't object by any means, and if you wish
to Insert between the seven supplications seven drinks,
what does it matter? 1 cannot prove that beer and re
ligion do not go together. And, maybe, it will become
the thing to take Holy Communion that way. Old sinner
that I am, of course, I am not strong enough to keep
step with Dame Fashion; I cannot catch devotion like a
fly in the air.
The chirping of the swallows and
sparrows cannot take the place of the organ with me.
If I am to have my heart uplifted, then the heavy iron
doors of the church have to close behind me and I must

^Kaufmann, op. cit*. p. 122.
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Imagine that they are the gates of the world, and the
gloomy high walls, with their narrow windows, which
allow the bright daylight to penetrate but scantily,
must surround roe, and In the distance I must be able
to see the entrance to the cemetary with the deathhead over the gate. 7
Hebbel's Imagery Is clear:

Anton's world Is a prison of sorts.

The youngsters will have none of It.

They want a freedom which the

faith of their father cannot give them. They reject the old world with
its "heavy iron doors. . .gloomy high walls (and) . . . narrow windows."
Karl,released from
prison for another.

jail, comes home and sees that he has traded one
Life in his father's house he feels is a miserably

confining thing:
Well!
Now work can begin again!
The eternal and
everlasting planing, sawing, hanmering; in between,
eating and drinking and sleeping, so that we can go on
planing, sawing, and hanmering. On Sunday a prayer
or two aid a "I thank Thee, oh Lord, that Thou glvest
me the permission to plane, hanmer, and saw!" Long
life to every good dog who does not bite when tied to
the chain.
That the younger generation ^is capable of viewing life wholesomely,
that it can adopt a fundamentally religious position in regard to truly
spiritual values, Hebbel makes perfectly clear.

In an eloquent inter

change of words and thoughts between Klara and the young ex-suitor, he
makes known that, given a chance, the younger generation can make the
world a better place for all men.

^Clark, o£. cit., p. 704.
58lbid.. p. 720.
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Klara: All seems so gay and cheerful today; it must be
on account of the fine weather we have.
Sec'y; Tea, in such weather the owls fall from their nests,
the bats commit suicide because they have a feeling that the
devil created them. The mole digs his way so deep into the
earth that he cannot find his way back to daylight, and he
must choke miserably if he does not succeed in digging his
way clear through to the other side of the earth and saying
how-do-you-do to America. On a day like this, each ear of
wheat grows twice as quickly, and the popples turn redder
than ever before.
Shall we human beings be put to shame
by them? Shall we cheat God of the only Interest which Hi3
capital brings Him? A cheerful and happy face, which re
flects all the glory of the world.
Truly, when I see this
grouchy fellow or that crank creeping out of his house
early in the morning, his forehead wrinkled up to his hair,
and gazing at the sky, like a blotter, I then often think,
"There'll be rain in a minute or two, God cannot help drop
ping the cloud curtain, if it were only to prevent Himself
from getting angry at that caricature of a face." Such
fellows ought to be tried before a court-martial for spoil
ing the weather for the harvest. How else can we give thanks
for being alive if not by living? Sing and be cheerful, bird,
or you do not deserve your throat.
Klara:

Oh!

How true!

And so youth must cry.

I could cryl"^

It is caught between the pincers of an anti

quated orthodoxy and an opportunistic bourgeois philosophy.

The first re

presses its natural goodness, seeking to freeze its spirit in a mold of
doctrine for the sake of doctrine.

The second seeks to impose upon it

crass values which have nothing to do with honesty.
earlier,

As was indicated

the playwrights of the middle years of the nineteenth century

were deeply concerned with the alienating effects of this "new" half of
the pincers.

Hebbel is the first to deal penetratingly with the bour-

geoise,®^ and in his characterization of Leonhard, he gives the writers

59Ibid., p. 714.
^®Hebbel, oj>. cit., pp. xxiv-xxv.
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who follow him a perfect model of the human agent who has no feelings
for anything but matters of wealth and position.
all the shallowness,

In Leonhard there is

the smugness, the inordinate acquisitiveness of

the upper middle-class burghers that Zola and Ibsen were to depict so
vividly.
goodness.

Leonhard is alienated from any conceivable concept of human
He completes a triangle in the play, a triangle at whose

points stand agents that are alienated from one another:

Anton,

the

representative of the old concept of formal morality; Klara, Karl, and
the young secretary, representatives of basic human goodness; and Leon
hard,

the representative of the rapidly growing society which rejects

spirituality completely in favor of a desire to be fat, sleek, and
comfortable.

The first and the last of these agents are alienated fully

from the concept of dynamic human goodness, and the second,

though not

alienated from a sense of what is good, is kept from making the finer val
ues prevail in society.
It is possible to say that Hebbel overdraws Leonhard.
the young bourgeois a thoroughly unprincipled scoundrel.

He makes

Leonhard, in

the hands of Hebbel, is not only unfeeling and opportunistic, but also
avowedly hypocritical and cowardly.

He takes complete advantage of every

situation in which he finds himself, wriggling into Anton's good graces,
getting a competitor for a municipal position so drunk that the poor man
cannot even answer to his name at an interview, and atrociously deluding
his employer's daughter, a pathetic hunchback, into thinking that she is
a beautiful girl.

Admittedly,

this goes a bit far, and it is difficult

to believe that one can be so bad, but Hebbel had deep feelings of
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animosity toward what Leonhard represents--the experiences of his youth,
the many slights and slurs he received at the hands of the middle-class
boys remained always in his mind.
Leonhard could have saved Klara from destruction if he had pos
sessed even a shred of human decency.

Personal advancement, however,

outweighed decency, and Leonhard threw Klara to the wolves.

In the

scene in which Klara pleads with him to marry her, Leonhard reveals the
full extent of his self-concern.

He takes the stand that he will not

marry a girl who wants to marry him not out of love but rather out of
necessity.

The fact that it was his action that created the necessity

is something that he prefers not to face.

He refuses to understand

Klara's position, and when she tries to explain to him the full extent
of the problem she faces, Informing him also of her father's words and
her own intention to kill herself rather than add to her father's shame,
he dismisses her with the following words:
You talk as if you were the first and the last one.
Thousands met with the same fate before you, and thousands
will meet with it after you, and they will all be resigned
in the end. Are you any better than they? They, too, had
fathers who invented all kinds of curses, when they first
discovered their daughters' shame and disgrace. They, too,
talked of murder and suicide. Afterwards they were ashamed
of such talk; they sat down and rocked the cradle and shooed
the flies off
Such a man can only be described in Hebbel*s own words, as he puts them
in the mouth of the young secretary:

^Clark, o£. cit., p. 717.
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Oh, good Lord! The cats, snakes, and all the other
monsters which slipped through Tour fingers at the
creation must have stirred the Devil's joy and delight,
and he Imitated them. Only He improved on them greatly
by putting them Into a human skin. Now they are stand
ing In rank and file with us and we can only find them
out when they sting and scratch u s . 62
No single character seems able to save Klara.

She goes to her

death because the people around her have been unable to extend to her
the kind of sympathy and understanding that Schopenhauer said had to
exist if men were to make something of this life.

Even the ex-suitor

makes the satisfaction of "honor" more important than Klara.

After her

death, and on the eve of his own, he realizes what has happened.

Casti

gating both Anton and himself, he delivers Hebbel's final philippic
against unfeelingness:
When you had a premonition of her misery, you thought
only of the tongues that were going to whisper behind your
back, you didn't think of the malice of the serpents who
own those tongues. You said words that drove her to de
spair. When she in her terrible fear opened her heart to
me, I thought only of the scoundrel instead of taking her
to my heart, and--Well! I am paying it with my life.
Because I made myself dependent upon one worse than I.
You, too, you, however firm you may seem, you, too, will
say one day: "Daughter, 1 wish you had not saved me from
the gossip of the Pharisees!
It is a greater sorrow to
me that you will not be near me when I am on my deathbed,
with nobody to do me the last service of love, with no
body to close my eyes for m e . "63
And so Anton is left alone.

His wife and daughter are dead, and

his son makes quite clear that once he is gone from the house, he will
never return.

Anton has nothing left to him but the s t e m , unbending

faith of his fathers.

62Ibid, p. 715.
63Ibid., p. 723.

He is adrift in a world whose values he cannot
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accept.

The tragedy is that there was apparently nothing that he could

have done to prevent the occurence of the sad events of the play.
Shaped in another time, he is the old bottle into which the new wine
cannot be poured.
piece-in

He has been called the "passive victim" of the

opposition to Klara's being the "active v i c t i m " - a n d

there seems to be some truth In this.

According to the deterministic

implications of the Hegelian theory, the old form serves its purpose
for a time and then is compelled to be left at the side of the road.
It cannot keep upaid ends its existence gazing about in sad bewilder
ment at a world which is foreign to it.
Before leaving Hebbel, one should comment on the issue of how
Hebbel views "spiritual values," those values the absence of which
produces an alienated situation.

Hebbel does imply that the good life

is one in which the individual should subscribe to certain values, but
we must note that the values with which he is concerned are projected
along the lines of an agnostic humanism.

There is little in Hebbel

which would indicate that he felt that man could live better if he
viewed himself as a creature of "God."

Hebbel is too much troubled

with the problem of evil to accept the traditional religious morality;
his characterization of Anton, who does follow that doctrine, seems
sufficient to establish that Hebbel cast a jaundiced eye on that par
ticular position.

Hebbel accepts the fundamental alienation of man

from "God" as this was previously posed by other dramatists and phi
losophers.

He attempts to fill the gap by adopting a limited form of

64Ibid., p. 697.
65Ibid.
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idealism which is consistent with the deterministic views of his t i m e . ^
In a sense he tries to marry Hegel with Schopenhauer.
Hebbel remained a writer who concerned himself with describing
the philosophical shortcomings of human life.

He remained convinced

that man was forced back upon himself only to find that the society
of which he was a part was such that the good continued to fight for
existence in an atmosphere dominated by e v i l . ^

His thoughts are

echoed by many men of the theater following after him.

Moving for

ward to Zola, one can note a continuance of theater pieces in which
the theme remains one of Hebbel's natural "goodness" attempting to
find, in the face of an atmosphere pervaded by the fatalistic view of
man as a naturalistic determinant, some patch of compatible philosophic
ground in which to flower.
By the mid-point of the nineteenth century, Europe's growing
preoccupation with the nature and effects of the deterministic doc
trines was well-established not only in the theater, but also in the
area of literary prose.

The great French realist, Honore de Balzac

(1799-1850), upon his death, left to the world a long series of "psy
chological" novels which stimulated others to think of humanity solely
in terms of its earthly environment.^

Balzac's work revealed no

apparent concern with man's relationships with "higher significances."
That observer of the human scene made it clear that man should be
studied in terms of the effects of circumstances arising out of the
interplay between people and the physical world.

Add only the value

^Kaufmann, oj>. cit., p. 135.
6®Matthew Josephson, Zola and His Time (New York:
Company, 1928), p. 77.

The Macauley
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conflict, and Hebbel1s Maria follows the Balzac line fully.
The business of distinguishing between "realism" and "naturalism11
and of determining which made its appearance first may, for the purpose
here, be put down as an artistic quibble.

Both were concerned with the

"truth11 of things as it was revealed in the doings of the daily round.
The parade of writers who espoused the attitude was unbroken through
the remainder of the nineteenth century.

Along with Hebbel, Turgeniev,

and Ostrovsky, there were Emil Augier and Alexandre Dumas fils. ^
Edmond and Jules de Goncourt kept the Balzac faith alive in the novel,
and Count Villiers de L'lsle-Adam,

in his one-act play, La Revolte,

laid down the theme and technical approach for Ibsen1s A D ollrs House,
teii years before Ibsen wrote of Nora's plight.^®

All these men ham

mered away at -the idea of man alienated from the spiritual, castigating
the bourgeoise as the greatest source of evil the world knew, and keep
ing alive the plea for Schopenhauer's sympathy and understanding.

The

center of the movement shifted from Germany to France, and then after
approximately fifteen years of somewhat restrained "realism," in the
late sixties, Emile Zola sounded the trumpets for "ultimate naturalism"
on s t a g e . ^

Zola's credo, and the alacrity with which many took it up,

indicates that it was at this point in the nineteenth century that the
playwrights began to feel that man and the idea of human values had
parted company completely.

York:

^®Hugh Allison Smith, Main Currents of M o d e m French Drama (New
Henry Holt and Company, 1925), pp. 124 and 152-153.
^^Macgowan and Melnitz, o£. cit., p. 359.

^*F. W. J. Hemmings, Emile Zola (Oxford:
1953), p. 38 ff.
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The most articulate statement Zola ever made about his views of
mankind appears in his essay entitled "Naturalism on the Stage" and
it is worth quoting a part of that statement to indicate how completely
devoid of ethical values is the thinking of this "fierce soldier of
truth."

Zola's words read, in part, as follows:
I am waiting for someone to put a man of flesh and
blood on the stage, taken from reality, scientifically
analyzed, and described without one lie. I am waiting
for someone to rid us of fictitious characters, of these
symbols of virtue and vice which have no worth as human
data (italics mine). I am waiting for environment to
determine the characters and the characters to act accord
ing to the logic of facts combined with logic of their
own disposition. 1 am waiting for the time when there is
no prestidigitation of any kind, no more waving of the
magic wand, changing persons and things from one minute
to the next. I am waiting for the time when no one will
tell us any more unbelievable stories, when no one will
any longer spoil the effects by imposing romantic in
cidents, the result of which destroys even the good parts
of a play.
I am waiting for someone to throw out the tricks of
the trade, the contrived formulas, the tears and super
ficial laughs.
I am waiting for a dramatic work void
of declamations, majestic speech, and noble sentiments
(italics mine), to have the unimpeachable morality of
truth and to teach us the frightening lesson of sincere
investigation. I am waiting, finally, until the develop
ment of naturalism already achieved in the novel takes
over the stage, until the playwrights return to the
source of science and modern arts, to the study of
nature, to the anatomy of man, to the painting of life
in an exact reproduction more original and powerful
than anyone has so far dared to risk on the b o a r d s .

It may be argued that this blast of Zola's is one primarily
directed against the formula-like well-made plays which were prominent
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during his day, and there is some truth in this.

73

But more importantly,

Zola's statement reveals an attitude about mankind which is brutally
atheistic, entirely without feeling, and wholly designed to capitalize
on the deterministic doctrines.

It reduces man to the status of a

laboratory specimen.
It seems as If all the major writers who have contibuted to the
drama of alienation were men whose childhoods were marked by feelings
of insecurity and isolation.

Kleist, Grillparzer, and Hebbel very

definitely had unhappy early years, and there is reason to suppose
that Buchner's earliest years were not joyous ones.

Boyhood misery

was certainly predominant in the case of Emile Edouard Charles Antoine
Zola.

Bom

in Paris,

on April 2, 1840, the future novelist--and part-

time dramatist--was scarcely old enough to know his father before he
lost him.

The loss of the father affected the young Zola quite seriously,

resulting in a tendency on the lad's part to withdraw from peopl e.^

He

was taken by his mother to Aix, the town of her birth, and there spent
eleven years, 1847 to 1858, living in a small, self-contained world
dominated by his mother and his maternal grandmother.

With no masculine

figure to balance off the feminine influences and rejected by the boys
of the community because of his gentle manners, Emile retreated further
into himself.

He soon developed a desire to become a writer of romantic

verse and found it difficult to think of himself as a part of the
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actual world about him.

The attitude is expressed in a letter which the

youth sent to a friend soon after his arrival in Paris in 1858;
In the crowds that surround me, isee not a single soul,
but only prisons of clay; and my soul is smitten with
despair at its ininense solitude, and grows more and more
sombre. . .. Jostling against his fellows, but never
knowing them save by the coranonplace exchanges of common
place conversation, is that not how m a n ’s life is passed?
. . . Man is alone, alone, on the earth. 1 repeat, shapes
before our eyes, but every day shows me the vast desert
in which each one of us lives.
Again, a statement expressing a sense of alienation.
Zola received his preparatory school education at Aix and then
went on to the local college.
baccalaureat.

There he did poorly and twice failed his

Suffering from the setback and feeling that he was being

stifled in Aix, he went back to the city in which he was b o m ,
For the next four years, he lived from hand to mouth.

Paris.

He still had his

romantic ambitions and attitudes about life, but they were being sorely
tested by the miseries of the little people around him.

The metamorpho

sis which was to change Zola from a writer of romantic poetic fantasies
to one of realistic prose tales was slowly taking place.
Hardened by the experiences he had endured as an "artist" resident
of the Latin Quarter,

Zola was ripe for a philosophical change.

He had

become suspicious of "divine missions" and romantic excursions into
idealism, arriving at the conclusion that these resulted only in divorcing the individual from real life.
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Slowly but surely, as Zola's
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eyes passed over the books published by the firm in which he was employed
as a parcels clerk, he became convinced that the realistic approach to
life was the only justifiable one an artist could assume.
gods were those who extolled this view:
brothers.

His literary

Balzac, Flaubert, and the Goncourt

The fact that these writers did not concern themselves with

ethics or ,rhigher significances" meant nothing to Zola; he saw his gods
only as men who were truly involved with life.
There was a good school existent in Zola's France for those who
wished to learn how to observe and report life:
paper.

that of the daily news

The "daily" was a recent development at the time and offered great

opportunities for struggling writers to develop their talents.

Zola was

to take full advantage of these opportunities, working for a period of
time as a book review editor

and

then as a free-lancewriter

ing in critical pieces about

art

and literature.77

specializ

In1867 hepublished

the first of a long line of novels dealing with the life of the lower
and middle classes as it was lived in the day of the Second Empire.
That piece of work was Therese Raquin, the dramatization of which is
thought of as the first naturalistic drama written by a Frenchman.
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The remainder of Zola's career can be sunned up by listing the
novels for which he is so well-known.

That list would be long indeed,

for there are some twenty in

the

project was Zola's answer to

Balzac's Comedle Huroaine,another great

social history.

Rougon-Macquart series alone*That

Within Zola's series are contained such novels as

77Hemmings, o£. cit., pp. 47-48.
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L* Assomnoir (1878?), Nana (1880), Germinal (1885), ki Terre (1888), and
Docteur Pascal (1893)--all of which followed the cold-blooded philosophy
of depicting man as a naturalistic determinant ruled by his passions.
From approximately 1880 on, Zola was France's most read and discussed
novelist, a man with tremendous literary influence*

79

On September 29,

1902, he was found dead in his Paris bedroom, apparently the victim of
asphyxiation caused by the fumes which had issued from a defective flue.
Such was the life and work of Emile Zola, the man who carried the real
istic approach to new heights and whose critical words on the subject
of "the new naturalism" were responsible for causing several late
nineteenth-century playwrights to affiliate themselves with the drama
of alienation.
Zola's importance to the development of the drama of alienation
does not lie in his plays--these are a wooden lot at best--but in his
careful articulation of what has become known as the naturalistic credo.
Zola would have the writer remain free of becoming involved with any
thing but the hard, observable facts of life.

He would have the writer

be a combination reporter and scientist, one who notes and describes
empirical phenomenon and who does not attempt to project that phenom
enon forward in terms of a judgment of its "value,"

For the true

naturalist, Zola says, the data is there only to be cataloged;

the

true naturalist does not permit himself to regard his material in
the light of moral concerns.
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or ’'higher significance" have no place in the naturalist's thinking.
Rejecting the intangibles and falling back upon the "known,"
Zola developed for the playwrights and novelists of his time the wellknown "slice of life" approach.

81

The typical "slice of life" play

concentrated on man's "fleshier" aspect, showing how man's inability
to withstand the onslaught of aroused passion usually led to his doom.
Abounding in lurid descriptions of beatings, killings, and sensualistic
affairs, it was a grim sociological document which the m o d e m psycholo
gist would term a play dealing with the nature and effects of emotional
repression and frustration.
As F. W. Hemmings has pointed out, Emile Zola's one original
contribution to literature was his concept of the brute humaine,
view that roan was basically a creature governed by passions.

the
While

Zola was to eventually temper this view to one which tried to account
for the presence of reason in man, in his writing of Therese Raquin-as both novel and drama--he was concerned only with the bestial.
own words,

the work was to be "a study of a curious physiological case.

. . . Given a strong man and an unsatisfied woman,
beast,

In his

to see nothing but the beast,

to seek in them the

to throw them into a violent drama

and note scrupulously the sensations and the acts of these creatures.
. .
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There is, indeed, no other word that one can use to describe

the characters in Therese; they are beasts, and although two of them

8 1 Ibid.

Hemmings, o p . cit., p. 33.

83Ma tthew Josephson, o£. cit., p. 117.
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come to know guilt, that moralistic manifestation does not arise out
of a sense for ethical concerns, but only from the feeling that guilty
knowledge is an obstacle to the complete enjoyment of physical pleas
ure.

Now to recount briefly the plot particulars of this "fate

tragedy.
As the play begins, the beautiful and passionate Therese

has

been married for some time to an over-mothered weakling, Camille, who
spends his days as a clerk in a business firm.

Life for Therese has

been a dull round of hours of dreary clerking in the haberdashery shop
owned by her mother-in-law, who lives with the young couple, and
equally depressing periods of leisure spent in the company of her
hypochondriac husband, his doting mother, and a small circle of
bourgeois friends that comes to visit each Thursday evening.

The

blandness of such an existence has made Therese responsive to the
attentions of one of Camille's boyhood chums, the dashing painter
Laurent.
Therese and Laurent engage upon the inevitable affair and chafe
at the fact of Therese's marriage.

Before long, they concoct a scheme

for ridding themselves of the presence of Camille.

On a river outing,

Laurent artfully capsizes the boat in which the three have been float
ing, and Camille, who cannot swim a stroke, drowns as Laurent is "sav
ing" Therese.

Now the guilty two have simply to wait out the proper

period of mourning before they can marry.
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play Into the hands of the couple by convincing the bereaved mother
that Camille would have wanted Therese to remarry and that, further
more, he would have wished Therese to wed his old friend, Laurent.
The mother agrees, and the two young people are "persuaded" to wed.
Immediately, catastrophe strikes.
The newly-weds retire to their bedroom on the wedding night,
and there Laurent happens to glance at a portrait of Camille.

He

imagines that the eyes in the pictured face are following him about
the roon, and he falls back shrieking in hysteria, oblivious of
Therese's pleas to control himself.

Camille's mother rushes into

the room in time to hear Laurent babble the truth about the boating
"accident."

The revelation is enough to send the old woman into a

state of complete physical paralysis.

Laurent and Therese soon find

out that although the lady cannot move her limbs, her senses of hear
ing and sight and her mental faculties are unimpaired, and that they
are chained to an avenging fury whose every glance is one of accusing
hate.

Now there ensues a situation which cannot be long endured before

the strain becomes strong enough to cause further violence.
Tensions build up alarmingly.

Therese and Laurent become suf

fused with feelings of remorse and hatred.

Each says the other is

actually to blame for their present state.

They remain, as much as

possible, out of each other's presence and sleep in separate rooms.
There is no longer any desire on the part of either of them to enjoy
the physical fruits of their machinations.

For the sake of the

friends who continue to visit, they maintain a facade of domestic
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tranquility and tender solicitude for the paralyzed old woman who knows
the whole truth.

At an impromptu social session,

the mother, under the

horrified gaze of Therese aid Laurent, manages to lift a hand to the
table and with a finger begins to trace out her accusation.

Her

strength seems to fail her, however, before she can trace out a con
clusive statement, and the family friends leave believing that she
was trying to make clear the fact that she was being well cared for.
Therese and Laurent, unnerved by the old woman's action, hurl
recriminations back and forth furiously.
the other.

Each comes close to killing

Then, exhausted by the fury of their battle, Therese and

Laurent are astounded to see the old "paralytic" rise to her feet and
announce that she had been for some time completely free of her paral
ysis.

Aghast, the young couple hear her say that she prefers not to

turn them over to the authorities but rather wishes them to continue
to live in the hell which their guilt has created.

Laurent and

Therese quickly decide this is something which they cannot endure
and they pass judgment upon themselves by taking poison.

The play

ends with Madam Raquin seating herself slowly, observing the bodies
and saying, as the curtain descends, "Dead!

Dead!"

It is difficult to deal with Zola's play as anything but a
representation of human baseness.

While Zola makes an attempt to

make the audience believe that his stage people are not fundamentally
bad, it is obvious that they are thoroughly self-centered individuals
concerned only with the gratification of physical desires.®^

85Ibid., p. 25.

Therese
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and Laurent are self-concerned from start to finish.

Camille is a

whining prig concerned only with being made comfortable*

86

The mother

does her best to make others dependent upon her cooking and housekeeping.

87

Michaud and Grivet, the family friends, are obsessed with the

physical, constantly conversing about gory crimes of passion and
escaped murderers.
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Michaud's niece, Suzanne, has a certain un

spoiled sweetness, but even she is preoccupied with thoughts of
physical joys.

89

By picturing his characters as he does, Zola suc

ceeds in alienating them fully from the view of man as one who lives
for something besides his body and the satisfaction of its demands.
Zola adheres rather closely to the pattern of the early writers
who deal with the alienation motif.

His work reveals, as does the

work of the others we have studied, an acceptance of the theory that
there are no benevolent deities to which man can address himself.
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For Zola, it seems that man is carried along in the unthinking wake
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of elemental forces which can never be understood.

Nowhere in Therese

Raquin is there to be found a reference to a "higher significance";
from beginning to end, the characters are forced to view themselves
only in terms of their own desires.

For Zola, it would seem, if there

is such a thing as a "higher significance," it is the inexorable law
of heredity, that deterministic foundation stone of biological evolu
tion which makes no place for man's relationship with church, state,
or ethical concern.
Zola cannot permit himself to extend to man even the feelings
of sympathy and understanding which the other writers extend.

Writ

ing in a time in which the values of the world were becoming more
and more materialistic and deterministic, Zola deepens man's divorce
ment from the values of old and induces other men of letters to view
humanity as self-obsessed and physical.
There was one dramatist who kept the idea of sympathetic concern
for struggling humanity alive.

That man felt that Hebbel's compassion

ate view of man's spiritual plight was much to be preferred to Zola's
pessimistic analysis of the human condition.

He left the world an

impressive series of plays which, while revealing their author as
accepting man's fundamental spiritual alienation, show him as one who
cannot accept man as only an animal.
Henrik John Ibsen, the great social realist of the nineteenth
century, was born in the small, provincial town of Skien, in Norway,
on May 20, 1828.®*

®*Clark,

0£.

It is possible that he identified strongly with

cit., p. 724.
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Hebbel, for Ibsen, like Hebbel, had to cope with the problems of growing
up poor and socially ostracized in a provincial conmunity dominated by
bourgeois elements.
Wesselburen;

Skien was no better than the North German town of

the lives of both communities were regulated by a combi

nation of social and religious rules and regulations which made it
difficult for any one to develop a sense of individuality.

Just as

Hebbel was to tear himself away from the confining atmosphere into
which he had been b o m ,

so too did Ibsen, at an early date, decamp

from the scene of his earliest disappointments with life.
It is significant to note that when Ibsen left his family and
the scene of his early youth behind, he also left the religion in
which he had been reared.

92

Possessed with the fervor of romantic

Individualism, the young Ibsen searched for a ground in which he could
plant and bring to flower a philosophy which did not include a place
for the old-line theological doctrine followed by his parents.

Strength

ening the comparison with Hebbel, one might note that the German also
rebelled violently against the Biblical fundamentalism of his parents.
As Hebei found some philosophical solace in the Hegelian doctrine and
then drifted into a quasi-romantic position, Ibsen proceeded to fashion
for himself a credo which was a combination of Schopenhauerian realism
and Rousseauist idealism.
Leaving Skien at the age of fifteen, Ibsen moved on to another
provincial town, Grimstad, where he became an apothecary's clerk--
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note again the parallel with Hebbel, who served as a clerk to a munici
pal official.

Ibsen was to spend seven unhappy years at Grimstad.

His

work was drudgery and there was little of a cultural atmosphere in
Grimstad.

He began to read widely and to prepare himself for entrance

into the University of Christiania.

He did manage to make some friends

whose liberal feelings echoed his own, and with these he talked at
length about poetry, the drama, and satire.

The group delighted in

scandalizing the more staid element in town, engaging in pranks de
signed to infuriate the burghers.

Ibsen was to say that by the time

he was in his early twenties, he was "on a war footing with the little
93
society of Grimstad.1,7J

Be this as it may, Ibsen got something very

important out of his stay in Grimstad:

a never-to-be-relinquished

hatred of everything the bourgeoisie stood for.
In the spring of 1850, Ibsen left Grimstad with the idea of
entering the medical school of the University of Christiania.

Imme

diately, that plan was to be cast aside, for he failed to pass all the
entrance examinations.

Ibsen then became involved with journalism

activity, working first for a liberal weekly and then for a revolu
tionary labor paper.

The experiences he had while working with the

latter made him lose his enthusiasm for direct social agitation,
and he turned to a concern with "the artist's indirect method of
rousing (his) countrymen from their lethargy and making them see
the import of the great life problems."
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Soon after this concern
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became a settled conviction in his mind, Ibsen met the Norwegian artist,
Ole Bull, who secured for his young countryman a position with the
theater at Bergen,

Ibsen was never again to leave off working in terms

of the dramatic art.
For a decade, 1852-1862, Ibsen worked as a director and playwright
at two Norwegian theaters.

He developed into a competent practical

theater man, having an instinctive eye and ear for effective staging.
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But Ibsen's heart seems to have been more in tune with writing for the
theater, with creating the literary representations of "the great life
problems."

He applied for and received a government stipend which

would permit him to travel and write the plays which were boiling up
inside of him.

In 1863, he left Norway for Rome.

He was to remain

abroad, in Italy and Germany, for a period of twenty-seven years,
writing the bulk of his best work away from his homeland.
Ibsen had written several pieces for the theater prior to his
leaving Norway, but these need not concern us here.

They reveal writ

ing strength, but they do not reflect the real Ibsen, the Ibsen who
shocked the world into thought with plays that pounded away at the
spiritual bleakness which Ibsen saw existent in the human society of
his day.

It is his concern with the evils resulting from the atti

tudes of a smug, self-satisfied, excessively class-conscious, materi
alistically-oriented society which makes him a part of the continuum
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of the alienation motif as we see it in the drama of the nineteenth
century.
Beginning with Love1s Comedy (1862), a satire on social con
ventionalities concerning love and marriage, and ending with Hedda
Gabler (1890),

a study of awoman alienated from the womanly self by

the effects of

sociological forces which prevent her from loving

honestly, Ibsen was seldom to lift his private glass of truth away
from the human scene of the second half of the nineteenth century.
The roll call of Ibsen plays dealing with a humanity which cannot
deal with life in a truly sympathetic and understanding fashion is
an impressive one:

Brand (1866), Peer Gynt (1867), The League of

Youth (1869), Pillars of Society (1877), A Doll1s House (1879), Ghosts
(1881), An Enemy of the People (1882), The Wild Duck (1884), and
Rosmersholm (1886).

In one way or another, all these plays touch

upon an issue central to the alienation motif:

an essentially spir

itual quality attempting to assert Itself in an atmosphere dominated
by a host of superficial values kept in force by a materialistic,
class-conscious society.
In 1891, Ibsen returned to Norway, settling in Christiania and
remaining there until his death.

Over the years he had become Europe's

most renowned dramatist, a man honored by virtually every nation on the
continent.

He

had enraged, offended, and frightened people, but he had

also impressed

them and had forced them to take repeated stock of their

attitudes towards their institutions and their fellows.
Norway was quite literally that of a conquering hero.

His return to
His seventieth

birthday was the occasion of a national holiday, with the monarch of
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Norway presiding at the celebration and theaters In all the capitals of
Europe performing Ibsen's plays to do him homage.

At the last, Ibsen's

mind weakened and he suffered a series of paralytic strokes.

On May

23, 1906, he passed away, mourned throughout Norway as Hebbel and
Grillparzer had been mourned throughout all of Germany and Austria.
The facts of Ibsen's life give some insight into his attitudes
about mankind and the good life, but to understand fully his work as
it is a part of the alienation motif, one must supplement those facts
with additional comment concerning the details of the man's basic philo
sophical outlook.

In regard to this, one authority makes the following,

provocative comment:
There is no question of Ibsen's abilities as a
dramatist for he raised dramatic structure to the
high position it now holds in the m o d e m world. He
was a social-minded man but was not a reformer using
his plays as tracts in the Brieux sense. He hated
compromise both in life and in the theater and so
lifted standards by referring all problems back to
the soul of the individual (italics mine). He denied
having a philosophy and because of this denial he en
forced his ideas all the more vigorously. His was
the thinking mind in the m o d e m world with all the
ramifications that statement implies.^
There is something of a paradox in the statement that because a
man does not have a philosophy, he enforces his ideas "all the more
vigorously."

Ibsen may have denied having a philosophy, but his work

reveals him as a thinker who did construct for himself an intellectual
credo which, in its dependence upon the ideas of "soul" and "human
responsibility," argues for the existence of a philosophical construct
combining elements of humanistic idealism and pragmatic realism.

^Freedley and Reeves, 0£. cit., p. 378.
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In a way, Ibsen's thinking is a synthesis of all that has gone
before him in the nineteenth century.

The only important things he

seems to have rejected are Zola's profoundly deterministic view of man
and Schopenhauer's extreme pessimism.

While he does not take the

strongly idealistic moral position assumed by men such as Schiller,
Ibsen does argue for a certain moral perfectibility.

One can place

Ibsen somewhere between Zola and the old-line moralists, indicating
that he reveals himself as a believer in the moral perfectibility of
man as it exists on a strictly human level and not as it exists in
an explicitly stated relationship wherein man is joined to sharply
defined "higher significances."

In other words, Ibsen suggests that

man has a distinctly human spirituality which is innate in man and not
an extension of a "God-head."
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Viewing life In terms of his human

spirituality, Ibsen says that the central problem for man is creating
an atmosphere in which his spirituality can live and grow for the sake
of all.
There is also to consider, when relating Ibsen's work to the
continuum of the alienation motif, the fact that Ibsen moved from a
position wherein he held to the principle of facing up to the truth
for the sake of the cultivation of man's spirituality to a position
wherein he apparently became convinced that often one had to consider
that there were those who did not have the strength to cultivate
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personal spirituality through a relentless pursual of the "truth."

Ibsen

did not postulate that these men did not possess spirituality, but rather
that their spirituality was not accompanied by the existence of the type
of strength needed to face up to the pressures which militated against
the growth of man's finer sensitivities.

Such individuals, Ibsen came

to believe, had to be extended a double measure of Schopenhauer's sym
pathy and understanding.
Ibsen's preoccupation with "central life problems" is revealed
throughout the entire set of "social" plays.

There are, however, two

specific plays in the social group in which Ibsen seems to hit harder
tha’

al upon those considerations which are related to the alienation

motif.

Those two plays are Ghosts and The Wild Duck, and it is the in

tention here to discuss these works -to illustrate the following;

(1) Ib

sen's humanistic view of man as a creature possessing a certain "builtin" spirituality which is independent of the existence of formal gods or
other higher significances,

(2 ) his concern with the bourgeois attitude

as the chief alienating influence of his age, and (3) his realistic stand
on the matter of sympathy and understanding.

Ghosts and The Wild Duck

reveal Ibsen as a thinker who seems to accept the alienation of man as
this is defined by earlier writers as a fait accompli and, further, as
a thinker who appears to ask man to stop worrying about his relationship
with the "gods" and to start worrying about how to capitalize on the best
that he can find in himself.
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Ghosts deals with the unhappy situation of Helen Alvlng, a woman
who betrayed her own sense of "right" by allowing herself to be persuaded
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that she should return to play the role of dutiful wife to a depraved
husband from whom she had tried to run away.

Yielding to the arguments

of her parish pas tor--a man for whom she once had some love and who
seemed to have had similar feelings for her, she goes back to the drunken
and lecherous husband and spends a period of almost thirty years "white
washing" the man in the eyes of the world at large.

During the first

nineteen years, she copes with the problem of keeping the husband, whose
profligacies increase as the years go on, out of the public eye, and in
the ten years inmediately before the play, she continues the deception,
always making certain that in death as in life her husband's reputation
is one society can respect.

The play begins at the end of this long

masquerade, on the day before Helen is to dedicate an orphanage to the
memory of her deceased husband.

The building to be dedicated is a
QQ

monument to deceit and self-betrayal.
Helen Alving has sacrificed something more than herself by re
turning to her husband.

A son was b o m

to the union, a son whom Helen

sent away from the house at the age of seven so that he would not learn
the truth about his father.

Now the son, who has been living on the

continent pursuing the career of a painter, returns to his mother's
house to tell her that he is suffering from a debilitating hereditary
disease.

Helen instantly knows the truth:

her dissolute husband has

passed on to the son a terrible venereal sickness.

°9
' Northam, oj>. cit., p. 62.

By her refusal to
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be true to her own sense of right, Helen not only sacrificed herself but
also helped bring into the world a boy cursed with a disease which would
drive him mad.
The truth is soon to come out. Oswald,

the son, tells his mother

that he wishes to marry a beautiful young maid in the house.

The great

irony here, as Helen well knows, is that the girl, Regina, is actually
Oswald's half-sister, the daughter of Alving and a girl who had served
as a maid in the Alving house.

Stunned by her son's words and impressed

also with his voiced thoughts on the subject of the great saving grace of
the truthful life, Helen vows to tell Oswald and Regina all.
makes the decision,
itself known:

As she

the strongest bit of symbolism in the play makes

the orphanage, ready for its dedication to deceit, sud

denly catches fire and b u m s

to the ground.

Helen, Oswald, and Regina gather in the parlor of the house after
the fire and Helen tells the two young people the truth about Alving.
Oswald is shocked, but Regina, who learns not only that she is Alving's
daughter but also that Oswald is quite ill, accepts it all philosophic
ally and says that she prefers to leave the house and start life anew.
She has no intention of sacrificing herself to become a nurse to Oswald.
She makes her break with the Alvings completely and finally.

Left alone

with his mother, the son tells her that his illness is quite advanced,
that he has already had a severe attack, and that the next one may
render him completely insane.

He no sooner exacts from his mother a

promise to administer a death-dealing pill to him so that he will not
have to live out his years as a madman, when the final attack does
come.

The play ends with Helen struggling with the decision regarding

the pills supplied her by the now babbling Oswald.
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In Ghosts, Ibsen places Into conflict these forces:

on the one

hand, the sincere and honest individual who accepts life wholesomely
and purely in terms of a personal sense of ethics which is derived from
the old Rousseau idea of the good man, and on the other, the mass of
stultifying conventions and superficial values which stem up out of
the "thinking" of the bourgeoisie.
alienates man from the first.

The second force is one which

Helen is one of those so alienated.

The village pastor, Manders, is the representative of the alienating
force.

Oswald is the victim of that alienation.

The pattern is a

familiar one; it is seen explicitly in the works of Buchner and Hebbel
and is implied in the work of Zola.

It seems to culminate in Ibsen,

who goes one important step beyond the others in articulating very
carefully the fact that while man may in fact be alienated from clas
sical ''higher significances," he need not be alienated from his own
inner spirituality.^-®®

As long as man conducts himself in terms of

this inner significance, Ibsen says, he can lead a purposeful life.
If, on the other hand, man allows himself to be alienated from that
significance, he is lost.

The one person in Ibsen's play who does

remain true to the idea of inner spirituality is the illegitimate
Regina, who serves as something of a model for Bernard Shaw's "life
force" women.^®^Ibsen's clearest statement relative to the inner spiritual
significance appears in the second act of the play.

Oswald is speak

ing to his mother about his feelings towards Regina, saying that he

10 ®Ibid.. p. 294.

^ ^ B e m a r d Shaw, The Quintessence of Ibsenism (New York:
and Wang, 1957), p. 89.

Hill
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feels that his salvation lies In her because she has "the Joy of life"
In her.

Helen asks If one can find salvation In that joy and life, and

the passage goes on as follows:
Oswald: Ah, mother--the joy of life! You don't know very
much about that at home here. I shall never realize It here.
Mrs. Alving:
Oswald:

Not even when you are with me?

Never at home.

Mrs. Alving:
you--now.

But you can't understand that.

Yes, indeed I almost think 1 do understand

Oswald: That--and the joy of work. They are really the
same thing at bottom. But you don't know anything about
that either.
Mrs. Alving: Perhaps you are right.
about it, Oswald.

Tell me some more

Oswald: Well, all 1 mean is that here people are brought up
to believe that work is a curse and a punishment for sin,
and that life Is a state of wretchedness and that the sooner
we can get out of it the better.
Mrs. Alving: A vale of tears, yes.
scientiously make it so.

And we quite con

Oswald: And the people over there will have none of that.
There is no one there who really believes doctrines of that
kind any longer. Over there the mere fact of being alive is
thought to be a matter for exultant happiness. Mother, have
you noticed that everything I have painted has turned upon
the joy of life, unfailingly. There is light there, and
sunshine, and a holiday feeling--and people's faces beaming
w ith h a p p i n e s s .^-^2

The Rousseauist note in this passage is obvious, as is the rejec
tion of the Schopenhauer idea that the earthly life can be only "a vale
of tears."
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Ibsen is something of an Idealist about roan--he seems to

Henrik Ibsen, Eleven Plays (New York:
pp. 153-154.

Random House, n, d.),
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believe that man has it in him to strive and to make life good and sat
isfying.

But while Ibsen may reject Schopenhauer's abject pessimism,

he is in accord with the dour German on other points.

For one thing,

the humanistic quality of Ibsen's "joy of life" idea appears to dis
count the need for formal "gods" and there is some safety in postulat
ing that Ibsen is in agreement with Schopenhauer that benevolent "exterior" deities do not exist.
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Then too, there is in Ibsen a strong

projection of Schopenhauer's idea regarding sympathetic understanding
between men.

While this is very strong in The Wild Duck, it makes its

appearance in Ghosts in a most explicit fashion.

In the third act of

the latter play, Ibsen has Helen admit that if her late husband had
received more sympathy and understanding,
ferently.

things might have gone dif

The passage is worth quoting:
Mrs. Alving: You should have known your father in his
young days in the army. He was full of the joy of life,
I can tell you.
Oswald:

Yes, I know.

Mrs. Alving:
It gave me a holiday feeling only to look
at him, full of irrepressible energy and exuberant spirits.
Oswald:

What then?

Mrs. Alving: Well, then this boy, full of the joy of life-for he was just like a boy, then--had to make his home in a
second-rate town which had none of the joy of life to offer
him, but only dissipations. He had to come out here and live
an aimless life; he had only an official post. He had no work
worth devoting his whole mind to. He had not a single companion
capable of appreciating what the joy of life meant; nothing but
idlers and tipplers-Oswald:

Mother--'.

Mrs. Alving:

Shaw,

0£.

And so the inevitable happened1

cit., p. 152.
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Oswald:

What was the Inevitable?

Mrs. Alving: You said yourself this evening what would
happen in your case if you stayed home.
Oswald:

Do you mean by that, that father--?

Mrs. Alving: Your poor father never found any outlet for
the overmastering joy of life that was in him. And I
brought no holiday spirit into his home, either.
Oswald;

You

didn'teither?

Mrs. Alving:
I hadbeen taught about duty, and the sort
of thing that 1 believed in so long here. Everything seemed
to turn upon duty--my duty, or his duty--and I am afraid I
made your poor father's home unbearable to him, Oswald. *-0^
In that final speech is the rub:

duty.

there duties that vary in terms of importance?

But what is duty?

Are

Ibsen would say, "Yes."

He would say that Helen's duty lay in her being true to the dictates of
her heart; he would deny that her duty lay in following the doctrine
preached by Manders, that obtuse crusader for the bourgeois point of
view.

Manders, years before the action of the play takes place, in

sisted that Helen place the demands of society before the dictates of
her heart, and he continues, as the play moves forward, to bedevil the
woman with righteous recriminations.
deep-seated repressive

His remarks reveal eloquently the

nature of the rigid, narrow-minded doctrine which

Ibsen fought against for so long.

Three typical Manders'

speeches read

as follows:

To crave happiness in this world is simply to be
possessed by a spirit of revolt. What right have we to
happiness? No! We must do our duty, Mrs. Alving. And
your duty is to cleave to the man you have chosen and to
whom you were bound by a sacred bond.*-®^

lO^Ibsen, og. clt.. pp. 163-164.
1 0 5 Ibid., p. 119.
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You should have considered it your bounden duty humbly
to have borne the cross that a higher will had laid upon
you. But, instead of that, you rebelliously cast off
your cross, you deserted the man whose stumbling footsteps you should have supported, you did what was bound
to imperil your good name and reputation, and came very
near to imperiling the reputation of others into the
bargain.*-0®
You have been overmastered all your life by a disastrous
spirit of wilfulIness. All your impulses have led you to
wards what is undisciplined and lawless. You lave never
been willing to submit to any restraint.
Anything in life
that has seemed irksome to you, you have thrown aside
recklessly and unscrupulously, as if it were a burden
that you were free to rid yourself of if you could.*-07
Helen was never reckless or unscrupulous; she simply tried to
extricate herself from a situation which, by any realistic standard, was
a loathesome one.

But the bourgeois attitude was never known for its

realistic aspects; it was interested only in seeing to it that good form
prevailed.

It established certain arbitrary rules of conduct and set out

to keep those rules in force regardless of private feelings.

It made

rules

more important than people and took outof the hands of peoplethe

right

to make independent Judgments of merit.

And in addition to all of

this, it refused to extend to any the smallest measure of sympathy and
understanding.

This last consideration is Ibsen's central concern in

The Wild Duck.
The central image of this second play by Ibsen has to do with a
wounded bird that, because of its realization that it has been crippled
so badly that it can no longer deal with the harsh demands of life, dives
deep down to the bottom of a marsh where it fastens its bill tightly to

106Ibid., p. 120.
107Ibid.. p. 121.
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the weeds growing in the depths, thereby drowning itself.

It is an

image of escape, and Ibsen is concerned, in this play, with humans who
find life too much for them and who retreat from reality to construct
for themselves a "mental world of protective phantasy."
Schopenhauerian point is intended;

108

A central

the rejection of life and the

voluntary withdrawal into a state of forgetfulness, N i r v a n a . I b s e n
relates this point to a personal conviction that it is a mistake to
force certain people to live their lives according to the rigid demands
of the principle of absolute truth.

The play has often been considered

to be reflective of a turning point in Ibsen's c a r e e r , a n d

it is true

that in The Wild Duck Ibsen first extends sympathy and understanding to
the alienated.
The action of The Wild Duck revolves about the machinations of
one Gregers Werle, self-appointed bringer of "truth" to those who have
been living lives of "deceit."

Gregers is something of a self-conscious

parody of Ibsen himself, for as Ibsen was obsessed for so long with
"truth," Gregers reveals this same ultra-righteous point of view.

For

many years prior to the beginning of the play, Gregers has lived far
from people for the purpose of ruminating upon the verities of life.
Fundamentally, because of this self-imposed exile, Gregers is incapable
of either understanding or handling people to mutual advantage.

He can

be likened to an earlier Ibsen character, Brand, who also attempts to

10 ft

Northam, o£. cit., p. 94.
Schopenhauer, o£. cit., I, 531-532.

^*®Edwin W. Hattstaedt, Ibsen's Ethical Nationalism (Milwaukee:
Marquette University Press, 1943), pp. 35-36.
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dictate moral courses of action to men without understanding the frailty
of their h u m a n i t y . T h e n

too, Gregers is the personification of the

wholly rationalistic doctrines which the men of the time had turned their
backs on with disgust.

This rationalistic egotist who feels so certain

that he has all the right answers is called home by his bourgeois father
and embarks on a course of action which results in tragedy for a whole
family of "wild ducks."
Many years before the beginning of the play, Greger's father had
perpetrated a shady business venture and had succeeded, when the matter
came to the attention of the authorities, in casting the blame upon his
partner, Ekdal.

Imprisoned and then released, his life ruined forever,

Ekdal remained ignorant of the fact that he had been victimized.

And

having used Ekdal, Werle did the same with Ekdal's son, Hialmar:

he

saw to it that the son, whose own career was smashed because of his
father's disgrace, married a housemaid with whom he, Werle, had had an
affair.

The girl, Gina, early in her marriage to Hialmar bore into the

world a daughter, Hedwig, whom Hialmar believes is his, but who in real
ity is old Werle's child.

Gregers uncovers all this and, unable to let

Hialmar live a life of deceit, vows to tell him all.

The fact that the

Ekdals have been living a reasonably contented "ignorance is bliss"
existence is, as far as Gregers is concerned, beside the point.

He

is solidly of the mind that Hialmar will be really happy only when he
knows the truth about his father, wife, and child.

* ^Henrik Ibsen, Brand (New York:
1911), III, 12-13.

Charles Scribner's Sons,
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The Ikdal household is a quiet and self-contained ore.

The

members of the family live together harmoniously, coping with the every
day problems of life and managing to find a little joy in their domes
tic existence.

Gina,

the wife and mother, may be prosaic and uncultured,

but she is a good worker and manager who sees to it that the household
remains on a stable financial footing.
and loving nature,

In addition, Gina has a kind

the workings of which do much to keep the memory

of an ugly past safely pushed away into the background.
daughter,

Hedwig,

the

is her mother’s child, a model of sweetness endearing her

self to all in the family.

Hialmar, a kind and idle day-dreamer, is

content to let Gina do the bulk of the work in the family photography
business.

The senior Ekdal is a harmless and withdrawn old fellow who

putters about in a small re-created "woods" set up in a portion of the
family apartment.

They have their occasional emotional difficulties,

these people, but they make a go of things, avoiding serious difficul
ties.

They have made the best of their collective retreat from reality,

extending sympathy and understanding to the extent of their capabilities.
The past is never a source of real concern to them--that is, until
Gregers makes his appearance to clean up the Ekdal establishment, an
establishment which he feels is "a poisonous marsh of deceit."
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Against her better judgment, Gina is persuaded to rent Gregers
a room in the apartment.

She senses that the man's presence will lead

to disaster, and her fears are soon realized.

112

Gregers inmediately

Ibsen, Eleven Plays, op. cit., p. 7 57.
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begins to unsettle Hedwig and Hialmar with disturbing remarks about
self-deception and the failure to face the "truth."

Although taken to

task for his actions by Gina, by Doctor Relling--a friend of the Ekdals
--and by his own father, Gregers is undaunted in his zeal to make Hialmar
aware of all the facts.

He takes Hialmar off on a long walk, during

which he pumps him full of "claims of the ideal--certain obligations,
which a man cannot disregard without injury to his soul."

113

Hialmar

returns home in possession of the facts regarding Gina's relationship
with old Werle and upbraids his wife for deceiving him.

On the heels

of his tirade, Old Werle's housekeeper visits the apartment and delivers
a letter addressed to Hedwig.

Hialmar reads the letter and finds that

old Werle has settled a large sum of money on the young girl.

Deduc

ing Hedwig's true parentage and receiving no denial of his conclusion
from Gina, Hialmar cruelly rejects Hedwig, saying he does not wish to
see her more.

The poor child is grief-stricken and easy prey to Greger's

foolish remarks of sacrificing her "dearest possession" to regain
Hialmar's affection.
Hialmar spends a night in drunken revel with Relling and another
friend.

On the following morning, he appears at the apartment to an

nounce that he is moving out bag and baggage with his old father.

Once

again, he sends poor Hedwig out of his sight; she is never seen again.
Confused by Greger's remarks, she feels herself to be the "dearest
possession" and comnlts suicide with Hialmar's pistol.

113Ibid., p. 720.

The play ends
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with the Ekdals bereft of the most joyous part of their lives and with
Gregers beginning to understand that often one would do better to let
the sleeping dogs of truth lie.
The play Is an elaborate statement on Ibsen's part that not all
people are born with the type of strength one needs to face up to the
gtimness of reality.

There is in this statement a tacit agreement with

the Schopenhauerian view that life is a grim round of savage disappoint
ments to be withstood only by the cultivation of a certain mental outlook.
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Ibsen keeps alive the age's rejection of the "claim of the

ideal," saying that "ideals" are incompatible with the conditions of
human e x i s t e n c e . F i n d i n g no higher significance that he can invoke
for the sake of down-trodden man, Ibsen advocates the construction of
an illusionistic frame of reference for humanity, a frame of reference
which draws a veil of sorts over reality and lessens the pain of exist
ence.

The essence of this view, as Ibsen states it, occurs in the final

act, during a passage in which Relling makes known to Gregers how funda
mentally idiotic is the latter*s "realistic" view.

The passage, in

part, reads as follows:
Relling: Tours is a complicated case. First of all there
is that plaguy integrity fever; and then--what's worse-you are always in a delirium of hero-worship; you must
always have something to adore, outside yourself.
Gregers:

Yes, I must certainly seek it outside myself.
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Frederick C. Copies ton, Arthur Schopenhauer. Philosopher of
Pessimism (London:
B u m s Oats & Washbome, Ltd., 1946), pp. 72-74.

^^Shaw, o£. cit., p. 154.
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Relling: But you make such shocking mistakes about every new
phoenix you think you have discovered. Here again you have
come to a cotter's cabin with your claim of the ideal; and
the people of the house are insolvent.
Gregers:
If you don't think better than that of Hialmar Ekdal,
what pleasure can you find in being everlastingly with him?
Relling: Well, you see, I'm supposed to be a sort of a doctor-save the mark! I can't but give a hand to the poor sick folk
who live under the same roof with me.
Gregers:

Oh, Indeed!

Hialmar Ekdal is sick, too, is he!

Relling:

Most people are, worse luck.

Gregers:

And what remedy are you applying in Hialmar's case?

Relling:
him.

My usual one.

Gregers:

Life-illusion?

I am cultivating the life-lllusion in

I didn't catch what you said.

Relling: Yes, I said illusion.
stimulating principle.
Gregers:

For illusion, you know, is the

May I ask with what illusion Hialmar is inoculated?

Relling:
No, thank you; I don't betray professional secrets to
quacksalvers. You would probably go and muddle his case still
more than you have already. But my method is infallible.
I
have applied it to Molvik as well.
I have made him "daemonic."
That's the blister I have to put on his neck.
Gregers:

Is he not really daemonic, then?

Relling:
What the devil do you mean by daemonic!
It's only
a piece of gibberish I've Invented to keep up a spark of life
in him. But for that, the poor harmless creature would have
succumbed to self-contempt and despair many a long year ago.
And then the old lieutenant! But he has hit upon his own cure,
you see.
Gregers:

Lieutenant Ekdal?

What of him?

Relling:
Just think of the old bear hunter shutting himself up
in that dark garret to shoot rabbits!
I tell you there is not
a happier sportsman in the world than that old man pottering about
in there among all that rubbish. The four or five withered Christ
mas trees he has saved up are the same to him as the whole great
fresh Hoidal forest; and the rabbits that flop about the garret
floor are the bears he has to battle with— the mighty hunter of
the mountains!
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Gregers:
Poor unfortunate old man!
narrow the Ideals of his youth.

Yes; he has indeed had to

Relling: While I think of it, Mr. Werle, junior--don*t use that
foreign word:
ideals. We have the excellent native word:
lies.
Gregers:

Do you think the two things are related?

Relling:

Yes, just about as closely as typhus and putrid fever.

Gregers:
Dr. Relling, I shall not give up the struggle until 1
have rescued Hialmar from your clutches!
Relling:
So much the worse for him. Rob the average man of his
life-illusion, and you rob him of his happiness at the same
stroke.
There is little more that one can say about the work of these men
of the middle period who have contributed to the drama of alienation.
Ibsen puts the capstone on the contribution of the group, agreeing with
the others on the very fundamental absence of worthwhile higher signi
ficances as these serve to give man a reason for purposeful striving,
and stating with the others that man must somehow find it in himself to
make the best of an existence whose being is unsupported by divine
purpose.
The salient points of Ibsen's thinking--his postulation of an
entirely humanistic spirituality, his conviction of the fact that the
bourgeoisie and the "idealists" were alienists of the first water, and
his feeling that, with the conditions of human existence being what they
were, the best thing for all was the cultivation and practice of sym
pathy and understanding--reflect the thinking of the other writers at
whose efforts we have already looked.

In Ibsen, all the previous mus-

ings on m a n ’s estrangement from matters of spiritual concern came to a
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head, and this may really be the true basis for Ibsen's claim to fame:
that he was the first to draw together all of the diverse comments on
man's alienation, forming from these the most articulate statement of
this "central life problem" that the nineteenth century produced.
This chapter has attempted to trace the elements of the middle
nineteenth century which support this study's major premise.

It has

indicated that the writers of the middle period, building upon the
romantic projection of alienation as it was voiced by the writers of
the earlier part of the century, developed the idea more rationally
in the light of certain intellectuallzed doctrines.

It has pointed

out how Hebbel, Zola, and Ibsen fashioned from the pessimistic and
deterministic doctrines of their time a more clinical picture of the
alienated man.

It has noted that these men continued to work in

terms of an essentially agnostlc--sometimes even atheistic--attitude
to portray man as a victim of blind, unreasoning forces which one could
never hope to understand.

It has also noted that the thinking of these

writers accounted for the presence of an excessively materialistic view
adopted by men who could find solace in nothing else.

In accounting

for all of these considerations, it has set a base for the discussion
of the poignant handling of the alienation motif as it appears in the
work of August Strindberg, Gerhart

Hauptmann, and Anton Chekov.

Al

though these three men reveal marked differences in their style and
choice of subject matter as far as their plays are concerned, they
all reveal the conviction subscribed to by the other men previously
discussed here:

man lives a life which must be taken on its own

earthly terms, a life which must be lived with the clear understand
ing that the gods are gone.

CHAPTER IV
Fin de siecle:

1885 - 1905

The last few years of the nineteenth century, in terms of the
philosophical, sociological, and political situations in Europe,
reveal no deviations from the naturalistic and materialistic atti
tudes which had established themselves in the middle period of the
age.

Europe, in the final moments of the century, shows Itself

deeply committed to a wholesale preoccupation with wealth and posi
tion and perfectly willing to continue to keep in force man's basic
alienation from spiritual values.

Not that there were not thinkers

who advanced ideas designed to counter the materialism of the day:
men such as Emile Durkheim in France,^ Rudolph Lotze and Eduard von
Hartmann in Germany,

2

"1

and Francis H. Bradley in England^ brought

forth spiritualistic and idealistic interpretations of man's cosmos,
but the efforts of these philosophers fell on deaf ears.

Men were

too busy solidifying their earthly position to give much thought to
their relationship to so-called "higher significances."

^Emile Durkheim, Sociology and Philosophy (Glencoe:
Free Press, 1953), p. 34.

The

Granville S. Hall, Founders of Modern Psychology (New York:
D. Appleton and Company, 1912), pp. 79 and 190.
•i

Ralph W. Church, Bradley1s Dialectic (Ithaca:
University Press, 1942), p. 119.
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Germany again played a major role in shaping the temper of the
times.

Under Bismarck's skillful though ruthless hand, that nation

succeeded not only in unifying itself for the first time in history,
but also in establishing itself as the major economic power in Europe.^
In 1885, when the Iron Chancellor had only five years of autocratic rule
left to him, the German nation was one with which other European na
tions found it to their advantage to cooperate in matters of industrial
concern.

For that matter, Germany proved itself so strong industrially

and militarily that the monarchs of Europe were happy that Bismarck,
in his last years at Germany's helm, showed himself to be unconcerned
with military aggrandizement.

Bismarck almost single-handedly brought

about a high degree of political stability in Europe, and this paved
the way for a great amount of mutually beneficial industrial and cul
tural activity between the European countries.'*

Students from all the

major nations came to attend the German universities and to observe
the operation of German factories and mines.

In the twenty years which

ran from 1885 to 1905, Europe did not have a single continental armed
conflict, and not a little of this was due to the brilliance of Bis
marck's diplomatic machinations.
In addition to providing for a high degree of political and
military stability in Europe, Germany also led the way for the pro
mulgation of what proved to be much-needed social legislation.^

^Charles Grant Robertson, Bismarck (London:
Company, Ltd., 1919), p. 432.
■*Ian F. D. Morrow, Bismarck (London:
^Graham B. Smith, Germany:
and Company, 1940), p. 185.

Constable and

Duckworth, 1953), p. 119.

1815-1890 (London:

Edward Arnold
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Bismarck, though he had no real Interest In domestic problems, did
concern himself with them sufficiently to see to it that factory
reforms were enacted into law, and the workers, consequently, re
ceived the benefits of better wages and hours, not to mention the
other very important considerations of much improved safety con
ditions and pension plans.

As Germany brought these reforms into

existence, the other nations followed suit with similar legislative
acts.

And with each such act, they unconsciously emphasized a state

in which the only important things for men were of a material nature.
To complete the picture as far as it concerns Germany, one should
make brief mention of William II, the monarch who took Germany into
World War I.

This gentleman was as different from Bismarck as is the

proverbial day from night.

Where Bismarck was a master strategist

in the arena of diplomacy, William was an unrealistic, headstrong
"loud mouth," forever embarrassing his ministers with uncalled-for
comments critical of the other European powers.

All this about

William, Bismarck knew, but there was no way for Bismarck to inter
rupt the succession.

William II assumed the throne in 1888 and there

then ensued two years of fierce argument between the chancellor and
the Kaiser.

Bismarck, at that point in his life, was an aging, sickly

man, and in 1890 he tendered his resignation, which William accepted
happily.

Now the monarch was free to travel and to build up his navy,

7Karl Friedrich Nowak, Kaiser and Chancellor (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1930), pp. 104 ff.
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Che only two things which really interested him.

He handed Germany

over to a succession of ministers and went his way.

These points

about William are important because they indicate that from 1890 on,
Germany had no leader which it could really respect.
Germans could at least be proud of being

Under Bismarck,

Germans; under William, this

was difficult to do.
In Prance the situation was not much different.

From the time

of the Pranco-Prussian War, France, under the Third Republic, con
cerned herself with the development of her industrial and agricul
tural resources and with the perfecting of certain democratic institutions.

O

Along with the rest of Europe, France reaped the harvest

of benefits and troubles created by the Industrial Revolution.

She

too was forced to enact a considerable amount of social legislation,
she too found herself caught up in the riptide of materialism, and
she too suffered for the lack of strong leaders.

War, however, was

not a part of the pattern of the last years of the century for France,
and as a nation she became apathetic, showing the signs of moral decay
which are a part of the
instance of that decay:

alienated

state.The Dreyfus

affair was an

powerful men sacrificing honor and all else

for the sake of keeping themselves in comfortable positions.

D
Denis W. Brogan, France Under the Republic (New York:
and Brothers, 1940), p. 117.

Harper

9

Guy Chapman, The Dreyfus Case (New York:
1955), p. 359.

Reynal and Company,
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In Russia, another set of circumstances was posed.

This great

geographical behemouth also experienced a great industrial growth;
but unlike the other nations, Russia, in the person of Its ruling
aristocracy, seemed little interested In bettering the lot of its
workers and peasants.

Russia was divided into a relatively minute

number of the very rich and a huge number of "little people" who
were just beginning to see over the top of a mountain of accumulated
misery.

The situation was one which pitted the tsars, who upheld

to the death the principle of absolute rule, against the greater
mass as it was led by a host of rabid revolutionaries.

Though

some temporizing reforms were enacted by the ruling classes--such
as a pretense at the creation of a national representative body
and the formal abolition of serfdom--Russia in the final decade of
the century was what it had been for centuries:
in which the many slaved for the few.^®

a medieval nation

With, on the one hand, a

populace which was being awakened to the fact that it was being
victimized, and, on the other, a basically inept, comfort-loving
and dictatorial ruling class, it was only a matter of time before
there broke over the Russian scene a holocaust.

It should be noted

that the thinking that lay behind the actions of the Russian revo
lutions was far removed from any consideration of spiritual values.
It was avowedly atheistic and centered completely on the idea of

^ H e l e n G. Pratt, Russia (Camden:
1937), pp. 59-60.

The Haddon Craftsman, Inc.
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the workers and the peasants enjoying the fruits of a material exist
ence.

The alienation motif appears strongly in the events which took

place in Russia from the middle of the nineteenth century on.
In mentioning the matter of religion, one should account for
the gradual decline of the church's power all over Europe in the
last years of the nineteenth c e n t u r y . T h e church, after all, was
concerned with matters of the spirit, and since the average man was
concerned with the tangible aspects of his existence, it was natural
that a schism of sorts should open.

At about this time, the nations

of Europe began to take steps to minimize the church's overall power
and status.

A whole series of confiscatory actions were leveled

against the church in Prance; in Germany legislative steps were taken
to insure the fact that church doctrine could not be taught in the
schools, and in Russia, measures were adopted which made it impos
sible for churchmen to become effective political voices.

The

classic division between church and state was broadened all over
Europe.

The spiritual was kept distinct from the temporal.

The

essence of this particular point of view carried within it an al
ienating effect all of its own, for how is a man to apply the work
ings of spiritual doctrines to his temporal existence if the temporal
agencies that have power over him keep reminding him of the fact that
the spiritual is essentially isolated from the temporal?

When given

^Rudolf Sohn, Outlines of Church History (Boston:
Press, 1958), pp. 240-243.
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the forced choice between being realistic In terms of the temporal and
Idealistic In terms of the spiritual,men chose to make the best of
things and took the former option.
And so we have the situation as It existed In Europe In the
final decade and a half of the nineteenth century.
sway everywhere.

Materialism held

The monarchs were weak personages doing little to

merit the confidence of men and causing untold numbers to cease think
ing of themselves In terms of country.

The church was sadly weakened

and could no longer serve as an effective force to counter the materi
alism of the age.

Class struggles motivated by material gain tore

national populations apart.

The philosophers who tried to fill the

gap left by the disappearance of spiritual values could not speak
powerfully enough to win the hearts and minds of men.

While the

European nations were at peace with one another, the inhabitants of
the nations seemed to be anything but at
their fellows.

peace withthemselves and

Men became hopelessly obsessed

with

an inordinate

desire to think only of themselves; each man became more and more
preoccupied with his own problems and his own individuality.

Human

ity wrestled with the material world and searched only for answers
to the questions which that world posed.
In their spiritual loneliness, men scrambled about to find
values of worth as these could be constructed out of the conditions
of the world they thought they knew.

In that scramble, they came

to reject the idealistic fairy tales which an escapist theater had
been palming off on them.

Emile Zola read that rejection quite
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correctly, as did the men who were responsible for the naturalistic
revolution which swept the theaters in the last years of the nineteenth
century.

It is important to note that the naturalistic movement--which

had actually begun some years previously--was not an arbitrary "artistic"
endeavor initiated by writers who wanted something different for the
sake of being different.

That movement arose as it did because all over

Europe a profound concern for what Ibsen called "the central life prob
lems" was making itself known.

Under its materialistic covering, human

ity was beginning to become deeply troubled and was beginning to seek
answers to highly personal problems.
The major dramatists who finish out the nineteenth century follow
a line of thought which is one having in it almost equal parts of Zola's
naturalism and Ibsen's brand of "sympathy and understanding."

In accord

with Zola and Ibsen, the writers of the final years make no doctrinaire
moralistic pronouncements about the existence of higher significances.
They concern themselves with furthering Zola's "important wave of

truth," ^

holding to a description of man's situation as it is related to the known
facts of human existence.
"compilers of human data"

But it should be made clear that these last
13

do not, in their delineations of man's prob

lematical situation, meet Zola's demands for strict objectivity.
variably,

they show themselves to be emotionally involved,

^Cole* Playwrights on Playwriting, op . cit., p. 8.
1 3 -rhld.

In

to a greater
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or lesser degree, with their material, and they can be perhaps best
characterized as sympathetic psychologists of the theater.
The young "science" of psychology was beginning to move out into
the open at the same time that naturalism was sweeping the stage.

In

1884, the year of Ibsen's The Wild Duck, the twenty-four year-old
Sigmund Freud heard from a Viennese physician the particulars of the
case which served Freud as the stimulus for the development of his
own theories in psychoanalysis.

14

in 1895, Breuer and Freud published

their conclusions jointly, and in the years between 1884 and 1895 Freud
published singly several important papers on related neurological is
sues.

It is reasonably safe to assume that some part of this work did

not escape the attention of the playwrights;

the elaborate psycholog

ical character portrayals in their works seem eloquent proof of that.
Freudism joins with Darwinism and Marxism to convince man that life
is all automatic, that life is governed by uncontrollable forces, and
that it is foolish to perpetuate the idea of intervening benevolent
spiritual entitles.
There are three ideas which must be taken into account when con
sidering the work of the dramatists of the final period as it is tied
to the alienation motif:

(1) that of naturalism, or, more specifically,

the study of the interplay between environment and characters,

(2) the

sympathy aid understanding line initially advanced by Schopenhauer and
developed dramatically by Ibsen, and (3) the Influence of the psycho
logical doctrines as these were gathering strength in the hands of

^Slelen W. Puner, Freud: His Life and His Mind (New York:
Publishing Co., Inc., 1947), p. 78.

Dell
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Freud and others.

From these Ideas, playwrights fashioned a view of

man which made character the most Important thing in their plays.

The

plays of Strindberg, Hauptmann, and Chekhov reveal that deep-seated
concern for the individual which is so characteristic of the writer
who is a part of the alienation continuum.
One should make mention of the matter of the audience's reception
of the work of the dramatists who hammered into the coffin of spirit
ually-abandoned man the last nails of alienation*

That work, unlike

the efforts of the philosophers of the time, did not fall on deaf ears.
To use another appropriate figure of speech, the theater-going public's
reaction to the plays of Strindberg, Hauptmann, and Chekhov can be
likened to the reaction of a man easing his body into a tub of Icy
water:

there was first the flinching contact of the toe with the

water, then there was the teeth-gritting, slow lowering of the entire
body, and finally the wholesale Spartan acceptance of the situation.
Zola knew what he was saying when he set down in his 1881 essay the
following:
At the present time a secret change is taking place in
the public's feeling; people are coming little by little,
encouraged by the spirit of the century, to agree to a
bold interpretation of real life and are even beginning
to acquire a taste for it. When audiences can no longer
stand certain lies, we shall have very nearly gained our
point. Already the novelists' work is preparing the
ground for our audiences. A time will come when a master
playwright can reveal his ideas on the stage finding there
a public enthusiastically in favor of the truth. It will
be a question of tact and strength.
Such audiences will
see then that the greatest and most useful lessons will be
taught by depicting life as it is, and not by repeated
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generalities nor by speeches of bravado which are spoken
merely to please our e a r s .
Strindberg, Hauptmann, and Chekov were those master playwrights,
and they were not Interested in only "pleasing the ears."

They were

interested instead in making clear the conditions of human existence,
and they had their widely-flung audiences whom they doused regularly
with the ley waters of alienation.

And what is perhaps more to the

point is that the audiences kept coming back for more;

they more and

more accepted the conditions of their alienation and, at times, seemed
even to glory in it.

Now let us see how a man whom Bernard Shaw called

"the noblest Roman of us a l l " ^ made clear to men their alienation.
Johan August Strindberg, whom one authority has called "the prime
creator of m o d e m psychological drama,
January 22, 1849.

was b o m

in Stockholm, on

His parents were "blessed" with a total of eight

children, and young August never got the attention he craved.

Because

of this he developed a strong "love-hate" ambivalency towards his par
ents.

Shortly after Strindberg turned thirteen, his mother, weakened

greatly by repeated efforts at childbirth, died.

Within a year the

boy found himself with an "uncongenial" stepmother.

Convinced that

he was unwanted by his parents, he withdrew Into a private world of
his own whose territories were constantly invaded, he felt, by

^Cole, Playwrights on Playwriting, o p . cit., p. 13.
l^August Strindberg, Seven Plays (tr. by Arvid Paulson; New
Tork: Bantam Books, 1960), p. xiv.

17Ibid., p. xiii.
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incompatible spirits from both in and out of the family.

18

The effects

of the various early traumatic experiences suffered by Strindberg were
to make themselves known time and again, not only in his personal life,
19
but also in the plays and the novels for which he is so well-known. *
Adolescence and early manhood for Strindberg were times which he
found equally trying.

In school he was miserable.

He was precocious

but unresponsive to the disciplines of the academic routine.
to hate the Pietist faith of his parents.

He grew

He withdrew further into

himself, resisting all attempts to make him settle down.

He was to

say later that the first fifteen years of his life made up a period
in which he felt keenly his emotional and intellectual isolation.

20

Strindberg was to carry all that happened to him in his first
fifteen to twenty years through the rest of his life as if it were a
cross.

It does seem that there was nothing in Strindberg's youth

which he could have used as a foundation upon which to construct a
personal philosophy incorporating a belief in the traditional "higher
significances."

Home, church, and country failed him completely, and

he found himself with nothing to believe in but himself.

Quite early

in life, he became, both philosophically and psychologically,

the true

alienated man.

*-®Elizabeth Sprigge, The Strange Life of August Strindberg
(London: Hamish Hamilton, 1949), pp. 11-12.
19

Strindberg, oj>. cit., p. vii.

20Sprigge, o£. cit.. p. 5.
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Three times Strindberg tried to reconcile himself to the demands
of university study, and three times he failed.

He tried his hand at

teaching, acting, and journalism, but his fierce individuality caused
him to fall at all of these pursuits.

The thing that saved him was

the fact that while he was trying to be an actor, he wrote several
shorter pieces for the theater, one or two of which were praised by
individuals who encouraged Strindberg to cultivate his abilities as
a dramatist.

This was all the lost young man needed.

He had a mis

sion in life, a purpose for being, and it was not long before he began
to gain a reputation for his writings.

21

Then, in 1874, he received

an appointment as an assistant librarian at the Royal Library, a post
which he held, ultimately, for almost eight years.

For another man,

such a sinecure would have served as the basis for a comfortable,
settled life.

But Strindberg was not another man.

Not long after receiving his library appointment, Strindberg
became involved with a young married woman of the nobility.

That in

volvement was the beginning of a thirty-year struggle between Strind
berg and members of the opposite sex.

Out of that struggle were to

come his most gripping naturalistic works, but while Strindberg's
battles with his successive wives may have given him much of the
material for the works which helped make him famous, they also reduced him to almost total psychological collapse.

22

The reasons

21Ibld., p. 38.
22

Freda Strindberg, Marriage Wlth Genius (London:
Cape, 1937), pp. 396-397.

Jonathan
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for Strindberg's marital difficulties do not require elaboration here;
it is enough to say that the man was essentially too self-tormented to
function objectively for very long in a personal situation.
Beginning with the year of his first marriage, 1877, Strindberg
spent his life alternating between periods of psychic despair in which
he engaged in lurid abberant behavior and intervals of lucidity dur
ing which he functioned as a literary genius.

In his unstable periods,

he made attempts at suicide and psychological rehabilitation,

Indulged

in retreats into spiritualism and forays into the worst kinds of dis
sipation, and engaged in a round of "scientific" experiments in alchemy,
astrology, and astronomy.

In his lucid periods, he poured out a deluge

of pieces for the theater--a total of fifty-eight full-length and oneact plays, among which were the naturalistic marvels The Father (1887),
Miss Julie (1888), Comrades (1888), Creditors (1888), and The Dance of
Death (1901), and the expressionalistic pieces The Dream Play (1904)
and The Ghost Sonata (1907).^
Not content with writing plays, Strindberg also gave the world
a series of novels, poems, and satires, not to mention some perceptive
critical studies bearing on matters of literary endeavor and dramatic
production.

As a part of this last, he broadened the esthetic base of

naturalism to provide for something more than "theatrical photography,"
and also played a major role in setting the base for m o d e m dramatic

23
August Strindberg, o£. cit., pp. xiv-xv.
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expressionalism.

Not least among his theatrical contributions was his

founding of the Intimate Theater, ^ Sweden's contribution to the broad
naturalistic theater movement of the period.
Strindberg gradually established himself as Sweden's foremost
m o d e m dramatist, and his plays were such that his countrymen were
able to say that their land had a native son who was the equal, if
not the master, of the dramatists of the Old World.

Late in his life,

Strindberg did manage to achieve some semblance of personal tranquility
and settled down into a final period of reflection which was not to
last long.

He had contracted a painful form of stomach cancer and was

unable to sustain an effort at further work.

Shortly after basking in

the glory of a nationally-honored sixty-third birthday, on May 14, 1912,
he succumbed to the disease.

The funeral was attended by hundreds of

students, artists, writers, musicians, politicians, and "an unending
stream of workers--of ordinary people."

25

So ended the life of a man

who gave voice to the problems of comnonplace people who cannot find
a faith which would permit them to bear the pain of living.
One can find in Strindberg's philosophy all of the considerations
which have gone into the making of the "alienated state."

There is the

hatred of dogmatic credos and the fear of the emotions that Kleist and
Grillparzer demonstrate.
Georg Buchner projects.

24
25

There is the rejection of rationalism that
There is the Schopenhauerlan pessimism about

Clark and Freedley, oj>. cit., pp. 36 and 43.

Sprlgge,

0£.

cit., pp. 224-225.
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the world and man's existence in It, not to mention the plea for
sympathy and understanding which the German philosopher advocates.
In addition to these things, there is in Strindberg's view of man and
the world, a pronounced agreement with the ideas enunciated by the
determinists.
Strindberg assimilates all that had gone before him and gives
that mass of thought his own particular stamp, the essence of which
can be found in his attempts to probe into the soul of man.

Strind

berg refines the naturalism with which he is in accord into a doctrine
which deals with man in terms of the inner motivations of his actions.
Expressing pity for man, Strindberg feels that man's salvation lies
in his ability to understand himself in terms of his "multiplicity of
motives."

27

Once this point is clear, it comes as no surprise to note

that Strindberg's plays deal always with character.

In this preoccupa

tion with character, Strindberg gives the m o d e m theater its best pro
jection of the personal agonies of the alienated.
The fundamental points of Strindberg's philosophic views are
stated in two important essays, The Preface to Miss Julie (1888) and
On M o d e m Drama and M o d e m Theatre (1889).

In those two essays,

Strindberg makes several important statements relevant to the aliena
tion motif.

He first aligns himself with the essence of the natural

istic approach, saying that the theater should deal with "truth" and

2^August Strindberg, oj>. cit., p. 70.
27Ibid.. p. 65.
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that it should take its raw material from life itself.

He rejects any

return to idealism and, for that matter, cuts himself off from a con
sideration of the validity of spiritual values or significances as
these were posed by the old-line moralists.

Strindberg makes no

statement, at least in the essays mentioned, which would lead one
to assume that he places faith in any doctrine which bases itself
on ideas supra to the perceived realities of the physical world.
Such a view is consistent with the experiences he had as a young man.
Elizabeth Sprigge makes note of those experiences and their effects
upon Strindberg as follows:
The Pietists had told him that there was no virtue in
book-learning, and in his bitterness Strindberg was in
clined to agree. If the wisdom of the university was not
for him, he would no longer consider it desirable, but
his alternative was not religion but nature.
In the
desperate struggle for existence of all living things,
he saw his own struggle not to be crushed. He was a
source of unused power, but he was weak in his isola
tion.
Family, church and state were cruelly strong;
it seemed as if the individual roust suffer for the sake
of a rotten society--but at least he had escaped from
the tyranny of religion. Hoaxed by their churches, the
pious fixed their ambitions on a hypothetical after-life,
and let the wonders of this life pass them by, but Strind
berg resolved to explore the mysteries of nature and in so
doing learned to know himself.
Sometimes he feared that
after all his ego had nothing that was truly its own, that
each one of his characteristics was derived from an ances
tor-- or again, that he had no characteristics at all 'ex
cept scepticism of everything that he was told and a shrink
ing from pressure.'
Perhaps like a forced flower if left
alone he would revert to type and be at rest. Tet, compar
ed with his fellows, he found his senses strangly alert,
and his eyes, on their long antennae of imagination,
glimpsed other worlds beyond normal range.
This made
him wonder if he were prone to hallucinations--he had
been lent the works of Swedenborg, the mystic philosopher
who had fallen a prey to megalomania, and he could see
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that It was dangerous to have the mind of a dreamer and
live too much alone.
The mind became choked with Its own
juices, and unless these were absorbed by physical activity
they created phantasies which led to madness. He found the
writings of Swedenborg completely mad and did not try to
understand them; he could not discover any books that pleased
him, and soon his disappointment with the university plunged
him in listless gloom.28
Strindberg became disillusioned with all the prevailing philosoph
ical doctrines of his day and gravitated to a philosophical position
close to that of Rousseau.
long.

But he was not to hold to that position for

This seems to be Strindberg's early pattern:

constant grasping

for philosophical straws and Just as constant a rejection of these.
sooner did he find an idea that he thought was worth cultivating,
he threw it away in favor of something else.

No

than

As he espoused Rousseau's

doctrines on the heels of his rejection of the standard rationalistic
and moralistic ideas, he dropped Rousseau when he read Schopenhauer and
his disciple, Karl von Hartmann.^
With his reading of Hartmann's Will and Reason. Strindberg came
to the end of his philosophical quest.

For the rest of his life, he

was to remain attached to a belief in Schopenhauer's view of human
existence.

Never again was Strindberg to sway from the conviction

that individual happiness was impossible on earth and that the only
thing that man could do to lessen the pain of living was to try to
understand the cause of that pain.

30

Through understanding of self,

Strindberg was often to say, one could cultivate the kind of sympathy

28

Sprigge, oj>. cit.. p. 22.

29Ibid.. pp. 51-52.
30

J. L. Styan, The Dark Comedy (Cambridge:
1962), p. 81.

The University Press,
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needed to make life bearable.

The position emphasizes a wholly negative

view of life, but as so many who went before him, Strindberg was never
to develop a more positive personal philosophy.

He even appeared to

make something of a virtue out of his negativism, saying in his Preface
to H I b s Julie, "For my part, I find the Joy of life in the hard and
cruel battles of life; and to be able to add to my store of knowledge,
to learn something, is enjoyment to me."

31

Strindberg's fundamental dramatic concern, as Indicated by the
words in his two essays, is with the "deep probing of the human soul."
It

32

is Important to note that when Strindberg uses the word soul,he

means

character.

Devoted to "learning" about humanity, he makes

ful distinction between the earlier naturalism of Zola and his own
"great" naturalism.

His words on this subject are worth quoting;

Here we have the ordinary case (speaking of the earlier
naturalism) which is so much in demand these days, the rule,
the human norm, which is so banal, so insignificant, so dull
that after four hours of suffering you ask yourself the old
question:
how does this concern me? This is the objective
which is so beloved by those devoid of temperament, the
soulless as they shall be called.
This is photography which Includes everything, even the
grain of dust on the lens of the camera.
This is realism,
a working method elevated to art, of the little art which
does not see the forest for the trees.
This is the mis
understood naturalism which holds that art merely consists
of drawing a piece of nature in a natural way; it is not
the great naturalism which seeks out the points where the
great battles are fought, which loves to see what you do
not see every day, which delights in the struggle between
natural forces, whether these forces are called love and

^^August Strindberg, oj>. cit., p. 64.

32cole, Playwrights on Playwrlting. op. cit.. p. 16.
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and hate, rebellious or social instincts, which finds the
beautiful or ugly unimportant if only it is g r e a t . ^ 3
The great naturalism, then, must concern itself with a much more
penetrating treatment of character than was employed earlier.

It must

dig into the depths of the individual's psyche, searching out the small
kernal of ultimate "truth" which reveals man in his essence.
And so Strindberg plunges into the depths of his characters,
revealing them in the fulness of their torment, and hoping that human
ity will learn from his "probings."

And while the philosophical value

of his work may be distinctly limited, it must be said that never before
Strindberg was there a playwright who produced stage characters so com
pletely drawn from a purely psychological point of view.

As Gassner

has pointed out, Strindberg has no peer in the matters of character
and motivation.

34

Gassner is supported by the testimony of such as

Bernard Shaw, Eugene O'Neill, Sean O'Casey, Thornton Wilder,

35

and

even the mighty Ibsen, who admitted that he regarded Strindberg as
his superior in this line.

36

The Strindbergian power is well demon

strated in Miss Julie, "the acknowledged masterpiece of compressed

33Ibid., p. 17.
3^Ibid., p. xi.
3^Ibid., p. xiv,
3^Ibid., p. vii.
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dramaturgy In the modern theatre."

37

Even the briefest look at the

play will reveal how completely Strindberg evidences the essentials
of the alienation motif.
There is little that needs to be said about the plot of Miss
Julie.

Strindberg contents himself with placing on stage a simple

situation,

turning the greater portion of his effort over to char

acters who agonize through that situation.

There is but one event

of note in Miss Julie:

the "seduction" of a young aristocratic lady

by her father's valet.

All else in the piece consists of talk lead

ing up to and away from that event.
In Miss Julie, Strindberg brings together two characters who,
while they are diametrically opposed in terms of sex and social
position, have in common the following:

a desire to dominate others

by force of being, a need to achieve and maintain the best possible
type of material security, and a total inability to extend even the
smallest amount of sympathy and understanding to fellow human beings.
In addition, neither of the major figures in the play demonstrates
any connection whatsoever with spiritual values as these are related
to higher significances.
and through.

They are selfish and grasping types through

Their only "redeeming" feature, as Strindberg suggests

it, is that they are anguished human beings victimized by unhappy
pasts.

38

Strindberg proposes that they be pitied because of this.

3^Ibid., p. xvii.
38Ibid., p. 67.
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Much has been said about Strindberg's hatred of women and his
concern for injustices fostered by

the social caste system which

vailed in his t i m e , a n d certainly

Strindberg makes commentsrelative

to these two issues in the play.

pre

Put it is too easy to interpret the

play as a doctrinaire piece of social protest, thereby missing impor
tant considerations as they have to do with the author's world view.
As much as Strindberg may be grinding personal axes, he never devi
ates from thebasic purpose of making clear
that the essential problem

to his audience the

of life is man's inability to live

poseful existence in a world hostile to him and his desires.

fact

a pur
It is

the awareness of this most important point that permits one to extend
to Jean and Julie the pity that Strindberg urges.

As unappealing as

the combatants in Miss Julie may be, they must be viewed as people
who act as they do because of the conditions of the world in which
they live.

As the two say in the play, while discussing the atti

tudes humans have toward one another in a world breeding psychologi
cal misery:
Julie:
Jean.

You, 1 take it, are an aristocrat.
Yes, I am.

Julie:

And I am coming down

in the world.

Jean: Don't come down in the world, Miss Julie.
Take my
advice.
No one will believe you came down of your own
accord.
They'll all say you fell.
Julie:
I have a higher opinion of our people than you.
Come and put it to the test.
Come on.
Jean:

OQ

You're very strange, you know.

Styan,

02.

cit., pp. 77-78.
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Julie:
I am, but so are you. For that matter everything
is strange. Life, human beings, everything, just scum
drifting about on the water until it sinks--down and down.
That reminds me of a dream I sometimes have, in which I'm
on top of a pillar and can't see any way of getting down.
When 1 look down I'm dizzy; I have to get down but I haven't
the courage to jump.
I can't stay there and I long
to fall,
but I don't fall. There's no respite.
There can't be any
peace at all for me until I'm down, right down on the ground.
And if I did get to the ground I'd want to be under the
ground. . . Have you ever felt like that?
Jean: No.
In my dream I'm lying under a great tree
in a
dark wood.
I want to get up, up to the top of it, and look
out over the bright landscape where the sun is shining and
rob that high nest of its golden eggs. And 1 climb and
climb, but the trunk is so thick and smooth and it's so far
to the first branch. But I know if I can once reach that
first branch I'll go to the top just as if I'm on a ladder.
I haven't reached it yet, but I shall get there, even if
only in my dreams.^0
The major speeches in the foregoing passage illustrate not only
Strindberg's thorough-going Schopenhaueranism but also his feeling that
people exist poles apart from one another.

Strindberg says that people

do not have a common reservoir of experience from which to draw the things
they need in order to understand one another, and that all of humanity re
mains a

conglomerate of separate entities, with each person existing in

afundamentally isolated fashion.^

Jean and Julie,

as their dreams in

dicate, are oceans apart; their separate pasts are such that they are
strangers, aliens, to each other.

They come together briefly on an

animalistic basis, and when their humanity reasserts itself, each of
them is incapable of responding wholesomely and sympathetically to the
other.

^E l i zabeth Sprigge, tr., Six Plays of Strindberg (Garden City:
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1955), pp. 83-84.

^August Strindberg, oj>. cit., p. 69.
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Strindberg is the bridge over which the alienation motif passes
to influence our own nodems, who are also taken with the idea of
humanity lost in a fearful, deterministic world unpopulated by mean
ingful higher significances.^

But again, this one man was not

solely responsible for the tone of twentieth century drama.

It is

important to note that Strindberg was not alone in his time among
dramatists who were probing deeper and deeper into the problems of
character.

There were other playwrights who, by virtue of their

consideration of man as a thing apart from spiritual values, were
keeping the theater moving in terms of the alienation motif.

At the

hands of Gerhart Hauptmann, for instance, Germany ended the century
as It began it, securely in the grip of the despairing point of view
that human existence was, because of its fatalistically unexalting
nature, a thing for which man should not be envied.
Gerhart Hauptmann was born in Obersalzbrunn, Silesia, on November
/ *3
IS, 1862.

His parents were pietist middle-class burghers who were

determined that their son would one day become a part of a solid busi
ness enterprise.

It was not long before that son began to show signs

of having a temperament unsuited to the pursuit of such a career.
The young Gerhart was a dreamy, introspective sort who demonstrated
neither an affinity nor a capability for the kind of work his father

42

Esslln, o£. cit., p. xlx.

^^Frank W. Chandler, Modern Continental Playwrights (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1931), p. 268.
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felt he should go into.44

However, the elder Hauptmann persevered and

sent his son to a technical school In Breslau and then to the estate
of a relative so that the boy could learn the then profitable science
of agronomy.

Gerhart proved himself Inept at these endeavors, and to

top things off, he failed in his preparatory work for the university.
With that, the father threw his hands In the air and washed them of
the boy.
wanted:

At the end of 1880, Gerhart

was free to pursue what he most

the life of an artist.4 ^

Initially, Gerhart felt that he

should be a poet, and then he

became enamoured with the plastic arts.

He spent

two years (1880-

1881) at an art school in Breslau, and upon the conclusion of his
studies there, he went to Rome, where he set up a sculptor's studio.
This venture was short-lived.

Perhaps Hauptmann became convinced

that he did not have the requisite talent for work in stone; appar
ently no one knows why he abandoned the project, but abandon it he
did to return to Germany where, in 1885, he married.

The newly-weds

set up residence in the Berlin suburb of Erkner, where Hauptmann
gravitated into the artistic line which was to hold him for the rest
of what proved to be an extremely long life.

Gerhart Hauptmann be

came a full-time writer for the theater.
Hauptmann had written, years before he returned to Germany from
Rome, some incidental pieces of prose and poetry.

46

It was perhaps

44C. F. W. Behl, Gerhart Hauptmann: His Life and Work (tr. by
Helen Taubert; Wurzburg:
Holzner-Verlag, 1956), pp. 14-15.
45Ibld., p. 16.
46

Theodore H. Lusting, tr., Five Plays by Gerhart Hauptmann
(New York:
Bantam Books, 1961), p. 2.
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natural that he turned back to writing to fill the gap created by hia
failures to succeed in other lines.

Shortly after he and the girl he

married were settled in Erkner, Hauptmann became a member of a circle
of "highly articulate young socialists, scientists, journalists, and
progressive men of letters"

47

who met regularly to discuss the re

lationship between art and the various political and sociological
doctrines of the times.

Through his contacts with the members of

this group, Hauptmann developed a sense of rapport with the determi
nistic doctrines and the implications that these had for man.

Earlier,

Hauptmann had spent a year at the University of Jena and had there lis
tened to the lectures of Ernst Haekel, the celebrated biologist who
did so much to popularize the findings of Darwin.4®

As Hauptmann sat

in the club meetings of the young "revolutionaries" that made up his
circle of friends, he undoubtedly recalled Haekel's words, and out of
this recall there arose a desire to be a part of the naturalistic move
ment.
The works of the French naturalists and Ibsen and Tolstoy had
already made a great impact upon the literary world, and Hauptmann
was quick to respond to the "call" which these efforts had for him.

49

From 1888 on, there flowed from his pen an unending series of plays

47Ibid.
4®Margaret Sinden, Gerhart Hauptmann:
University of Toronto Press, 1957), p. 10.

The Prose Plays (Toronto:

49Martin Lanin, Modern Drama (tr. by Karin Elliott; New York:
Philosophical Library, 1953), p. 225.
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which had as their main theme the struggles of man In a hostile earthly
environment.

We need mention only the most Impressive:

Before Sunrise

(1889), The Feast of Reconciliation (1890), Lonely Lives (1891), The
Weavers (1892), Colleague Crampton (1892), The Beaver Coat (1893),
Drayman Henschel (1898),
The Rats (1911).

Michael Kramer (1900), Rose B e m d

(1903), and

All these pieces are dramatizations of "little" peo

ple who lead lives without the spiritual support of a belief in higher
significances.^
Hauptmann was censured and vilified by the aristocrats of his
time, but he persevered, and even the anger of the Kaiser did not
turn him from his efforts to accurately portray the life and aspirations of the members of the lower classes.

51

Soon honors came his

way, and in addition to receiving honorary degrees from Oxford, Columbia, and other universities, he was awarded, in 1912, the Nobel Prise.
Then, the man's energies began to flag.

While, in his later years, he

turned out an occasional piece which had the incisiveness of old, most
of his later work did not have the force of the pieces written in his
mature years.

He was to live on through the agonies of the two twen

tieth-century world wars, being lionized by the Nazi regime.
mann probably never knew the full horror of the Nazi action.
old, tired, and a recluse in his last years.

50

Haupt
He was

On June 6, 1946, the

Ludwig Lewlsohn, ed,, The Dramatic Works of Gerhart Hauptmann
(New York:
B. W. Huebsch, 1912), I. xxil.
^Chandler, o£. cit., pp. 274-275.

^Liistig,

0£.

cit., p. 14.
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eighty-two year old arch-naturalist, Germany's greatest contribution
to the movement,^

died in the Germany he could not bring himself to

leave.
Hauptmann's thorough-going indoctrination into the nature of the
deterministic doctrines served as the basis for his personal philosoph
ical view of man, the world, and the relationship between the two.
Hauptmann had read Darwin, Marx, and Zola before he began to w r i t e . ^
He had listened to the words of one of the world's greatest biologists,
Ernst Haekel, and he had the benefit of the close friendship of A m o
Holtz, a leading German realist,

to guide him in his steps towards the

formulation of a personal naturalistic philosophy.^

All of these in

fluences, to which we might add Hauptmann's familiarity with the writ
ings of Ibsen, Strindberg and Tolstoy, came together in him to create
in the man's mind a world-view which rested on the belief that man
was alone in the world.

The concept is heart and soul that which was

advocated by Schopenhauer.
It was noted earlier in this study that Hauptmann was responsible
for unearthing the works of Georg Buchner.

56

Because of the influence

exerted upon him by the naturalistic atmosphere, he found much in
Buchner with which he could agree.

As there is in the work of Buchner

no mention whatsoever of a benevolent diety, so too in the writings of

^Miller, o£. cit., p. 115.
54

Lewisohn, 0£. cit., p. xiv.

^^Sinden, oj>. cit., pp. 15-16.

■^ueller, og. cit., p. xi.
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Hauptmann one cannot find references which indicate that he could be
lieve differently from his dramatic forerunner.

Hauptmann's religious

position is that of a pained skeptic, if not that of an out-and-out
agnostic.
But there is a certain difference between Buchner and Hauptmann
which must be taken into account here.

It lies in the fact that in

spite of taking a pessimistic view of man's life and destiny, Haupt
mann apparently could not become as bitter and as cynical as Buchner
about it all.

Where Buchner deals with his material In an angry mood,

expressing little overt sympathy for his people, Hauptmann projects
his material forward in what amounts to an obsession with sympathy.^
The reason for this may be found in the influence of that same

pie

tism which was not strong enough to get Hauptmann to believe in the
ways of God.

The mood of the pietist is an exceedingly gentle one

which fostered in its adherents a strong sympathetic response to all
men.

There were, and undoubtedly are, pietists who moved through life

in a dumb-like, resigned state, but the majority of them seemed to be
aware of the need for practiced sympathy and acted accordingly.

To

the extent that he too practiced the giving of sympathy to collective
mankind, Hauptmann does show himself to be one with the pietists.
A final word on Hauptmann's attempt to deal with man's "prob
lematical situation" is in order:
ways keeps his

as sympathetic as he is, he

own emotions under control.

57Behl, o£. cit., p. 33.
CO

Sinden, o£. cit., p. 231.

There is not to be

al
found
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in Hauptmann the frenzy of a Kleist or a Grillparzer, or the anger of
a Buchner, an Ibsen, or a Strindberg.

There are moments of violence

in Hauptmann's plays, but those moments are usually quite objective,
though not as antiseptically clinical as one finds them in, for in
stance, the work of Zola.
thing with Hauptmann.

This seems to be a carefully considered

It is interesting to note that Hauptmann wrote

his more subjective pieces intermittently, spacing them rather widely
over the long period during which he was writing his naturalistic
plays.

One has the feeling that Hauptmann suppressed his emotions

as he wrote the naturalistic plays, and that when he had accumulated
within him a great batch of suppressed emotions, he sat down to pour
them all out into one particular play.

The point is worth mentioning,

because it indicates that when Hauptmann set out to make a meaningful
cotment on man's "problematical situation," he made certain that he
cq
had the emotional objectivity to put his facts forward fairly, J

in

a prime sense, Hauptmann never gets in the way of his material.
Of all the naturalistic plays Hauptmann wrote, and of the sev
eral in this group which could be used to illustrate Hauptmann as
one who contributed to the drama of alienation, the one which seems
to most clearly define Hauptmann's philosophy of life is Drayman
Hensche1 . a mature work brought forth in 1898.^®

This play avoids

the faults of earlier plays which reveal a tendency on the part of

S9
J Lewisohn, o£. cit.. p. xvi.
6®Sinden, o£. cit., p. 179.
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the author to play down character in favor of environment and also
avoids the weaknesses of later plays which tended towards a quality
which can only be called "diffuse.11 This is not to say that Drayman
Henschel is unqualifiedly the best play that the man ever wrote.
But it is a play which reveals more explicitly than Hauptmann’s
other works the essence of his personal philosophy about man.
Henschel illustrates clearly the Hauptmann conviction that life is
indeed grim and that there are no higher significances worthy of
the name.

And in addition, the play points up what may be Haupt

mann's really unique contribution to the drama of alienation:

the

idea that the alienated often achieve a certain admirable quality,
a certain grandeur, because of their ability to suffer heroically.
Wilhelm Henschel,

61

the hero of Hauptmann's play, is the literary

brother of Buchner's Woyzeck.

Both Henschel and Woyzeck are simple

men of the peasant class; each attempts naively to keep his life as
uncomplicated and as stable as possible.
call an educated man.

Neither is what one would

Both are warm, honest, sincere fellows who

want nothing more than the basic essentials of life:

a snug home,

enough to eat and wear, and a little love and respect from others.
Both men respond to their environments in the same fashion.
work hard and, for the most part, uncomplainingly.

They

When trouble

strikes them, they experience the same degree of emotional distress.
Both are taken to the point wherein, through the workings of a
malevolent fate, they can no longer meet the demands made on them
by life.

61Ibid., p. 185.
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As is usual with the works of the playwrights of the final years
of the nineteenth century, plot is inconsequential in Drayman Henschel.
The protagonist of the piece, a wagoner who hauls supplies and guests
for a spa, becomes a widower through the death of a wife who never
recovers from the effects of bringing a child into the world.

The

dying wife exacts a promise from her husband that he will not marry
a lusty, grasping servant girl who has been in the employ of the
Henschels for some time.

The promise proves to be lightly made*

Henschel rationalizes a position for himself and takes the servant
for his second wife.

From the first moment of this second marriage,

Henschel slides into a despair which ends in his suicide.
The girl, Hanne, proves herself a real Nemesis.

She is self

ish, possessive, and unfeeling about the circumstances of others.
As soon as she is established as Frau Henschel, she begins to run
the household to suit her own desires.

Her rough peasant energy is

more than Henschel's child by his late wife can bear, and the babe
quickly follows its mother into the grave.
ating her husband from his old friends.

Hanne succeeds in alien

Further, the girl sees to

it that relations between Henschel and his employer are strained
to the breaking point.
talk to.

Henschel finds himself without anyone to

For reasons he cannot understand, all the members of the

community who once liked and respected him turn their backs on him.
He becomes surly to all and even engages in tavern brawling, some
thing he never would have thought of doing before.

Everyone but

Henschel knows Hanne for what she is, a scheming slut who is de
ceiving Henschel with a waiter who works in the comuunity.

No one
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can make Henschel see the truth.

Finally, the brother of the dead

wife, furious with Henschel for being so blind, gets him to ask Hanne
before the assembled friends if it is not true that she is what the
others are saying she is.
true.

Henschel then

becomes aware that it

is all

Bitter remorse sets in quickly.
Henschel begins to feel guilty about breaking his promise to

the dead wife.

He becomes a recluse, refusing to work at his job

or to associate with his friends, who now realize that he is to be
pitied.

He begins to see visions of the dead wife everywhere and

contemplates doing violence upon himself.
out of his mood.

Nothing will shake Henschel

Siebenhaar, the employer, and old Wermelskirch, who

runs the tavern in the hotel, both plead

with him to forget about

past and to set about making the present

right. But

avail.

the

all is to no

Convinced that he must suffer punishment for breaking his

word, Henschel retires to his bedroom and hangs himself with his own
whip.
Henschel goes to his death a man who feels that he deserves to
be punished for breaking the promise made to the first wife, but there
is something much more important to be reckoned with here.

That some

thing is the fact that Henschel's environment changes radically, and
in this we find the real cause of the fellow's alienation.

Henschel's

world, the world which he knew and depended upon to give him his sense
of belonging, moves out from under him, and because he has nothing of
a solid philosophical nature which will allow him to adjust to radi
cally new conditions of life, he goes under.

In this regard Henschel
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has in him more than a little of Hebbel's Meister Anton.
Henschel finds himself lost in a limbo of change.

Like Anton,

Like Anton, Henschel

has been too long a part of another order to make the adjustments nec
essary to avoid alienation.

The essence of this issue is, of course,

consistent not only with Hebbel's thinking, but also with that of
the biological evolutionists:

as mankind evolves, older, static

forms of the species are cast aside.

As Hebbel would say, the world

spirit has no more use for Henschel; he is to be "junked."

Alienated

from the world he could understand and unable to adjust to a new and
terrifying world, Henschel is defeated.
For a simple man such as Henschel, the world consists of home
and family, friends, and work. Prior to his first wife's death, life
for Henschel was a pleasant thing.

He was secure in the knowledge

that he was an important part of a stable family unit which depended
upon him and which gave him love.

He knew that he had a circle of

cronies with whom he could drink, play cards, and joke, and from whom
he got the honest respect he needed to feel that he was a man worthy
of the name.

He knew also that he had a profession of sorts, a line

of work in which his competence was well known and in demand.

All of

these things worked together to give Henschel a feeling of personal
well-being.

As long as those things continued to remain in force,

there was purpose in life for Henschel.

When they started to dete

riorate, that sense of purpose started to depart.

For men like

Henschel, Hauptmann seems to say, the only meaningful higher sig
nificances are family, friends, and work.

Take these things away
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from the men who peg everything upon them, and these men become truly
alienated, truly bereft of all that is really important to them.
Henschel's difficulties begin, as we have noted, with the death
of his wife.

That blow is a hard one for Henschel to take.

After

the wife's death, he begins to retreat from the world, spending more
and more time at the side of the grave.

Change begins to press down

upon him; he begins to feel the effects of being torn loose from his
moorings.

At the same time, he becomes aware of the fact that the

advancing railroad system is becoming a threat to his business.

He

feels that perhaps he should buy a tavern, but he has lost the woman
he needs as a partner to make such an entexprise a success.

Deeply

concerned about these things, he seeks advice from the understanding
spa owner, Siebenhaar, who serves as Hauptmann's raissonneur in the
f\0

play. *

Siebenhaar tries to point out to Henschel that change is

not necessarily bad and that if men are to succeed in the business
of life, they must rise above the negative circumstances caused by
the inexorable:
Siebenhaar: . . . sometimes I wonder;
I've grown up in
this house, yet today, if I could only get a tolerably
decent amount for it, I wouldn't mind a bit leaving it.
Henschel:
I wouldn't like to leave, that I'll say.
just wouldn't know where to go.

I

Siebenhaar: For you, things have moved ahead, Henschel.
The same circumstances against which I had to fight so
hard--even to stay in the same spot--made your success;
you've moved ahead.
Henschel:
Well--for one something goes wrong one place,
for the other somewhere else. Who knows which one's better
off? You see, the hail battered down my wheat, too, and if
it'll ever rise again. * . I just haven't caught my breath
yet.

62IbitL. p. 182.
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Siebenhaar:
Henschel, there's a time for everything! You
simply have to get over It. You'll have to see people, see
and hear what's going on, go drink a glass of beer, drown
yourself in your business If you want to--but don't keep
brooding about the past. Nothing will change it, so you
must go forward.
Henschel:

That's true.

You're right there.

Siebenhaar:
Certainly! Your wife was the best, the most
faithful woman--everybody says the same thing. But you're
a part of life, Henschel. You're in your best years; you
still have a lot to accomplish in the world. Who knows
what you still have in front of you? And you don't have
to forget your wife for all that. On the contrary.
That
would be lsf>osslble for a man like you anyway:
but you'll
have to honor her memory in a way that's healthy, sound.
This won't help!
I've been watching you for quite a while
and I'd already decided I'd have to talk to you quite
seriously. You're letting it get you down.
Henschel:
But what can one do about it? You're right, I
don't deny it. But one sure doesn't know what to do some
times. If I dive into my business, something's missing
everywhere. . . .
It just isn't so e a s y . 63
Siebenhaar can not cheer Henschel.

Words have no effect.

The

widower continues to brood over the lack of a mate and then takes the
fatal step of marrying the physically attractive Hanne.
that marriage, Henschel's first born dies.

Soon after

Henschel tries to fill

this gap by bringing into the house Hanne's illegitimate daughter,
Bertha.

This proves to be another mistake; Hanne does not want to

be reminded of her shame, and to Henschel's dismay she evidences
no maternal concern for the child she had left in the hands of a
drunken father.

63

It seems that there Is nothing that Henschel can

Lustig, o£. cit., pp. 237-238.
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do to stabilize his world.

Hurt and bewildered, he loses his former

easy-going nature, becomes "touchy," and, finally, physically man
handles an old man who tries to tell him the truth about Hanne.

On

the heels of this episode, Siebenhaar again makes an appearance and
asks Henschel to explain himself and his actions.

Henschel's re

sponse indicates that he is just as troubled about himself as are
those about him.
Henschel; Herr Siebenhaar, 1 couldn't help it. I
couldn't help--that it's come to this! You can think
what you like. But I just can't help it.
Siebenhaar;
But Henschel, you needn't apologize to me!
After all, I know you're a quiet, sensible man.
Henschel;
1 was in service with your father. . . and
even if it looks that way. . .even if it looks ten
thousand times that way. . .1 can't help what's happened.
I don't know myself. . . what have 1 done? I've never
been a rowdy.
But now that's the way it looks.
Within moments after Henschel makes the above statement, Hanne's
infidelity is proved to him "and he lets his head drop to the table,
g r o a n i n g . T h e end is near.
from reality.

Henschel becomes more and more detached

Siebenhaar and old Wermelskirch do their best to calm

the distraught Henschel.

But the poor man is too far gone. He feels

that there is no hope for him, that fate is about to push him into
a pit.

Reviewing what has happened to him, he begins what is probably

the most despairing statement of personal misery to be found in the
play.
Henschel:
All sorts of things are happening.
Times are
never the same. Little Karl never comes to see us no
more--but you can't say nothing about that; maybe you

6Albid., p. 265.
65Ibid., p. 266.
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were right. He wouldn't have learned nothing good here.
Before of course, that was different.
Siebenhaar:

Henschel, now l'm really lost.

What do you mean?

Henschel:
You've never set foot in this room either. . . must
be nine months at least.
Siebenhaar:

I just had too much on my mind, that’s all.

Henschel:
Before, that was just the time you came to see
me. No, no; I know you're right. Everybody's right.
I'm
not very proud of myself now.
Siebenhaar:

Henschel, get some

rest now.

Henschel: No, we might
as well talk about it for a while.
You see, it's all my fault; I know it's my fault, and that's
that. But it started even before I did this. . .with the
wife. . .1 mean before I married Hanne; even before then
it started. . .slowly. . .real slowly it started going
downhill. First, I break the whalebone whip.
Then, I
remember exactly, I run
over my dog. Was the best
Pomeranian I ever had.
Then, I lose three horses one
after the other. . .that beautiful stallion I paid
three hundred talers for. Then, finally, my wife dies.
I felt it in my bones all right then--he had it in for
me. But when the wife was dead, well, there was a moment
I thought, that's it, that's all, he can't take away much
more now. But, you see, he could--after all.
I won't
even talk about Gustel. When you lose your wife, you
lose your child, that's normal. No, it's not that. But
somebody set a trap for me--and I walked right into it.
Siebenhaar:

Who do you think set that trap for you?

Henschel: Maybe the Devil, maybe somebody else.
choke I will, that's for sure.
Siebenhaar:

But

That's a rather unhappy thought. . .

Henschel:
No, no, I won't deny it. I know I've turned
bad--but I couldn't help it. Just kind of slithered into
it. Maybe I'm guilty. Who knows? Should have watched
out a little better!
It's just that the Devil is smarter
than me* I just walked straight ahead and right into it.
Siebenhaar:
Henschel, you're your own worst enemy. You're
battling only your own imagination, nothing that really
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exists. The Devil didn't do anything to you, and you didn't
walk into any trap. And nobody's strangling you. That's all
nonsense. Nothing but dangerous fantasies.®**
But the "dangerous fantasies" persist; they are uppermost in
Henschel's mind as he mounts a chair in his bedroom, wraps one end of
a whip around his neck and throws the other end over and around a
ceiling beam, and kicks himself free of the chair.

There remains little

to say, except to enter into the record three terse remarks which cap
ture well the nature of philosophical alienation as Hauptmann views it.
The first two statements are uttered by Siebenhaar, and the third,
spoken almost at the very end of the play, come from Hanne's lips:
Everybody's got his troubles. Life isn't a game-everyone of us has got to see how he can make things
come out even. And if there are a lot of things going
through your head, just don't take it to heart.
Sometimes fate pounces on a man, and then he's got to
bear it, even if it isn't easy.®®
What a life--better be dead,®^
This is Hauptmann's "tragedy" of the "little" man whose spiritual
faith can not carry him over the rough spots of life.
man,

For the "little"

the ideas of God, country, and the human race are too nebulous

serve as

truly effective higher significances.

to

The Henschels can be

lieve only in those things which are very close to them, those things
which they can perceive tangibly.

66Ibid., pp. 270-271.
67Ibid., p. 270.
68Ibld.. p. 273.

When these things fade from view,
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the Henschels become members of the walking dead, fully alienated from
the life which continues to swirl about them.

The only answer for the

Henschels seems to be Nirvana, the state of forgetfulness,
of life.

renunciation

In all four of Hauptmann's bitter "tragedies11 of the little

people--Hannele, Drayman Henschel. Rose Berad, and The Rats--the main
characters choose to release themselves from the agony of a spiritually
empty life by placing themselves voluntarily into the hands of Death.
And so the scene is set for the last of our nineteenth-century play
wrights who follow the path of the alienation continuum.
The history of Anton Pavlovich Chekhov's early years reads much
as does that of most of the writers with whom we have dealt in this
study.

The m o d e m drama of alienation apparently comes from the pens

of men who have experienced a grim period of youth in which material
insecurity, humble origins, and parental harshness or aloofness com
bined to create an atmosphere which aggravated an individual's more
melancholy propensities.

One gets an inkling of how vividly Chekhov

could recall all this, when one reads the following lines written by
Chekhov years after he had lived out his boyhood:
Write a story of how a young man, the son of a serf,
a former grocery boy, chorister, high school lad and
university student, who was brought up to respect rank,
to kiss priests' hands, to revere other people's ideas,
to give thanks for every morsel of bread, who was whipped
many times, who without rubbers traipsed from pupil to
pupil, who used his fists and tormented animals, who
was fond of dining with rich relatives, who was hypo
critical in his dealings with God and men gratuitously,
out of the mere consciousness of his inslgnificance-write how this youth squeezes the slave out of himself
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drop by drop, and how, waking up one fine morning, he
feels that in his veins flows no longer the blood of
a slave but that of a real man.70
Like Strindberg, Chekhov was conscious of the stock from which
he had sprung.

Bom

the son of a serf whose father had managed to

purchase the family's freedom at the cost of seven-hundred rubles a
head, Anton Pavlovich Chekhov was brought into the world on January
17, 1860, in the depressing surroundings of Taganrog, a minor port
located on the shore of the Sea of Azov.

He was the third child in

a brood which was to include five boys and a girl.

His mother,

the

daughter of a clothing merchant, was a kind, gentle, and loving
person; and his father was an artistically inclined man who had a
flair for painting and music.

Chekhov was to say, later in life,

that he received his talents from his father and his soul from his
mother.
Life in Taganrog was not happy for the Chekhovs,

The family's

social position was low, the "general store" which they owned and
operated provided only for the necessities of life, and the whole
family had to cope with the psychological troubles of the head of
the house.

The elder Chekhov, a man apparently without business

sense, led a frustrated existence in his store and compensated for
this by developing a fanatic's interest in music and the church.
Obsessed with these concerns, he inflicted them upon the other

7®Avrahm Yarmollnsky, ed., The Portable Chekhov (New York:
The Viking Press, 1947), p. 1.
71
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members of the family, and it was not long before the children--Anton
in particular--developed an aversion to anything which had to do with
the idea of religion.

72

The seeds of Anton Chekhov's later agnosticism

were planted very early; he never found religion a satisfying thing
*
and remained, throughout his life detached from everything which was
associated with the Orthodox middle-class piety that was his father's
shelter against the hardships of life.

Anton was strengthened in his

negative attitude toward church and religion by what he found in the
writings of a man we have mentioned before:

Arthur Schopenhauer.

73

Anton Chekhov's boyhood and adolescence were similar to those
of Ibsen.

Like Ibsen, Chekhov grew up in a drab provincial town

whose society thought itself superior in all respects to those who
lived financially restrictive lives.

Like Ibsen, Chekhov was forced

to get his early education from the hands of badly-paid, inept masters
who held classes in little one-room schools for the poor.
Chekhov's early years were even grimer than Ibsen's:

If anything,

in addition to

dealing with the problems imposed by town and school, Chekhov had to
contend with the distasteful activities of store clerk, errand runner,
and choir boy--the whole family was forced to participate in a choir
which Chekhov's father organized primarily for his own pleasure.
Fortunately, Anton's buoyancy of spirit was strong enough so that
he did not become morbidly affected by all that happened to him in
Taganrog.^
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Things became worse for Anton when he turned sixteen.
point in his young life, the family business failed.

At that

To avoid the

local debtors' prison, Chekhov's father removed himself to Moscow,
taking with him all of his family except Anton.

The boy was left

behind to spend the next three years financing himself through the
Taganrog gymnaziya.
Alone and at a tender and impressionable age, Anton was forced
to meet the demands of a harsh existence with nothing but his own
strength and wits.

Tutoring backward children and doing odd jobs

for the merchants of the conxnunity, he managed to keep himself
afloat.

The times being what they were, this was no mean accomplish

ment; and not only did Chekhov survive, but he did well enough at the
gymnaziya to receive, upon his graduation, a small scholarship for
75

future academic work.

in those three years, Chekhov had taken the

measure of life and had emerged a tough and determined young man.
He had found that he had a "gay disposition, with a remarkable sense
of humor and a lucid raind,"^ and he had also found that he had in
him an indomitable will to survive.

In the summer of 1879, he re

joined his family in Moscow, determined to enroll in the university.
Even Anton himself is not clear what it was that made him de
cide on medicine as a course of study at the university.

He did

carry through his life a strong urge to be of help to his fellow man.

75Ibid., p. 3.
7^Slonim, o£. cit.. p. 56.
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Perhaps the squalor and sickness he knew so well in Taganrog worked
on him more than he knew.
medicine.^

Chekhov said only that he "drifted" into

But no matter what his motivation, he took the stipend

he had received from the municipality of Taganrog and proceeded to
busy himself with the study of medicine.

For the next five years,

he moved himself through the successive stages of his curriculum,
while also serving as the main source of support for his family.
This last was made possible by the fact that the young medical stu
dent discovered he had a great talent for the writing of highly
salable comic material.

78

The Moscow newspapers and magazines,

heavily censored by state agencies, were begging for material which
was "inoffensive," and Chekhov obliged prolifically.

Exerting him

self to the utmost, Chekhov provided for his family while maintain
ing himself in his studies, and in 1884 he received the diploma of
a licensed physician.
But Chekhov was not to make a serious career of the medical
profession.

He did set up a practice, treating any number of the

poor of Moscow--usually without fee--and for a short time he was in
charge of a hospital outside of Moscow, and then later he worked as
a medical supervisor in a rural district during a cholera epidemic.
When he worked at being a doctor, he worked hard and conscientiously,
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but writing had taken him over.

More and more, he withdrew himself

from actual medical practice so that he could spend time on his
stories and sketches of Russian life.

He was always to say that his

medical training helped to further his art--his literary work shows
him to be a superlative diagnostician-love, his one passion in life.

79

but writing was his first

As he wrote to a friend:

Medicine is my lawful wife, and literature is my
mistress. When I get fed up with one, I spend the
night with the other.
Though it is irregular, it is
less boring this way, and besides neither of them
loses anything through my infidelity.®®
As Yarroolinsky had pointed out, eventually the mistress came to supplant
the wife.®*"
In 1885, grim reality again caught up with Chekhov:
that he had pulmonary tuberculosis.

he found

He was well aware that there was

no cure for what he had, that he had perhaps only a little time left.
How much his life would be shortened, Chekhov did not know; but
shortened he knew it would be.

Time and temporality now became

important to Chekhov; his writings after 1886 reveal this most elo
quently.

Whereas before 1886 his work possesses a light, almost

inconsequential tone, the pieces written after 1886 have a sombemess
which indicate the author as a man concerned with more serious issues.®^
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Another man, upon realizing that his span on earth was to be
abbreviated if he did not restrict himself in his activities, would
have led a more placid life.

Chekhov did just the reverse; he in

creased his activities, making journeys through all of Europe and
Russia for the purpose of observing people in all walks of life.
Occasionally,

the ravages of his sickness forced him to rest, but

even in these periods he busied

himself with the writing of the

moody prose pieces and dramas for which he is so well-known.

From

1886 on, he looked deeply into the Russian heart, finding there a
sense of desperate futility and personal isolation.

The painstaking

delineation of this serVed as the basis of his more mature work.

83

It is interesting to note that all of his full-length plays were
written after 1886:

Ivanov (1887-9), The Sea Gull (1896), Uncle

Vanya (1897), The Three Sisters (1900-1), and The Cherry Orchard
(1903-4).

All five of these theater pieces concern themselves with

men and women who lead lives of utter waste, who have neither the
values or the drive needed to make of life a purposeful thing.

In

other words, Chekhov wrote about the alienaied state.
Chekhov’s Illness did not stop him from putting what was left
of his life to the fullest possible use.

He remained active as a

writer, took an interest in social work, and kept up friendships
with Tolstoy, Gorky, and other first-rank Russian writers and pub
lishers.

Only in 1898 did he begin to restrict his travels, settling

in a villa of his own in the supposedly healthy climate of the Crimea*

®^Slonim, o£. cit.. p. 64.
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The bulk of the work of this final period he devoted to his theatrical
voice, the Moscow Art Theater.

In 1900 he was elected an honorary

member of the newly-created Section of Belles Lettres of the Russian
Academy of Sciences--a membership which he resigned in 1902 when the
Academy refused to extend the same honor to his close friend, Maxim
Gorky.

In 1901 he married the actress Olga Knlpper, who triumphed as

Masha in the Moscow Art Theater's production of his The Three Sisters.
The union was never to result in children, and in the summer of 1904,
Chekhov began to hemorrhage badly.

He was removed to a spa in the

Black Forest, where, on July 2, he died.

A week later, his body was

buried in Moscow,
In dealing with Anton Chekhov’s personal philosophy of life, one
should make clear that the man never allowed himself to fall prey to
a personal sense of a l i e n a t i o n . T h i s does not mean, however, that
he did not sense the existence of alienation as it stalked his native
land or that he did not write of It.

Chekhov was aware of the malaise

which had cast itself like a blight over the Russia of the last half
of the nineteenth century, and his dramas are recountals of the nature
and extent of that malaise.

In order to fully understand what it is

that Chekhov did in these plays, it is necessary to make some detailed
mention of the events which took place in Russia in the years intnediately before and during Chekhov’s life.

Chekhov was indeed a man of

his times, but he was more a man of his land.
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In the last half of the nineteenth century, Russia also experi
enced great economic growth.

That growth brought to Russia the same

social problems that it had brought to Germany, France, and England.
In Russia, too, there rose up an inordinate desire on the part of many
Co possess.
the

In Russia, also, there was the problem of what to do with

burgeoning workers' class.

But while the governments of the

European nations made some effort to stabilize things by extending
to their workers reforms and constitutional privileges, in Russia
the long tradition of obedience to an absolute monarch made the rul
ers Incapable of assuming anything but a vestige of democratic flexi
bility.

Although Alexander II emancipated the serfs and did much to

help bring into existence a "home rule" system designed to give the
peasant more of a say in the running of his affairs,

even that en

lightened monarch made it clear that he had the final say in all things.
In spite of doing some good things, Alexander II could not bring
himself to give the people as much as they wanted.

It was not long

before revolutionary groups rose up to embark on terrorist programs
which alienated the tsar from his early liberalistic tendencies.*^
He replaced his liberal ministers with autocratic reactionaries, and
a tense situation became an explosive one.
aries tried to assassinate the tsar.

Three times revolution

On the third attempt, they

®^Stephen Graham, Tsar of Freedom (New Haven:
Press, 1935), p. 47.
87Ibid., pp. 276-277.
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succeeded, and that success brought to the throne the third Alexander,
a man who set out to make the dissident elements pay heavily for the
death of his father.
Alexander III reigned for thirteen years (1881-94), the years
in which Anton Chekhov came into his maturity.

During those thirteen

years there was established in Russia the atmosphere of alienation
with which Chekhov became vitally concerned.

They were years in which

repressions were applied against any and all groups who dared question
the rights and powers of the government.

The press was muzzled, the

revolutionary organizations were destroyed, and those church sects
which did not echo the official party line of the day were subjected
QO

to methodical persecution.00

The thirteen years the Russians spent

under Alexander III took all the fight out of them.

89

Tilings became

worse under the next andlast tsar, Nicholas II.
Alexander III died on November 1, 1894, his constitution sapped
by a fear of assassination so strong that he spent the last months of
his reign in a fortress-like palace ringed by an army of guards.

His

son, Nicholas, had neither talent nor liking for the job he had to
do.
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A modest and bashful man, completely lacking in astuteness,

he had the misfortune of mounting the throne at a time when the rev
olutionary movement was gathering the final strength it needed to

®®Michael T. Florinsky, Russia; A History and an Interpre
tation (New York: Macmillan Company, 1953), II, 1114.
®9Warren Bartlett Walsh, Russia and the Soviet Union (Ann
Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1958), p. 285.

90Ibid., pp. 307-308.
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topple forever the eagle standards of the tsars.

Instead of realizing

the nature of his enemy and emulating the liberalism of his grandfather,
Nicholas chose to continue his father's repressive rule.

Putting the

country in the hands of autocratic ministers and tradition-bound mili
tary men, Nicholas withdrew completely from his subjects.
the people asked the tsar to hear them, that frightened

Each time
man crept

deeper into his self-inposed isolation and refused to hear.
The boiling pot began to run over.

Workers' strikes took place,

agrarian riots cropped up, student disorders were frequent, and in
London the Marxists rallied under Lenin.

91

Nicholas' ministers thought

the army could solve everything, and the public disturbances were
crushed viciously.

Censorship of printed media became heavier, and

the number of political prisoners rose from hundreds to thousands.
In this atmosphere, Chekhov was writing his best work.
Josephson has indicated that Chekhov was a member of a lost generation, and there is some truth in this.

9?

What had begun so gloriously

under Alexander II had turned sour under his successors, and enlight
ened Russians who had worked so hard to bring about the realization
of their political ideas found themselves in a situation in which
they were powerless to do anything.

Disillusioned by the tyrannical

attitudes taken by the last tsars and convinced that there was nothing
they could do about the status quo, they retreated from the arena of
action and, as did their Austrian counterparts under Mettemlch,

9 lIbld.. p. 325.
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adopted the Biedermeier attitude.

93

They lived a detached existence,

an existence without purpose in which a man had neither the will nor
drive to do anything.

They were, indeed, a "lost" generation, but

Chekhov was a member of that body in only the most qualified of
senses.

Chekhov never became a Biedermeier.

On the contrary, his

work shows him to be one who castigates people who resign them
selves to nothingness.
While Chekhov made clear that he did not subscribe to any
specific philosophical doctrine,

QA

his thought provided for the in

clusion of the key Ideas advanced by the philosophical founding
fathers of the alienation Idea.

Knowing Schopenhauer well, Chekhov

agreed that life was a hard thing with which to deal, that it was
difficult to adopt belief in benevolent dieties, and that man had
the duty of helping his fellows to withstand the hardships of life
by extending sympathy and understanding.

It is a fact that Chekhov

assumed an agnostic position in regards to matters of religion, say
ing that it seemed to him that men had to be thrashed into religion,^
and one need not read far into Chekhov to see that he damns the idea
that the individual should be subjugated to the 'Tiigher significance"
of the s t a t e . ^
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Point for point, Chekhov is in agreement with the men whose lives
and works we have touched upon in this study.

The man's own experiences

with life and his reading of Schopenhauer's works--he had the German's
complete output with him in his Yalta villa--were two of the major in
fluences which shaped his thoughts about man and his destiny.
must add to these two influences a third:

But one

Chekhov's personal humanism.

This was something which seems to derive from no source exterior to
Chekhov; it was simply something he had, and it was that which made
him such a fierce fighter against everything for which the alienation
idea stood.

One gets a sense of the nature and strength of Chekhov's

feelings about man as man if he notes carefully what it is that
Chekhov says in the following:

'toy holy of holies is the human body,

health, Intelligence, talent, Inspiration, love, and absolute freedom-freedom from coercion and falsehood, no matter in what form the last
two manifest themselves."
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This Is very close to Ibsen's inner

spirituality.
Like Ibsen, Chekhov was a positivist about life.

He believed

that man could make a "go" of life if he worked at it, and it was his
Russian contemporaries' Biedermeier-like alienation from the idea of
work which he felt to be the cause of man's spiritual difficulties.
Fatally stricken with tuberculosis, Chekhov railed against the fact
his countrymen had given up to join the walking dead.

As much as he

could sympathize with the state of these lost men and women, he could
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not forgive them for throwing themselves away.

No alienated man him-

Belf, he bent every effort to reveal to his fellows the one thing he
so hated:

the devastating effect of self-perpetuated alienation from

positive humanistic values,^® As Chekhov saw it in Russia, humanity
was not fulfilling its obligations to itself.
In one sense, Chekhov's serious, full-length plays might be con
sidered as social, even philosophical, documents designed to stir a
new intelligentsia to action.

Chekhov suggests again and again In

the plays that a better world is coming, but one can only conjecture
as to what Chekhov regarded as the source for the new unalienated
breed.

While he probably mused considerably on this point, he came

up with no clear-cut statement as to who the real workers for a better
destiny would be and it is interesting to speculate as to what his re
actions to the revolutions of 1905 and 1917 would have been if he had
lived to see the triumph of the extremely purposeful Communists.
Chekhov did not live that long.

But

Working with the material at hand,

he could only indicate how thoroughly an old Russia had alienated it
self from a new one.
In both The Three Sisters and The Cherry Orchard, Chekhov pro
vides for the inclusion of two major alienation themes as we have
dealt with them earlier:

useless life existing in an atmosphere

completely devoid of working spiritual values, and failure to adjust
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psychologically and practically to the legitimate demands of changing
circumstances.

Chekhov develops these themes in treatments which also

account for certain correlative concerns which are also not new to us:
the need to recognize the fact that the earthly existence is such that
physical and psychological hardships are being constantly imposed on
man, the thought that to understand troubled man it was necessary to
probe deeply into his soul, and, finally, the belief that man must
accept the fact that higher significances are essentially empty of
meaning and that he can save himself only by developing in himself a
positive individual humanism.

Chekhov makes all these a part of the

story of three of the most forlorn characters in all of dramatic lit
erature, the leading figures in his The Three Sisters.
It has been said that the plot of The Three Sisters consists of
the following:

in the first act of the play,

three sisters who have

spent eleven years living in a dull provincial town talk about leav
ing to live in Moscow; In the second act of the play, they continue
to talk about going to Moscow;

in the third act, there is more of the

same; and in the fourth and final act, it becomes apparent that in
spite of all the talk that has gone before, the girls are never go
ing to get to Moscow.
a compelling drama.

As banal as all this sounds, Chekhov makes it
All of the aimless conversation in the play is

a calculated device which Chekhov uses to emphasize the fact that
his three heroines live a static existence, frozen in an atmosphere
of indecision.
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Eleven years prior to the action of Chekhov's play, the father of
the three sisters, a military officer, had taken his family with him
from Moscow to the scene of what proved to be his last assignment.

The

locale to which the family had been removed was, admittedly, a dull one,
but there was always the hope that one day they would return to the ex
citement of Moecow, and, in the meantime,
them all to live well.

the father's rank allowed

After a period of time, however, both of the

parents die, and the children, the three girls and a boy, are left
stranded.

The play begins a year after the death of the father.

Fi

nancial circumstances have forced the girls to take positions of gen
teel labor in the town, activity which takes no advantage of their
highly educated state.

They work diligently though unhappily, pinning

all their hopes on their brother,
learned professor whose fame

who they feel will someday be a

will take them all back to Moscow.

The play is loaded down with characters who "float" through
life, making only superficial contacts with the individuals around
them.

It is difficult to find in the play even a single really sin

cere relationship between individuals.

Of the sisters, only Olga,

the oldest, seems to demonstrate an outgoing concern for others, but
she is so overburdened with working at the village school and trying
to manage the house that she has little energy left to put her humani
tarian feelings to good use.Masha,
her time regretting the fact

the next oldest

sister, spends

thatshe married a dull school teacher

who writes fifty-year histories about the town hlgh-school.

Irina,

the youngest sister, is a detached romantic, lost in dreams of what
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might have been.

The brother, Andrey,

is a petulant young man (hope

lessly without ability) who reminds one of Zola's Camille.

Add to

these figures a mixed bag of purposeless army officers, an old mili
tary doctor who has forgotten everything he ever knew and cannot even
treat patients, a young designing female who seems to be blood-kin to
Hauptmann's Hanne, and three or four doddering old servants who move
distantly through the house, and it becomes clear that Chekhov seems
to have gone to special lengths to gather together under one roof a
truly spectacular collection of individuals innocent of the values
and strengths Chekhov says are needed to make life a worthwhile thing.
There is a great deal of talk in the play about love, work, and
the future, but it is just that and nothing more, talk.

Time after

time, characters utter pronouncements about the need for people to
work, but never once does any one of these characters show the least
sign of putting into practice what it is that he is preaching.

The

same is true of those who speak of love; not one of them seems to
understand love as anything but a means by which one can escape from
boredom.

As far as the future Is concerned,

those who speak of it

refer to the years to come in a manner which suggests that they would
prefer not to have to face the present reality and help to create
the conditions which would ensure a pleasanter time to come for man
kind.

The motif through all of this talk is one of self-pity, apathy,

^
j
j ^i
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and
spiritlessness.
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Several events take place, but these are all quite joyless.
Andrey disappoints his sisters, abandons the studies which he had no
ability for in the first place, and marries the grasping Natasha, who,
once she is in the house, proceeds to push the sisters out of it.
Andrey begins to lose heavily at the gaming tables and, without his
sisters’ consent, mortgages the house that is their joint property.
Eviction is avoided only because a local official who is having an
affair with Andrey's wife sees to it that his inamorata continues
to live in outwardly respectable circumstances.
theposition of

Olga drifts into

headmistress of the local school, a position for

which she feels ill prepared and in which she takes little joy.
Masha falls in love and has an empty affair with a married officer
who is bound to a wife whose main interest in life is repeated at
tempts at suicide.

Irina, after spending years working in the town

telegraph office, decides to become a teacher and to enter into a
loveless marriage with a young aristocrat who talks of work but
does nothing.

No sooner are the plans for this marriage laid than

the future bridegroom is killed in a duel by a Jealous rival.

The

play ends with the area's military unit, the officers of which have
been the sisters' only relief from the boredom of the town, being
reassigned away.

As the soldiers march off to the music of their

band, Olga embraces her sisters and voices their common lament:
The music is so gay, so confident, and one longs for
life! 0 my God! Time will pass, and we shall go away
forever, and we shall be forgotten, our faces will be
forgotten, our voices, and how many there were of us;
but our sufferings will pass into joy for those who
will live after us, happiness and peace will be estab
lished upon earth, and they will remember kindly and
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bless those who have lived before. Oh, dear sisters, our
life is not ended yet. We shall live! The music is so
gay, so joyful, and it seems as though a little more and
we shall know what we are living for. why we are suffering.
. . . If we only knew--if we only knew !10
But they are never to know;
to know.

there is no way in which they can be made

A malicious fate has cut them off from the values they need

to make sen 9 e out of life.

Schopenhauer would have been proud of The

Three Sisters.
Although Chekhov himself was a living contradiction to Schopenhauerian pessimism, he makes very explicit that his alienated characters
do reflect the attitude about which the German wrote.

The people in

The Three Sisters have all fallen under the spell of the atmosphere
engendered by the doctrine that said one was foolish to try to ascribe
any meaning to life.

In a very meaningful passage involving Vershinin--

the battery commander with the suicide-prone wife--Tusenbach--the jaded
young aristocrat who will be shot before he can marry Irina--and Masha,
the most distressingly frustrated sister of the three, Chekhov airs all
the important considerations which relate to this point of view.

The

passage, perhaps the most important philosophical statement the play
has to offer, reads as follows:
Vershinin:
something.

Well, if they won't bring tea, let us discuss

Tusenbach:

By all means.

What?

Vershinin: Let us dream. . . for instance of the life
that will come after us, in two or three hundred years.
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Constance Garnett, tr., The Plays of Anton Tchekov (New York:
The M o d e m Library, n. d.), p. 185.
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Tusenbach:
Well? When we are dead, men will fly In
balloons, change the fashion of their coats, will dis
cover a sixth sense, perhaps, and develop it, but life
will remain just the same, difficult, full of mysteries
and happiness.
In a thousand years man will sigh just
the same, "Ah, how hard life is," and yet just as now
he will be afraid of death and not want it.
Vershinin: Well, I don't know. . . . It seems to me
that everything on earth is bound to change by degrees
and is already changing before our eyes*
In two or
three hundred, perhaps in a thousand years--the time
does not matter— a new, happy life will come. We shall
have no share in that life, of course, but we are living
for it, we are working, well, yes, and suffering for it,
we are creating it--and that alone is the purpose of our
existence, and is our happiness, if you like.
(Masha
Tesenbach:
Masha:

laughs softly)

What is it?

I don't know.

Ive been laughing all day.

Vershinin:
I was at the same school as you were.
I did not
go to the Military Academy; I read a great deal, but I do
not know how to choose my books, and very likely I read
quite the wrong things, and yet the longer I live the more
I want to know. My hair is turning grey, I am almost an
old man, but I know so little! But all the same I fancy
that I do know and thoroughly grasp what is essential and
matters most. And how I should like to make you see that
there is no happiness for us, that there ought not to be
and will not be. . . . We must work and work, and happiness
is the portion of our remote descendents.
If it is not
for me, at least it is for the descendents of my descendents.

Tusenbach: You think it's no use even dreaming of happiness!
But what if I am happy?
Vershinin:

No.

Tusenbach:
It is clear we don't understand each other.
how am I to convince you?
Qlasha laughs softly)

Well,
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Tusenbach:
Laugh!
(to Vershinin) Not only in two or three
hundred years but in a million years life will be just the
same; it does not change, it remains stationary, following
its own laws which we have nothing to do with or which,
anyway, we shall never find out. Migratory birds, cranes
for instance, fly backwards and forwards, and whatever
ideas, great or small, stray through their minds, they
will still go on flying just the same without knowing
where or why.
They fly and will continue to fly, how
ever philosophic they become; and it doesn't matter how
philosophical they are so long as they go on flying. . .
Masha:

But still there is a meaning?

Tusenbach: Meaning. . . . Here it is snowing.
ing is there in that?
Masha:
I think man ought
a faith, or else his life
and not to understand why
born; why there are stars
what one is living for or
waste.
Vershinin:

What mean

to have faith or ought to seek
is empty, empty. . . . To live
cranes fly; why children are
in the sky. . . . One must know
else it is all nonsense and

And yet one is sorry that youth is over. . . .

Masha:
Gogol says:
friends. 10 *

it's dull living in this world,

And so, in spite of long and sometimes profound dissertations on
the nature of life, the characters remain inxnobilized.

Vershinin and

Masha continue to perpetuate unhappy marriages, Olga and Irina continue
to be bullied by their insensitive sister-in-law, the. officers in the
battery wait out the months of a frustrating assignment in which nothing
happens, and Andrey, the brother, becomes less than a man.
Chekhov has given a powerful dramatic moment.
theability nor the

To this last

Andrey may have neither

drive to succeed at life, but he has the sensitivity

l02Ibid., pp. 144-146.
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to recognize what la happening to him.

In the final act, this disappoint

ment to everyone, Including himself, makes clear the total despair of
Chekhov's alienated folk:
Oh, where Is it all gone? What has become of my past,
when I was young, gay, and clever, when my dreams and
thoughts were exquisite, when my present and my past were
lighted up by hope? Why on the very threshold of life do
we become dull, grey, uninteresting, lazy, Indifferent,
useless, unhappy?. . . Our town has been going on for
two hundred years--there are a hundred thousand people
living in it; and there is not one who is not like the
rest, not one saint in the past, or the present, not one
man of learning, not one artist, not one man in the least
remarkable who could inspire envy or a passionate desire
to imitate him. . . . They only eat, drink, sleep, and
then die. . . others are b o m , and they also eat and
drink and sleep, and not to be bored to stupefaction
they vary their lives by nasty gossip, vodka, cards,
litigation; and the wives deceive their husbands, and
the husbands tell lies and pretend that they see and
hear nothing, and an overwhelmingly vulgar influence
weighs upon the children, and the divine spark is
quenched in them and they become the same sort of
pitiful, dead creatures, all exactly alike, as their
mothers and fathers. . . .103
The term "divine spark" catches the attention imnedlately.

This

is Chekhov's expression for what Ibsen prefers to call man's "inner
spirituality."

It is what the late nineteenth-century humanists regard

ed as man's most priceless possession:

that completely Individual idea

and capability which allowed man to believe that he was of value and
that he could exalt himself.

It is something, this "divine spark,"

which does not exist at the discretion of exterior higher signifi
cances.

Without It, man is alienated twice over.

103Ibid.. p. 179.

This is Andrey*s

situation:

alienated from belief in the old-line concepts of God,

state, and work, he is also alienated from the idea of the self*
is the par excellance example of Chekhov's Moody Man,

He

he who has

within him nothing of worth upon which to base a purposeful existence
And so we have Chekhov's dramatic tapestry of the alienated,
of those who can believe in nothing but never-to-be-attained dreams.
Living an endless succession of "grey" days, the three sisters and
those who surround them hang on to life by the thinnest of threads.
Their true state is perhaps most aptly put by Tchebutykln, the old
military doctor who can not even begin to diagnose a sick child's
fever.

Wraithilke in his movement through the play, he says at one

point, "We are not real, nothing in the world is real, we don't exist
but only seem to exist. . . . Nothing matters."^^

in those last two

words, there is captured the essence of this particular Chekhov work.
Although Olga may end the play speaking of the life to come, we are
aware of the fact that for these people tomorrow will be the same as
yesterday.

Nothing will change; walking death will prevail.

So it

is for the alienated, the "ghosts" who cannot make contact with the
values they need if they are to become real men and women.
The Three Sisters is a play which deals with a status quo in
volving people who have lost contact with the ability to formulate
and hold to positive values.
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The Cherry Orchard is a play which

Slonim, 0 £. cit.. pp. 64-65.

^^Gamett,

oj>. cit., p. 176.
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deals with change involving people whose values, no matter how much
they might have done to establish something beautiful and charming,
suddenly prove themselves to be without the power to ease their
possessors comfortably and wholesomely from one way of looking at
life to another.

106

Chekhov's last play is a drama which is con

cerned with people who become alienated because they cannot exchange
their obsolete values for others which the advance of time and man
finds more fitting.

The main figures in The Cherry Orchard experi

ence the same type of alienation experienced by Hebbel's Anton and
Hauptmann's Henschel:

they suddenly find the worlds they knew slid

ing out from under them.
As far as event is concerned, The Cherry Orchard offers even less
than does The Three Sisters.

A near impoverished member of the Russian

landed aristocracy, one Madam Ranevsky, returns to her old family es
tate, where she hopes to live out the remainder of her years.

The

woman has handled her finances badly, and the old home, along with
its beautiful orchard of cherry trees, is about to be placed under
the auctioneer's hammer.

Although Ranevsky has an inkling of the

weak financial situation she is in, she cannot keep from squander
ing her remaining sums.

Furthermore, she refuses to entertain a

practical scheme designed to put a large sum of money in her pocket,
because that plan Involves not only the sale but also the destruction
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of the house and orchard.

The lady Is Incapable of taking hold of the

situation and, while she continues to place all of her hope in being
saved by miracles, the old place is knocked down to the very person
who tried to get her to turn the property to her own advantage.

The

new owner, a sharp businessman who rose up from the ranks of the
peasants, has plans for turning the Ranevsky estate into plots for
small summer villas, and so there is no place left for the former
owner and her family.

The play ends with the Ranevskies exiled from

the house and land which constituted their only refuge in the world.
The last sound heard is that of the axes biting into the wood of the
trees.

The old gives way to the new.
Since the time of its first production, The Cherry Orchard has

been something of a battleground for the hair-splitters who are fond
of arguing about the less obvious differences between the concepts of
comedy and tragedy.

107

Chekhov himself declared that the piece was

a comedy, while Stanislavsky, the play's first director, was convinced
it was a tragedy.

108

if comedy is to be thought of as simply the

depiction of human foibles, then Chekhov need not argue further.

But

it seems unfair to dismiss what happens to the Ranevskies so lightly.
These people may have foibles, but the fact seems clear that their
eventual fate is too hard to be thought of in puiely comic terms.

^ ^ D a v i d Magarshack, Chekhov the Dramatist (London:
Lehmann, 1952), p. 272.

Simoons, oj>. cit., p. 612.
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Any "label" must account for something of a serious nature in the play:
the failure of people to keep themselves and their values flexible
enough to cope effectively with change.

As indicated earlier,

this

issue is a firm part of what constitutes the alienation motif.
Several authorities have commented upon Chekhov's astuteness in
sensing that Russia's future would be as different from her past as
day was from night.

109

While Chekhov did not know what the exact

nature of Russia's future would be, he did know that the old order
was in deep trouble.

Chekhov was convinced that the classes which

were desirous of preserving the old order in Russia had lost their
moral drive and were incapable of doing that which was necessary for
their survival:

reshaping their value thinking to provide for the

inclusion of ethical considerations which were foreign to the aristo
crat's basic approach to life.

Chekhov's last play deals fundamen-

tally with the uprooting of values,

110

a process resulting in the philo

sophical, psychological, and social alienation of those whose values
are scrapped.
Those in The Cherry Orchard who are to suffer alienation are
Madam Ranevsky, her brother Gaev, her adopted daughter Varya, and the
old family valet Firs.

These four represent cultured, leisured Russia

as it existed in the heyday of the tsars.

For them, Russia is a land

of milk and honey, a land in which masters reign supreme and in which
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the peasants know their place and act accordingly.

They cannot con

ceive of Russia as anything but what is symbolized by the flowering
cherry trees:

a thing of quiet beauty undisturbed by anything which

dees not contribute to its wellbeing.

If the orchard goes, the only

Russia in which they have a place will go.

The fact that the orchard

has b o m fruit only every other year, and that there is no demand for
even the little produced by the trees, tells us that it no longer
serves a really useful purpose, but means nothing to the four souls
who are about to find themselves without a world in which to live.
They continue to ignore the signs which point to their coming es
trangement, holding on pathetically to the only thing they know.
There is nothing else they can do.
They are not wicked people,

these four.

Madame Ranevsky is a

considerate woman who has always treated people kindly.

One might

accuse her of being impractical, but it is important to remember that
her life was such that she was never obliged to learn how to be prac
tical.

Everything which was a part of her upbringing reinforced in

her the attitudes of a person who would never have to worry about
money.

The possibility of not having money and of losing her property

is inconceivable to her.

The agonies she experiences at the intrusion

of these thoughts come out in a short conversation which she has with
Trofimov, the young student who will work for the new Russia.

In part,

the passage reads as follows:

Ranevsky: . . . Why is it Leonid's not here? If only I
could know whether the estate is sold or not!
It seems
such an incredible calamity that 1 really don't know
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what to think.
1 am distracted. . . I shall scream In a
minute* . . I shall do something stupid.
Save me, Petya,
tell me something, talk to me!
Trofimov: What does it matter whether the estate is sold
today or not? That's all done with long ago.
There's no
turning back, the path is overgrown. Don't worry yourself,
dear Lyubov Andreyevna. You mustn't deceive yourself; for
once in your life you must face the truth!
Ranevsky: What truth? You see where the truth lies, but
1 seem to have lost my sight, I see nothing. You settle
every great problem so boldly, but tell me, my dear boy,
isn't it because you're young--because you haven't yet
understood one of your problems through suffering? You
look forward boldly, and isn't it that you don't see and
don't expect anything dreadful because life is still hidden
from your young eyes? You're bolder, more honest, deeper
than we are, but think, be just a little magnanimous, have
pity on me.
I was b o m here, you know, my father and
mother lived here, my grandfather lived here, I love
this house.
I can't conceive of life without the cherry
orchard, and if it really must be sold, then sell me
with the orchard.-'■HBalanced off against Madame Ranevsky's group, there are the indivi
duals who are aligned with the Russia of the future.

These include Trofi

mov, Ravensky's youngest daughter Anya, the merchant Lopahin, and Firs'
antithesis, the brash young valet Yasha.

These individuals have an ag

gressive sure-footedness which the members of the leisure class, secure
behind money and tradition, did not need to cultivate.

These "new"

Russians are realistic people who have imnense faith in themselves;
they are Chekhov's non-alienated folk.**^

Not always correct in their

manners, outspoken in their views, and frequently coarse and apparently

^^Gamett,
112

0 £.
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Slonim, oj>. cit.. p. 71.
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unfeeling, they possess the strength and drive, the sense of purpose
which results in the reaching of goals.

Most of these points come out

in a single speech spoken by Lopahin, whose gratitude to Ranevsky for
her past kindnesses to him does not deter him from the way of success.
Bursting into a party which Ranevsky gives on the day during which her
estate is auctioned off, Lopahin delivers the following thunderbolt:
2 have bought it! Wait a bit, ladies and gentlemen,
pray. My head's a bit muddled, I can't speak (laughs).
We came to the auction. Deriganov was there already.
Leonid Andreyevitch only had 15,000 and Deriganov bid
30,000, besides the arrears, straight off. I saw how
the land lay. I bid against him. 1 bid 40,000, he
bid 45,000, I said 55, and so he went on, adding five
thousands and I adding ten. Well.
. . . So it ended.
1 bid ninety, and it was knocked down to me. Now the
cherry orchard's mine! Mine!
(chuckles) My God, the
cherry orchard's mine! Tell me that I'm drunk, that
I'm out of my mind, that it's all a dream (stamps with
his feet). Don't laugh at me!
If my father and my
grandfather could rise from their graves and see all
that has happened! How their Yermolay, Ignorant,
beaten Yermolay has bought the finest estate in the
world! I have bought the estate where my father and
grandfather were slaves, where they weren't even ad
mitted into the kitchen.
I am asleep, I am dreaming!
It is all fancy, it is the work of your imagination
plunged in the darkness of ignorance.
. . . Hey
musicians! Play! I want to hear you. Come, all of
you, and look how Yermolay Lopahin will take the axe
to the cherry orchard, how the trees will fall to the
ground! We will build houses on it and our grandsons
and great-grandsons will see a new life springing up
there. Music! Play u p !
Lopahin is neither a malicious wretch not a gleeful desecrater of
a beautiful thing.

He does not stand in Ravensky's presence tolling her

death knell in a fit of conscious spite.
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He is as good in his way as
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Ranevsky Is In hers.

He has lent Ravensky money again and again with

out bothering her for repayment.

He has wept at her plight.

has responded to the beauty of the flowering cherry trees.
too is a victim of the past.

He too
But Lopahin

His drive to succeed is almost a thing

of an independent nature; he does not control it:

it controls him.

He is oblivious to the shock Ranevsky feels as she hears him announce
that he has bought the estate.

In the most fundamental sense of all,

Lopahin and Ranevsky are foreigners to each other; each can extend
to his opposite a liking but never u n d e r s t a n d i n g . T h e y come from
totally different worlds.
And so Lopahin,

representative of a world that Ranevsky can never

know, is the unwitting tool of the woman's alienation.

A kind man

whom Ranevsky has urged Varya to marry, he destroys Ranevsky's world.
It would be useless for Lopahin to offer Ranevsky a place to stay;
her background will not allow her to accept such a gesture from a
son of a serf.

Then too, staying would only force upon her the

realization which would intensify the emotional anguish of her alien
ation.

Better to wander off into the world, where distance from the

old home might dull the pain.
Madame Ranevsky departs for Paris.
school.

Anya and Trofimov leave for

Gaev, Ranevsky's brother, becomes a bank clerk.

Varya leaves

to take up the duties of a housekeeper at an estate seventy miles away.
She and Ix>pahin will never marry;
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they do not know how to talk to each

Toumanova, og. cit.. p. 213.
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other, and as much as each wants to say the simple words needed to make
tender feelings known, he cannot do so.

The house becomes a tomb with

no one left In It but old Firs, who all the others thought had been
taken off to the hospital to be cared for until his death.

Forgotten,

the old man, who always regarded the emancipation of the serfs the
greatest calamity that Russia ever suffered, totters over to the front
doors of the house, tries them, and says:
Locked!
They have gone. . . . (sits down on sofa).
They have forgotten me. . . . Never mind. . . i'll sit
here a bit. . . . I'll be bound Leonid Andreyevitch
hasn't put his fur coat on and has gone off in his thin
overcoat (sighs anxiously).
I didn't see after him.
. . . These young people. . . (mutters something that
can't be distinguished). Life has slipped by as though
I hadn't lived.
(Lies down) i'll lie down a bit.
. . . There's no strength in you--all gone!
Echl
I'm good for nothing (lies motionless).
(A sound is
heard that seems to come from the sky, like a breaking
harp-string, dying away mournfully. All is still
again, and there is heard nothing but the strokes of
the axe far away in the orchard.)
What Chekhov began in The Three Sisters he finished in The Cherry
Orchard.

Both of his plays plumb the problem of people being driven

to the wall because of an inability to hold on to values which give
life purpose.
that to

In

both plays there is the author's explicit comment

live life well, man must have something in which to believe,

something which will make him want to achieve.

Man suffers, Chekhov

says, because he has lost faith in the one thing which can save him:
himself.
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The three sisters and Madame Ranevsky have all done that,

^^Gamett,

oj>. cit., p. 115.

^^Yarmolinsky, oj>. cit., p. 9.
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or perhaps have had it don* to them.

Never asked to look at the world

realistically, they have developed dependencies on things which have
no lasting value as effective articles of purposeful faith.

After

being lulled to sleep, they have been forced awake by reality to find
themselves philosophically barren.

They were never given a chance

to cultivate their "divine spark."

And because they never have been

able to do this, they have nothing to offer either themselves or
others.

All anchors gone, all higher significances having vanished,

all they can do is walk aimlessly through life, feeling great sorrow
for themselves.

From Kleist to Chekhov, the story is little changed.

As the age began in a state of philosophical pessimism for the play
wrights who probed into m a n ’s soul, so it seems to have ended for
them in like mood.

CHAPTER V:
Review and conclusions
It is now time to take a backward glance over the ground covered
in this study.

It has been a long journey, this excursion which has

encompassed over a hundred years in the history of civilized man.
one has traveled through those years, he has seen many things.

As

He has

viewed a Europe wrestling with profound and sweeping changes as these
made themselves known philosophically, scientifically, economically,
socially, and artistically.

He has watched man move from a position

of some philosophical stability to one of philosophical despair.

And as

he has viewed these things, he has observed the growth of a type of
drama which reflects both the nature and the effects of the upheavals
to which nineteenth-century Europe was exposed:

the drama of

alienation.
"Alienation" as defined here is the state of being separated from
a belief in an idea or a set of ideas serving an individual as a basis
for actions and feelings which make him a happy, purposeful, and digni
fied creature.

More specifically, when a person is alienated, he becomes

estranged from the conviction that there are existent in the overall
scheme of things beneficial value-giving concepts greater than himself.
The individual who subscribes to this point of view has a tendency to
regard himself as an "accident" tossed into being by a capricious fate.
And while alienation as such takes into consideration those who have
repudiated the existence of greater-than-self value concepts, it also
accounts for those who hold too rigidly to value concepts which the
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demands of a changing society render obsolete*

Inclusively,

the word

alienation as used here denotes the states of being, becoming, and
remaining spiritually, ethically, and personally unrelated to effica
cious relationships with such higher significances as man needs to make
himself a being of true human worth.
There are certain philosophical implications regarding alienation
which must be accounted for.
as he envisions
whole.

These are related to

himself to be a purposeful part of

man's view of himself
a larger cosmic

Man asks certain questions about the nature of his being and

his destiny, and makes an attempt to construct for himself a unified
set of answers which account not only for what he experiences sensorially, but also for what he feels "stands behind" the totality of his
purely physical

experiences. He senses that he is

different from other

forms of animal

life and that he is superior to these; he ponders the

"why" of this.

Eventually, his pondering brings him to a point at

which he can no longer answer his questions about himself.

He then

makes a leap of faith involving the acceptance of a set of "higher
significances," belief in which allows him to regard himself purpose
fully.

As long as he believes in the higher significances, he does not

experience alienation.

The alienated man, on the other hand, has lost

contact with such a pattern; he is pitched into a philosophical void.
For most men, a higher significance pattern must account for
more than an efficacious relationship between man and God.

Such a

relationship, no matter how purposeful in nature, is markedly abstract
and must be reinforced by a set of more immediately experienced relation
ships.

So the higher significance pattern is widened to include the
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Ideations of country,

tribe and family, and work, all of these being

considerations which are tangible enough to afford man the day-to-day
purposeful moments he needs to convince himself he is of value.

Living

and working in terms of the tangible considerations, he feels himself
loved and respected and, therefore, manages to avoid the agonies brought
on by alienation.

Those agonies take us into the psychological impli

cations of alienation.
The alienated man is forced to take refuge in himself.

Having

no higher significance pattern to hold on to and desirous of avoiding
the chasm of nothingness, he is forced to deify the "self."
does this, he lays himself open to grave emotional stress.

When he
The problem

with which he is faced is one of managing to discipline the self in terms
of something which will allow it to work for and not against him.
Deified self, free of such control,
chaos or embittered cynicism.

too often leads man into emotional

Only adroitly posed humanism, operating

within a well-defined perspective of outgoing understanding and sympathy,
can withstand the ravages of psychological alienation.

When the alien

ated man becomes thoroughly self-obsessed, his philosophical estrangement
becomes a powerfully troubling thing.
terrifying aloneness.

In such a state, he feels a

Purposeless and isolated, he begins to give way

to despair and often ends by making a psychotic break with reality.
Alienation,

then, has both its philosophical and psychological aspects.

At the hands of the dramatists viewed in this study, the journey of
nineteenth-century alienated man is one which begins in a state of roman
tic agony and outcry, moves through a gloomy recognition of an alienated
status quo, and ends with man being encouraged to probe his own psyche
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with the idea of substituting for his lost value concepts a tough-minded
belief in himself.

From beginning to end, the nineteenth-century drama

tists concern themselves with detailing the nature of philosophical and
psychological alienation as it is dictated to them by the happenings of
their times.

At the end of the century, they express the idea that

humanity must be alienated from the traditional higher significances if
it is to humanistically develop its "inner spirituality" as it should.
Heinrich von Kleist was apparently the first continental dramatist
to voice man's alienation from the values of old.

Divorcing himself

from the moralistic bias which had pervaded the bulk of serious drama
through the works of Goethe and Schiller, Kleist fell back on the "man
is the measure of all things" approach.

This was a man who saw humanity

in Europe suffering grieviously -because of the repressive measures in
flicted upon it by powerful monarchial and military forces;

this was a

man whose thinking rejected, on the basis of the evidence around him,
not only the precepts laid down by traditional moralistic philosophies
which exhorted man to put his faith unqualifiedly in God, but also
those precepts set forth by the rationalists who believed that man could
solve all his troubles if he only put himself at the disposal of his
intellect.

Kleist voiced the agony of a human spirit forced to live in

a philosophical void.

He viewed man as a creature whose natural good

ness was buried under a crushing layer of outmoded credos which denied
the individual any opportunity to be more than a slavish upholder of
senseless doctrines which had long since served any purpose they might
have had.

Like most romantics, however, Kleist had nothing effective to

substitute for what he helped to tear down.

Rich in the display of
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amazing psychological insights into alienated man's character, Kleist's
work is little more than a blazing protest against the moralistic dic
tates of an old value construct which he finds perfectly useless.
Our second playwright, Franz Grillparzer, was with Kleist in his
concern for the emotional destruction of individuals who find the more
praiseworthy promptings of the human spirit in severe conflict with
arbitrary and unfeeling laws.

Retreating from the same type of repressive

world with which Kleist had struggled so desperately, Grillparzer sat
quietly in his study and wrote thinly-disguised historical dramas con
cerned with the plight of people alienated both philosophically and
psychologically.

But whereas Kleist focused directly on an individual's

alienation from spiritual values, Grillparzer broadened the issue to in
clude an alienation from more temporal considerations.

The bulk of the

Austrian's theatrical effort dealt with the emotional effects of an
estrangement which exists between an individual and his homeland.
Grillparzer's characters are made lost not only by the fact that obso
lete and arbitrary codes work against the development and expression of
meaningful spiritual relationships but also by the fact that they are
forced to live, like the old alienated Roman, outside of the set of
values relative to nation, tribe, family, and work.

Between the two of

them,Kleist and Grillparzer enunciated dramatically an alienation motif
which involved each and every one of the higher significances of which
we have spoken.
Georg Buchner, the third and last writer of the earlier part of
the nineteenth century, flavored the theatrical display of alienation
set up by those who went before him with a dash of rationalistic
cynicism.
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Where Kleist and Grillparzer Identified themselves emotionally with
their characters, Buchner stood off to one side and etched out the
alienated state of his characters with an eye to the scientific.

In

his contributions to the drama of the alienated, he delineates char
acters who realize their own alienation keenly.

Buchner's most impor

tant contribution to the dramatic type we have been studying is his
incisive indictment of the intellect as something which is a curse to
the alienated man.

The more Woyzeck and Danton try to think their way

out of their state, the greater their agony becomes, for as Buchner has
it, it is man's thinking awareness which
such a wracking thing.

makes his feeling of alienation

Buchner suggests that ignorance is truly bliss,

and in his implication that man would be better off if he could not think,
he prepares the ground for the development of the theory that alienation
can be done away with only if the Individual experiencing it deliberately
induces in himself complete and utter forgetfulness.

Buchner readies

one for the work of those whose characters solve their difficulties
through such extremes as suicide or the psychotic break with reality.
Taken together, our first three writers break with the past and
set out on a new course involving "suffering" rather than "achieving"
man.

They deal with mankind t o m

loose from the value moorings of old,

showing humanity in the throes of an agony which they suggest can only
be stopped by means of a deliberate cessation of life.

They establish

that from which mankind is alienated, reveal the emotional extent of its
alienation, and slam the door on the idea that the intellect is of any
help with the problem.
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Christian Friedrich Hebbel, the first important writer of the middle
period of the nineteenth century, looks at the problem of man's alienation
in terms of a formal idealistic philosophy:

Hebbel, at least so far as

his early work is concerned, hewed closely to the line established by the
thought of Georg Wilhelm Hegel.

Adopting belief in Hegel's concept of a

"world spirit"--a strange and inexplicable abstraction that somehow moves
mankind forward to a better, purer state, Hebbel keeps in force man's
alienation from belief in a benevolent divine agency.

As far as Hebbel

is concerned, life is an evolving process in which the individual is
carried along by the world spirit only so far before being cast aside in
favor of something better.

The view is unfeeling and fatalistic, never

allowing the individual to feel that a kind and personal God exists to
help him through life.

It is a view which suggests that individual human

happiness and purpose are things which an individual has no right to claim
personally.

It is a view in which each man is told that he must stand by

to sacrifice himself for the good of something which no man will ever
realize.
Forcing his characters to act according to the dictates of the world
spirit view, Hebbel peoples his stage with individuals who invariably find
themselves at odds with older members of their societies.

And because the

older members of the society refuse to be "junked" and react fiercely
against the newer members, they force the younger members into actions
which result in withdrawal from reality.
works.

Suicide occurs often in Hebbel's

This emotional link with previous writers can not be ignored; and

since Hebei's dramatic thought reveals Itself to be so dependent on the
"villain" of evolution, one must note that he drops the barriers standing
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between dramatists and deterministic territory.

For the writers follow

ing inmediately after Hebbel, man is considered to be the miserable acci
dent of a completely automatic. unreasoning, and unfeeling fate.
Under Emile Zola, the depths of man's alienation from spiritual
and humanistic values are fully revealed as lower reaches in which the
idea of humanity has no place as a dignifying concept.

Zola developed

and promulgated an attitude about the "truth" of man's existence which
discounted entirely the idea of divine purpose.

Not primarily a play

wright, Zola, because of the militancy of his stand on "naturalism,"
made a tremendous impression on the dramatists of both his own and later
times.

It was the voice of Emile Zola which forced the theater to

commit itself to philosophies based upon the findings of those who had
done so much in the area of natural science.
The middle years of the nineteenth century brought to light a host
of particulars deriving from the basic premise of naturalistic evolution,
and Zola, strongly Influenced by the determinism of Balzac, Flaubert, and
the Goncourt brothers, declared that the only "true" view one could take
of mankind was one which said that man was merely a more advanced form of
animal brought into existence by a force as unreasoning as Hegel's world
spirit.

The Zola view further suggested that man's intellect was subor

dinate to the workings of the emotions and that man lived fundamentally
to satisfy the demands of his physical self.

Brushing aside any consid

eration of human ethics as a whimsical concept man used to fool himself
into thinking that he was something more than science said he was, Zola
reduced all that was human existence to the level of the brutish.
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While others accepted the Zola line fully, Henrik Ibsen refused to
be so pessimistic.

As unflinching in his pursuit of truth as Zola, he

found it impossible to minimize man as completely as the Frenchman did.
Ibsen professed not to follow any specific credo, but his work reveals
the tenents of a humanistic idealism.

In Ibsen the self reasserts it

self dynamically, becoming a real higher significance of sorts.

But

Ibsen keeps man's alienation from the idea of benevolent deities alive;
he does not link the self to value significances greater than and ex
terior to it.

For Ibsen, man can live purposefully for himself.

There

is in this a revival of earlier romantic theory, but it should be made
clear that Ibsen was never as hopelessly emotional as the romantics.
Like Chekhov, he balanced reason off against emotion, and while he felt
deeply, he was also capable of exercising reasonable objectivity in re
gards to those things which stirred his emotions.
The basis of Ibsen's attempts to lift man from the dust into which
he had been cast by the naturalists lay in his view of man as the possessor
of an "inner spirituality" which he felt functioned independently of the
existence of "gods".

Ibsen could accept the findings of the naturalists,

but his sense of concern for the dignity of man would not permit him to
"brutalize" humanity.

And as his feeling for man as a creature of dig

nity prevented him from dehumanizing man, it also fashioned him into a
man who fought the various social forces which he felt threatened to ex
tinguish in man the flame of "inner spirituality."

Along these lines,

Ibsen joined hands with Kleist and Grillparzer in battling the mass of
ossified conventions which tended to direct man's thinking to matters of
comfort and ease and not to matters of honest feeling for man as some
thing more than a creature to be fed and housed.

Ibsen tries to instill
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in man that agressive, tough-minded, yet compassionate humanism which
he feels is the only really effective weapon man has with which to
fight alienation.
In the middle period of the nineteenth century, then, the writers
move from jaundiced idealism through pessimistic determinism to enlight
ened humanism.

The alienation from traditional spiritual agencies is

kept alive throughout the period, but the idea of dignified man fares
better at the end of it.

The victim of philosophical depression, man

passes through his darkest time and then begins to emerge into a halflight.

He still has a way to go before he can look at himself in a

fully non-alienated fashion, and it is doubtful if the writers of the
final period do for him everything which he may have wished for.

But,

in a sense, the worst seems to be over.
Inevitably,

the direction in which the dramatists concerned with

the true nature of the human condition were moving led to a preoccupation
with the psyche of man.

From Kleist on, the drift was an "inward" thing;

and with Freud's theories beginning to loom on the horizon,

the problem

of alienation fell into the hands of August Strindberg, a man in whose
attitude one can see the workings of the mind of the psychological prober.
Strindberg was concerned solely with the agonies of alienation, and
it is possible to look on much of his work as an elaborate personal
catharsis of a sort.

Rejecting the higher significances out of hand,

Strindberg focused directly on the miseries of those for whom value sta
bility never seems to exist.

He advocates no remedial measures for such

a state; he simply delineates the external and internal manifestations of
personal alienation.

His characters are emotionally-aggravated people who
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spend their lives inflicting terrible hurts on those around them out of
a compulsion to make certain that all others are as unhappy as they.
Strongly reminiscent of Kleist, Strindberg gives those who follow after
him a standard to be used whenever one is attempting to describe the
nature of alienation.
Gerhart Hauptmann,

the dramatist who revived the work of G^org

Buchner and who had a great deal in conmon with the thought of such men
as Zola, Ibsen, and Strindberg, kept alive the playwrights' concern with
the agonies of the alienated.

Directing his efforts at an analysis of

the plight of the little people of his day, he is a gentle and compassion
ate contributor to the drama of alienation.

He, too, could not accept

the higher significance pattern of which we have spoken; he, too, agreed
that man lived in a hostile environment which toyed with people as they
tried to construct meaningful values for themselves.

In Hauptmann's nat

uralistic dramas, men and women are forced into positions of abject ma
terial and psychological misery, and are stunned into disbelief that
they can not make sense out of what is happening to them.

Buffeted by

the winds of a malicious fate, Hauptmann's characters are forced to re
sign themselves to the fact that they will never be able to change the
circumstances of their grim environment and that escape lies only in
personal destruction.

The death wish and suicide make themselves known

regularly in Hauptmann's plays.

Living a long life in a depressing world,

the grand old man of German naturalism could find nothing to offer man
but the balm of forgetfulness.
Anton Chekhov is something of a marvel.

Living and working in a

nation which suffered as much, if not more than any other from the effects
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of monarchial repression, a nation whose lower classes were in tumult
and whose middle and upper classes were bewildered and withdrawn from the
actualities of the main stream of life, Chekhov led a one-man crusade
against the effects of alienation.

When one considers that this man

moved through his mature years aware of the fact that he would die com
paratively young because he had pulmonary pneumonia, his attempts to beat
back the ravages of alienation take on a heroic quality.
Chekhov.

But this was

Thoroughly agnostic, disillusioned with the ruling class of his

country, and aware of the fact that his countrymen's sense of values was
in a state of suspended animation, he still rushed forward to stir his
fellows to action in the battle against complete and utter self-abnegation.
It is important to note that Chekhov accepted man's alienation from
the concept of benevolent divinities.

He was apparently of a mind that

this was a fait accompli and that, for that matter, man did not need
gods on high.

Chekhov, as did Ibsen, had within him the strength and

ability to make it through life on his own.

He is that tough-minded

humanist who moves through life purposefully without being sustained in
his endeavors by the thought that he has the aid of the old-line spirit
ual higher significances.

The possessor of great emotional sensitivity

and extraordinary reasoning capacities, Chekhov became an "achiever"
who would have been applauded by the Greeks and the better men of the
Renaissance.

As were these previous men, Chekhov was convinced that man

could fashion the world into a better place simply by willing himself to
use the good that was within him.

It is this thought which stands behind

the series of psychological dramas which Chekhov wrote to take to task
those who denied their capacity to work for the future by becoming de
tached and will-less Biedermeiers.
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Not that Chekhov blindly condemned all men who were alienated.

He

was realistic enough to recognize the fact that there were those in his
Russia that became and remained alienated through no essential fault of
their own.

In this realization, Chekhov appears to agree with Ibsen that

there are those who deserve to be pitied rather than scorned for their
alienated state.

But fundamentally, Chekhov refuses to extend his pity

to individuals who he thinks can help themselves.
to work.

Such people he asks

Work, he says, is the only really important higher significance.

And so the nineteenth century, as far as its preoccupation with the prob
lem of man's alienation is concerned, ends on a ringing note at the hands
of Chekhov.

The psychological nature of the present century would seem

to indicate that men are having great difficulty in responding to that
note.
As a group,

these final writers seem to extend to m o d e m man a

choice which brings humanity to the threshold of a door beyond which
lies either the void or human fulfillment.
teenth century's concern with alienation

These writers cap the nine
with a certain psychological

apprehensiveness which can be strengthened into purposeful humanistic con
viction or which can serve as an entry into the realms of agonies greater
than those experienced by the most tormented men of the last century.
The review of the nine playwrights is now complete.

Now,what can be conclu

ded about the drama of alienation as these writers have put it?
The first thing to consider when attempting to judge a play with an
eye to ascertaining if it is indeed a drama of alienation is the matter
of the presence of a particular type of philosophical statement in the
piece.

If the play deals with alienation as defined, it will make known
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the fact that its author is of the mind that the human being lives a
life made troublesome by his failure to believe in certain traditional
value-giving concepts.

The play will also make clear that this state

is not the result of capricious rebellion on the part of man; it will
reveal figures who would desperately like to believe in something, but
who can not because the evidence of life is against the adoption of
such belief.
a tragedy.

All of this suggests that the drama of alienation is not
In a tragedy, if we are to follow the traditional argument,

values do exist, as does man's belief in them.

In a tragedy, man comes

to grief because he transgresses beyond the ground laid out for him by
the gods.

In the drama of alienation, in which one finds little or no

belief in either gods or grounds, man not only begins in grief but
usually sinks deeper into it.
gression;

In a tragedy, man falls after a trans

in the drama of alienation, man has nothing against which to

transgress and consequently can not undergo a fall.

A moralist might

say that in the drama of alienation, man has fallen before the play be
gins.

So there is a big difference between the tragedy and the drama

of alienation--at least, from a classically oriented point of view.
Considering the drama of alienation in terms of the m o d e m view
of tragedy--that view which says the play is tragic if the hero is
brought low because of the fact that he is a fallible being who can not
hope to see his errors in time to avoid them, it must be pointed out
that the m o d e m view is based on a certain moralistic implication:
existence of human fallibility.
place in the drama of alienation.

the

Fallibility and infallibility have no
In the drama of alienation, man is

aware of a sense of personal limitation, but this is quite different from
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the idea of fallibility as it is normally considered in the modern
tragedy.

The alienated hero does not have the established moral frame

of reference needed to activate m o d e m tragic fallibility.

On both

classic and m o d e m terms, then, the drama of alienation is not a tragedy.
The drama of alienation does qualify for consideration as a serious
work.

One might even suggest that because of its concern for man in re

lation to his most fundamental values, the drama of alienation is philo
sophically superior to the serious play, which regularly deals with
sharply defined social issues of one kind or another.

The social pro

test play, for instance, limits itself to a dramatic discussion of topi
cal problems, not those of a universal character.

In such plays it is

"right" or "wrong" to do something or to hold to something because a
particular code applies.

In the drama of alienation, the "codes" refuse

to solidify, and so "right" and "wrong" can not be applied.
and always,

First, last,

the drama of alienation is one in which values and men do not

lead a harmonious existence.

So long as the play is explicit on the

point that man finds it difficult, if not impossible, to establish a be
lief in traditional higher significances, it is a drama of alienation.
Secondly, the play is an alienation drama if it postulates the
idea that the world is something which refuses to make sense.
view is stated by characters in the play.

Such a

Throughout the alienation

drama, the main figures strive desperately to reconcile the particulars
of their existence in terms of their rationality.
the greater becomes their sense of alienation.
as faith in the average alienation drama;
derment.

The more they do this,

There is no such thing

there is only rational bewil

Once a man honestly reconciles the world and his existence in
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it in terms of his rationality, he is no longer alienated.

As long as

he is in mental anguish--not simply emotional anguish--his alienation
continues to remain in force.
Thirdly, and stemming from the second point,

the alienation drama

makes clear that the world itself is for man a hostile environment, con
stantly seeking to reduce him to the status of the animal.

This wholly

negative view of the world is a logical extension of the idea that the
environmental circumstances of human life do not, ultimately, lend them
selves to completely effective rational manipulation.

In the alienation

drama, the Individual must hurl himself upon the circumstances of life
bodily, battering back powerful elemental forces which seek to deny him
human status.

The situation is complicated for man in that the natural

world has invaded his very nature, planting within that body emotional
instability which attempts to defeat and drive out of man his ration
ality.

The alienated man is constantly the potential prey of rapacious,

bestial forces bent on wiping out the very idea of the "human."
Finally, with the exception of those writers who seek to beat back
alienation through the workings of a special type of humanism, the drama
of alienation views the totality of human existence and destiny in a
fatalistic fashion.

For reasons already given, the true drama of alien

ation can make no uplifting comment on the nature of mankind's future.
A drama committed fully to a viewpoint which has it that mankind's socalled vaunted superiority over the remainder of the animal kingdom is
a curse and a fraud is hardly in a position to suggest that humanity is
on the move "upward." The best that such a drama can say is that man,
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if he fights tooth and nail, may succeed in keeping himself above the
character of the lesser beasts.

From a moralistic point of view,

this

is a mean purpose indeed, but the drama of alienation, we must remember,
is one which views the whole idea of human purpose in a very bitter fash
ion.
So we have the drama of alienation.

It is a drama distinct from

those traditionally labeled with the terms "tragedy" and "serious play."
It is bitter and morbidly rationalistic.

It views the world around man

as an enemy ever ready to leap upon him.

It holds out no hope for man

as far as the idea of a glorious destiny is concerned.

It suggests

that the emotions within man be regarded with fear and trembling as a
sort of collective natural saboteur seeking to destroy man from within.
Plumbing the important question of human and spiritual values,

it is

of the opinion that all which one considers under the heading of "ethical
aspiration" is so much dross.

In all of these characteristics,

the drama

of alienation is the complete antithesis of that type of drama which
seeks to exalt man.

The drama of alienation finds nothing to exalt,

and so its "heroes" are reduced to pitiful sufferers who do nothing
but bewail their miserable state.

The drama of alienation places these

men in a world in which the laws of the gods have given way to the laws
of the jungle.
A few brief words should be said about three considerations which
deserve comment if only for the sake of "rounding off" all that has been
said up to this point.

Those three considerations have to do with (1)

the protagonist of the drama of alienation,

(2 ) the implicit fallacy
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contained in the "sympathy and understanding" line advanced by so many of
the men mentioned in the previous pages, and (3) the author of a drama of
alienation.

The first two of these three items concern themselves with

certain acceptance problems the play poses to the m o d e m audience, and
the third suggests that the drama of alienation comes forth from the pen
of a writer who passed through a life experience which is a blueprint
for the construction of the personally alienated state.
On the subject of the "hero" of the alienation play, one is faced
with the problem of admiration.

Certainly it is possible to pity the

protagonist of the alienation drama; he does suffer greatly.

But, un

less one is deeply comnitted to a negative view of life, the protagonist
of such a play is often neurotic.

In his failure to establish a value

position for himself--even though this is a difficult thing for him to
do, if we accept the philosophical basis of alienation--the alienated
man becomes a human cypher, and it is difficult to admire a nonentity.
Harsh as such a judgment might seem, the facts indicate that the alien
ated do not embody anything of a purposeful nature which can be admired.
Alienated men simply sit numbly or dash frenziedly about, screaming
their pain.

These reactions to life may be genuine enough, but con

stant exposure to such figures could well lead the viewer into a cer
tain neurasthenia, projecting into the latter the same psychologic,
condition possessed by the protagonist of the alienation drama.

Cer

tainly, the alienated hero has nothing positive to offer his viewer.
In his preoccupation with suffering, he affords the viewer an oppor
tunity to do little but scrutinize the particulars of a psychological
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case history.

It is this which seems responsible for the condemning

Judgments leveled against alienation plays by m o d e m critics.
Moving on to the matter of what would appear to be a fallacy in
the workings of the "sympathy and understanding" line, one could well
ask if an individual were really alienated if he practiced such an
attitude.

The adoption and practice of humane sympathy and under

standing would argue for a very personal value-conditioned identi
fication with all of mankind as a worthy ethical object.
mankind,

All of

then, is simply an extension of the idea of family; and if

a man works at regulating his conduct in terms of such a higher sig
nificance,

it would seem that he could not become unduly self-obsessed

and would remain unalienated.

The active practice

of sympathy and

understanding is, moreover, a purposeful activity, and men who have
purposes relating to a certain admirable belief in humanity success
fully resist alienation.

In the light of these ideas, it seems fair

to suggest that those who advocate and who practice sympathy and under
standing are not as alienated as they might believe themselves to be.
As a final argument in this regard, one might also mention that the
active implementation of a sympathetic attitude as it is extended on
behalf of all mankind brings back into existence a benevolent force
as this helps to sustain humanity in its existence in a hard world.
Philosophically,

in the light of the foregoing,

the alienation of

several of the writers and thinkers mentioned here is of a somewhat
tenuous nature.

These gentlemen may protest too much.
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And so to the observations about the author of a drama of aliena
tion.

These seem to be appropriate as a conclusion to this study, If

only as a reminder that dramas are brought Into being by men who attempt
to take their experiences with life and fashion from them something mean
ingful for the stage.

Say what one will about the philosophical worth

of what the writers of alienation drama have done,

they have at least

looked at life unflinchingly and have done a reasonably effective job
of distilling for the stage the essence of a major dramatic issue:

the

conflict which ensues between man and an apparently hostile environment
as man strives to arrive at values which will somehow make life meaning
ful for him.
What kind of men were these playwrights?

One notes striking simi

larities in their backgrounds, and these similarities would seem to indi
cate that the author of a drama of alienation is often his own dramatic
hero.

This statement is admittedly argumentative and there is no need

to move it further, but it seems clear the chances of an individual
writing a drama of alienation are more than simply probable if he has
in his background the following:
unstable temperaments,

(1 ) parents of widely opposite and

(2 ) a childhood in which economic insecurity,

a sense of social inferiority, and depressing experiences in school
played a major role,
university level,

(3) failures to cope with academic work at the

(4) a certain emotional hypersensitivity, and (5)

mild to strong aversions to not only church but also religion as such.
A glance back over the careers of our nine

writers

all of these factors at work in their lives.

here will reveal

Differences there are,
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but in the main these writers seem cut from the same bolt of cloth.
Struggling to cope with themselves and with their world, these
writers have given the world a dramatic heritage which is devoid of
the trappings of the classic theater.

They have forced their follow

ers to look at man and the world in a completely non-idealized fashion.
They have created an atmosphere in the theater which is one of stark
psychological realism.

They have moved theater forward broadly so

that it now encompasses themes the like of which would never have
occurred to such men as Goethe.

They made it necessary for the

theater to revise itself radically as far as styles in acting and
scene design and lighting are concerned.

And, finally, they have

made it necessary for critics to become philosophers.

They have

been responsible for an epic revolution in the theater, a revolu
tion which, if such movements as the theater of the absurd are any
valid indication, is still with us.

In the light of all which they

have done, one would perhaps be well-advised to begin any study of
modern theater with von Kleist and to label theater's m o d e m age as
"The Age of Alienation."
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